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PART I - Why we value integration

INTRODUCTION

Integration as a Valued Reality
by Larry A. Me Clellan
Village President, Park Forest South

Living Together
by Mayer Singerman
Village President, Park Forest
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INTRODUCTION

The Villages of Park Forest and Park Forest South promote integration,
but what is integration? We all have heard and read m~ ny misleading and incorrect definit ions , and we think i t's important to set the record straight.
Let ' s first say what it i s not.
I ntegration is not the time between the first
black moving in and the last whi t e moving out.
It is not an 80% white, 20%
black population. There i s no such thing as "too much" integration.
Rather,
integration can be defined i n market terms as a situation wh ere in both blacks
and whites and other minorities are looking at housing in n umbers roughly propor tional to their numbers in the general population. This includes considerations of price and style of housing desired.
Thus, if a metropolitan area racial composition is roughly 80% white and
20 % b lack, and if roughly 80% white and 20% black are seeking housing in a
community,
then that community is experienc i ng integration at that time.
If
the situation continues , stable integration is experienced.
If demand by one
group or the other diminishes considerably, then integration is endangered.
It is in the economic interest of a community to maintain demand by all groups
of people.
In that way, demand is at its peak, and maximum housing values can
be realized . There are very clear social and e~onomic advantages to living in
a community which encourages and maintains integration.
The November, 1973 issue of Money magazine printed an article discussing
the effects o f integration on home value.* The conclusion of one economist
whose study focused on almost 10,000 housing transaction s showed that "the odds
are about 4 to 1 that house prices in a neighborhood entered by non-whites will
keep up with or exceed prices in a comparable all-white area".
And the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights has more than once proclaimed there is no substance
to the view that incoming racial mino rities drive down pro perty values. Money
magazine blames real estate agents and mortgage lenders for helping perpetuate
the myth.
It asserts, finally, that "of the factors that determine the worth
of a piece o f property, the race of owners is one of the least significant".
More specifically, property value is determined by the laws of supply
and demand.
The more demand for the supply, the greater the value. The less
demand, the lower the value. Maximum appreciation in housing values occurs
where demand is strong and can be expected to continue strong .
If all people,
black , white, and others, who can afford certain housing are competing for it
equall y , then you have 100% of the potential demand.
In Chicagoland, if only
whites are competing, that area is sacrificing something like 23% of the demand
that is black.
If only blacks are competing, then the area is losing 77% of
the demand .
If an area has a deficiency in the traffic of either race, the
property values wil l suffer.
Active competition from blacks and whites together
protects values and investments.

* ·Money, November, 1973.

Reprinted by National Committee Against Discrimination.
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The social advantages are, of course, subjective. Diverse groups of
friends and associates are available.
Children can learn to deal effectively
with all kinds of other children. That ability to get along with all kinds
of people frequently pays off in the job market, where that is a much soughtafter quality. And the reality of today in the Chicago area is that with
very few exceptions all communities are home to some minorities.
It seems
advantageous to live in a community where a positive value is placed on diversity - where it is not forced upon people, but rather chosen willingly and
nurtured thoughtfully.
Rather than have the authors of this plan go on at length about the
advantage of interracial living, it is important to show that integration maintenance is part of our local public policy. Our local elected Village Presidents
value integrated living.
In their own words President McClellan and President
Singerman explain why we value integration:
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INTEGRATION AS A VALUED REALITY
BY
A. MCCLELLAN
VILLAGE PRESIDENT, PARK FOREST SOUTH
LARRY

A fundamental dilemma in American communities today is the contrast
between the easy rhetoric of integration and the hard reality of making it
happen. Many can verbally support open housing , equal opportunity and related code words, but the hard reality is in building the context for authentic interrelations of persons of differing racial backgrounds.
In Park Forest South we are seeking to be clear about what it means to
experience racial diversity and to continually move beyond the simple reality
of blacks and whites living in the same geographic area and move into the
valued reali ty of whites, blacks, and other minoriti es building the same
human community. ·
In ~he late 1960's, the New Communities program was established as a
form of demonstration program for responding to urban sprawl and furthering
basic social objectives including integration. In 1970-71, a private developer,
the Park Forest South Development Company, obtained the designation of Park
Forest South as the location for a federal New Community. This involved a
complex set of financial, land, and development agreements. Park Forest South
is unique as the only one of the 13 New Communities in the federal program with
a local goverrunent having jurisdiction over basically the same area as . the total
development project.
This dual situation has had mixed results.
The existence of the New Community designation with affirmative marketing created well-integrated communitypresent population of 6,000 with 26% minority. However, for a complex set of
reasons, the Development Company ceased operation in early 1975 and the local
government had to face multiple crises for survival as a viable community.
A major dilemma was to develop the capacity to maintain racial stability in the
face of a very negative image related to issues of further development and potential racial imbalances. A series of steps had to be taken to forcefully
support our commitment to integration as a valued reality.
We have worked hard to support the value we place on our existence as
a integrated community- where children and adults can enjoy the common richness
of our racial diversity and where judgments, assumptions, prejudices based on
racial characteristics begin to whither away.
In light of this, we are aware
of tremendous resources being expended to push other communities and in,stitutions to move in directions we have come.
There is a real irony in the
" apparent unwillingness of those same state and national resources to assist
a community like ours to maintain and solidify the gains that have been
made here.
In spite of that unwillingness, we will continue to do all that we
can at our local level to insure our growt.h and stability as a multi-racial,
fully integrated community.
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LIVING TOGETHER
BY
MAYER SINGERMAN
VILLAGE PRES !DENT, PARK FOREST

It would be foolish to believe that all ParkFbresters think alike about racial
matters. Not all whites think alike.
Not all blacks think alike. Not all people
from the same part of the nation or from the same religious groups think alike. But
there seems to be a set of attitudes that a great many of us share.
It was expressed
many years ago when Swedish philosopher and economist Gunnar Myrdal studied racial
problems in the United States and wrote a lenghty report published in a book called
"The American Delimma". There is a sense in which he captured much of the reality
of America's racial problems in his title. For it is a dilemma that most characterizes
the racial attitudes of Americans, no matter what their race.
One of the ways the dilemma about race has affected Americans has been in housing
patterns. In most of the United States a dual housing market exists. Whites live in
one area; blacks in another.
This exits without respect to the quality of life in
these areas.
There are "good" and "bad" white areas. There are "good" and "bad"
black areas. But the pattern still reveals them as separate areas. Although this
pattern still characterizes the way most Americans live, significant changes started
to occur all over the United States abOut 10 years ago- quite definitely in Park
Forest.
At that time, black people started to move into all parts of the village, ending
the dual market in Park Forest.
The official policy of the village was: who moves in and out of homes is the
business of the private, free economy. Further, all people have the right to safety
in their homes and village government is bound to protect that right.
In recognition of the possibility of problems occurring as the first blacks moved
into the village, the official village Human Relations Commission and village trustees
met with the future neighbors of incoming blacks to aid the effort to be certain the
new neighbors would be allowed tb move in and live in peace. They were. That is not
to say that all blacks moving into the village were greeted in the same way whites
were, but no significant problems arose.
After a while, Park Forest passed an open housing ordinance which, in effect,
gave the force of law to what was, to a great extent, happening anyway. For some, the
law was unnecessary and should not have been passed. For others, it was a way of making certain all people knew and understood that Park Forest stands for the rule of law
as well as the Golden Rule.
Key to the point of view of Park Forest government and, probably, most village
residents, is that the housing market should be like all other markets in the United
States - free here in order that it may be free everywhere. People should no more be
limited to buying a certain home in a certain place than they should be, limited to
buy only a Ford, rather than a Chevrolet, Plymouth, or any other car.
In other words,
American housing patterns should be determined in the market place by free choice.
It is the basic purpose of Park Forest's open housing ordinance that all people be
guaranteed free choice as far as choosing a home in Park Forest is concerned.
In the past several years, a new phenomenon has arisen. Free choice is again
being limited, but in a subtle and peculiar way.
Some white homeseekers are being
steered away from Park Forest and some black homeseekers are being steered into it.
Both the white and black families may be unaware of what is going on- but it is
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happening. This . is, indeed, a new way to threaten the free market.
For the
free market is threatened not only when people are obviously not able to make
a free choice, but also, when they think they are- but in reality are rrot.
In the past, there was no free market. OnLy white 2eopl.e and a few Orientals
lived in Park Forest. Although the number of blacks in Park Forest is estima.t ed at
little more than 9 percent, there are some who believe that thi& means that i£ something doesn't happen, eventually only rrl.acks will live in ~ ark ForeEt~ To begin with,
Park Forest village government not onl.y does not believe such forecasts, it is cnnvinced its belief is shared by an overwhelming number of village residents.
But let us examine for a moment wha would be wrong with a village that ~ al~
black ~et us st art by assuming Park Forest is a good place in. which to live. All
the things that make Park Forest a good. place to liYe far black peopl.e make it a
good place to live for white people.
This heing the· c.ase, penple o.f various racial,
ethnic and religious backgrounds generalLy will. be attracted to live. in Eark Forest
in percentages approximate to their total percentages in the popul.ation.
There are,
of course, modifying factors.
Although blacks cons-titute. a.J2Proxima:tely 10 per.cent.
of the population generally, they constitute a - little higher percentage- in a l.arge
metropolitan area.
Suburban living generally, incLuding P:ark Forest., req_uires a cons.iderable
income.
Although the number of blacks entering the "middle class" is rising
dramatically, it is still cnnsiderabLy belo:w the percentage of whites who are considered middle class, the group from which Park- Forest draws most of its. residents.
For those who believe strongly in the moral., ethical and political foundations
of our nation, living in a community where all kinds of people live is normal,
natural - good and proper.
It fits the "ideals" side of the "American Dilemma".
In a free society, if it is to remain free, free choices must exist for everyone.
If choices are free in housing, normal distribution of· groups wil.l be found in
the community and stability will result. For those who ask what is the right number,
or percent of various groups, the answer is: however many of each grnup chooses to
come, proYiding there is a truly free market everywhere.
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PART II
THE FIRST STEPS TOWARD POLICY
"What Can We Do To Promote Integration Maintenance? 11

This plan represents the first half of a two year study designed
to investigate and prevent the racial resegregation of neighborhoods and
communities.
The first year's work includes a detailed investigation of
the market forces which contribute to resegregation and a brief overview
of some counter forces that may be employed to assure stable integration.
Next year's study will focus on implementation strateg~es and action
oriented plans.
Part II contains an outline and summary of a plan to prevent
racial resegregation. The format for this section includes a goal statement, market forces outline, a model of racial resegregation and a series
of programs that can promote integration maintenance. Each program ·defines a problem, establishes objectives and progress indicators as well
as recommends specific actions. For the reader that is pressed for
time this section represents the heart of this report.
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INTEGRATION MAINTENANCE AND THE DUAL HOUSING MARKET

Maintaining integration means maintaining a strong, f.ul~ diverse demand
for housing.
Members of all races can ent·er the comp-e-t ition for housing-- and
when housing traffic, demand and occupancy throughout all parts of the market
areas reflect the racial compsoition· of a-.11 the member raees who desire and
can afford the housing that is available, a unitary housing market exists..
The unitary market differs from the dual housing market, the dual housing
market separates the housing supply into one virtually all white market and
another market for blacks and other minorities.
Until 1968 the dual housing - market existed- in the- Chica·go are.a, as in the
remainder of the United States, and it was characterized by a · high degree of
segregation.
It was not unlawful t-o discriminat-e in the- sale or rental of
housing on the basis of race.
It was considered· normal pr.act·ice in the · real
estate and lending industries. Black and other minority cons-urne:rs of housing
were relegated to limited geographic areas; the remainder of the- market wa~
open to whit e s. That is a dual housing market.
The National Housing A.ct o£ ·
1968 and the Illinois Constitution of 1970 banned discrimination in the sale or
rental of virtually all housing on the basis o£ race.:. The l.egacy of· decades of
overt, legal discrimination in housing, preceeded by more than two centuries of
slavery, however, has been continuation of a · de facto dual . housing market.
Part of the reason lies in the unlawful, but deeply -ingrained patterns and
practices of suppliers of housing.
Part of me - reason is the . psychological residue of past practices among consumers.
For what ever reasons, the dual housing market persists~ Blacks are steered or steer themselves to communities predominantly occupiEd by blacks, or to
those few communities which have gainea reputations as open to minority Lesidence.
The long-term effect is a continuation of a social order in which blacks a·nd
other minorities reside in one place and whites another.
Interracial communities
seeking stability continue to· find it difficult to remain racially heterogeneous
as disproportionate amount of minority housing demarrd is channeled toward them.
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HOW NEIGHBORHOODS RESEGREGATE

Most neighborhoods in city and suburban areas began as racially exclusive.
No white would think of selling or renting his home to a minority and few minority
people seriously considered living in all white areas.
With the advent of fair housing legislation, rising minority income, and
the large inc·r ease of the black middle class, pressures began to develop within
both the white and black community to provide for additional housing for minorities
in previously all white areas. The beginnings of racial transition started when
the first black families moved into a few all white neighborhoods. For the most
part, the new black families had incomes and aspirations that were similar to
that of the neighborhood; however, the white majority viewed with alarm the
growing number of minority families.
Next, typically, racial transition has occurred when whites were either
pushed out of the local housing market or, as has been most often the case,
white families have dropped out of the housing market for racially diverse
neighborhoods.
This finding stands in contrast to much of the published literature concerning racial resegregation.
It is not so much that neighborhoods are "block-busted"
by low income minoirity households who invade the area.
The more typical process appears to be that as white families move out of the heterogeneous neighborhood, for many reasons, only some of which are race related, they are replaced
by black households. This is the dual housing market in operation. Whites, who
have many housing options, can easily choose from a wide variety of neighborhoods.
On the other hand, blacks, who generally have a very restricted set of apparently
viable housing options, tend to concentrate in areas where apparent housing opportunities are available.
As a particular neighborhood becomes identified as "for blacks only," the
white demand falls off to alm? st nothing. When this happens, no homes are sold
to whites and the neighborhood becomes an area of minority concentration.
This process of racial resegregation can be reduced to a four step process
as described below:

MARKET MODEL OF RACIAL SEGREGATION-RESEGREGATION
l.

·All white neighborhood (No homes sold to blacks).

2.

Blacks move into the neighborhood (A few homes sold to blacks).

3.

Whites leave housing market (Most homes sold to blacks) . .

4.

Area becomes a black ghetto (No homes sold to whites).
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The process of integration can also be outlined in a four-step model.
1.

All white neighborhood (No homes .sold to blacks).

2.

Blacks move into the neighborhood (A few homes sold to blacks).

3.

Whites remain in housing market . (Homes sold to both whites and blacks).

4.

Area becomes successfully integrated (Whites and blacks freely compete
for housing) .

The Market Model of Racial Segregation-Resegregation, although . oversimplified, is central to the understanding of the dual housing market. The
model was described verbally in the paragraphs above, however, the model can
also be shown graphically.
In figure 1, diagrams are used to graphically show
the (Re)segregation process.
The model is shown in the more typical segregationresegregation process as well as in the more ideal segregation-integration procesl
The resegregation model on the left shows two housing markets, one for
whites and one for blacks. This comparable to Stage I in the market model.
When the two housing markets converge in a single neighborhood, whites who have
many housing options choose to leave, and they are replaced by new black buyers.
Stages II and III in the market mod.e l are represented by the overlap area on
the two circles. This also can be looked upon as a loss in white demand in the
neighborhood. The final circle (Stage IV) shows the neighborhood rese~regated
into an all black neighborhood with little or no white demand.
The integration model on the right represents the ideal unitary housing
market model. This concept takes both the white housing demand and the black
housing demand (Stage I) and has both races compete freely for housing in some
neighborhoods (Stages II and III). This competition then expands until there
is competition for housing in all neighborhoods.
(Stage IV). The neighborhood to be integrated might theoretically start out with only black residents,
with whites moving in and both racial groups continuing to compete together.
The racial demand for housing can be portrayed graphically. Graph #1
represents the white demand for housing in a neighborhood that is undergoing
racial transition. Over time, the white demand for housing drops from almost
100% to almost 0%.
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Graph of white demand for housing in resegregating neighborhood:

100 %
white
demand
for

housing

Graph Ill.

0~---------------------------------------time --+

The key to understanding the process of racial resegregation is that whites
who have many housing options can easily choose from a wide variety of
neighborhoods. As the white demand for housing in a neighborhood declines
it is replaced in the marketplace by the black demand for housing, which
tends to concentrate minorities in areas where apparent housing opportunities
are available. When a neighborhood is identified as "going black" the
white demand falls off to almost nothing.

Figure I.
Segregation - Resegregation

Market

Model

Dual Housing Market
A c t u a 1

Unitary Housing Market
I d e a 1
STAGE I

STAGES II & III
STAGE IV

Key:

Note:

~c==-J---&____ White housing market
demand.

-~~~~--Black

The symbol representing white market
demand is larger than the symbol representing the black market demand because
the white market is larger than the
black market.

housing market demand.

~~~~IDII~II!IDII____ Integrated

market demand.
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WORK OUTLINE FOR 701 PLAN TO PREVENT RACIAL RESEGREGATION

GOAL:

The overall goal of a plan to prevent racial resegregation in the housing market is
the abolition of the dual housing market and the establishment of a unitary market.
The dual housing market is one which separates the housing supply into one all white
market and one for blacks and other minorities.

For the purposes of this study, a

unitary market would exist if housing· traffic, demand and occupancy throughout all
parts of the market area reflected the racial composition of all the member races
who desire and can afford the housing that is available.

The future existence of a

unitary housing market in Park Forest and Park Forest South is linked to sout h suburban and Chicago regional improvements favoring a unitary housing market which, in
turn, are related to national housing policies.

Code:

N

National

R

Regional

L

Local

Short

Two years or less

Medium·

2 - 10 years

Long

10+ years

(Problem)
FORCES LEADING TO RESEGREGATION
Institutions
Red-lining.
Disinvestment.
Mortgage Bankers.
Conservative Lenders.
VA and FHA Financing.
Difficult Credit.

(Objective I Action)
SCALE

COUNTER-FORCES LEADING TO INTEGRATION

TIMING TO

Financia~

Appraisers under-value land.
Media
Lack of ~nderstanding.
Lack of Community Commitment.
Sensationalism.
Tendency to Report "Bad" Things.
Active Promotion of South Side as a
Poor Place to Live.
Bandwagon.

Builders-DeveloEers
Short term outlook "sell and get out".
Creation of instant ghetto.
Ignorance.
Poor site selection for new development.
Misuse of Federal Funds.
Advertising to minority targets.
Illegal activities.
Inadequate staff training.
Rental Management Agencies
Ignorance.
Illegal activities.
Steering.

Short
Long
Long
Long
Short

"Green-lining".
Investment.

R, L
N, R, L

Responsible Lenders.
Responsible Financing.
Gredit Availability
Mortgage Incentives.
Accurate Appraisals.

N, R, L
N, R, L
L
L
N, R, L

Lead to Understanding.
Build Community Commitment.
Responsibility.
Report Positive Aspects of a Community.

N, R, L
R, L
N, R, L
N, R, L

Medium
Short
Short
Medium

Recognize good and bad in all areas.
Become a Leader.
Build Access to Specialized Markets.

R, L
R, L
R, L

Short
Short
Short

Longer term outlook.
Power to prevent clustering.
Enlightened self-interest.

:N,

R
L
N, R, L

Medium
Medium
Medium

Good site selection.
Proper use of Federal Funds.
Affirmative marketing.
Enforcement of law.
Adequate staff training.

R,
N
R,
N,
N,

L

Short
Short
Short
Medium
Medium

Enlightened self-interest.
Enforcement of law.
Affirmative marketing.

R, L
R, L
R, L

L
R, L
R, L

Short
Medium

Short
Medium
Short

IMPLEMEN~

FORCES LEADING TO RESEGREGATION
Rental Management Agencies- cont'd
Selected advertising.
Inadequate staff training.
Little control of staff.
Lack of social commitment.
Little selectivity.
Little collection or sharing of data.
Realtors
Reputation as white or black only.
Racial steering.
Ignorance.
Illegal activities.
Block busting/panic peddling.
Selected advertising • .
Conservative bias.
Power in community.
Lack of social commitment.
Inadequate staff training.
Active "protection" of neighborhood.
Little control of staff.
Little sharing of data.
Power to influence market.
Real estate assessed lower in
integrated areas.
Community Organizations
S 0 S (Save our Suburbs)

SCALE

COUNTER FORCES LEADING TO INTEGRATION
Open advertising.
Adequate staff training.
Control of staff.
Social commitment.
Power to be selective.
Sharing of data.

R, L

R, L
L

N, R, L
L
N, R, L

R,
R,
N,
N,

L
L

TIMING TO IMPLENI'.."N
Short
Short
Short
Medium
Short
Short

Medium
Short
Medium
Medium
Short
Short

Open to all races.
Affirmative marketing.
Enlightened self-interest.
Self-policing, enforcement of law.
Promote stability.
Open advertising.
Willingness to take risk.
Less realtor control (conflict of interest)
Social commitment; long term view.
Adequate staff training.
Opening up neighborhoods.
Control of staff.
Sharing of data.
Power to influence marketing.

N, R, L
L

R, L

Long
Medium
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Real estate assessed fairly.

L

Short

R, L

Short
Short

R, L
R, L

L

R, L

N, R, L
N, R, L
L
L
N, R, L

Fair Housing network.
Collect data.
Promotion and public relations.
Counseling.
Cooperation with others.
Education and Communication.
Focus community attention.
Celebrate community.
Assist in cases of housing discrimination.

R, L

R, L

Sho~t

R, L

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

R, L
R, L

R, L
R, L
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Community Image
Exclusionary zoning and practices.
Violence - minorities unwelcome.
Subtle suggestions.
Area is promoted as closed.
Incorrect data is passed out on area.
Feeling that all open communities
are black.
The Law
Difficulty in establishing standing.
Little case law.
Difficulty of prosecution.

Unwillingness to enforce present law.
Government (National)
HUD practices.
Enforcement of Housing Assistance
Plan and other programs.
Distribution of Federal Funds, A-95
Absence of housing plans.
Laissez-faire attitudes.

Opening of communities.
Inclusionary zoning.
Support groups.
Support groups.
Area is promoted as open.
Correct data is made available.
Promote all places as open communities.

R, L
R, L

Short
Long
Medium
Short
Short

N, R, L

Medium

N, R
N, R, L
N, R, L

Medium
Short
Medium

N, R, L
N, R, L
N, R, L

Short
Short
Short

N

Medium

N, R

Short
Short
Short
Long

L

L
L

.

Establish standing.
Litigate.
Broad application of Title 8 of Civil
Rights.
Apply remedies to class offended.
Perfo·rmance bonds.

Provide incentives for stable integration.
Make _each town responsible for its HAP.
Strengthen the A-95 Process.
Establish standards for Housing Plans.
Require Integration Maintenance.
Impact Statements.

.

R

R

N, R, L

'

FORCES LEADING TO RESEGREGATION
Government (Local)
Hiring practices.
Laissez-faire attitudes.

Crisis reaction.
Assessment practices.
Favored treatment to certain areas.
Location
Expanding ghetto "block busting."
Problem neighborhoods.
Blighted neighborhood.
Sub-regional reputation.
New institutions in area specializing in minority service.

COUNTER-FORCES LEADING TO INTEGRATION
Subsidized integration.
Teach people to live together.
Play a leadership role .
Human relations commission.
Data gathering/monitoring.
Equity assurance.
Housing plans.
Ban for-sale signs.
Registration of Realtors.
A plan.

I

SCALE
R,
R,
R,
L
R,
R,
R,
L
R,
R,
L
N,

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
R, L

TIMING TO IMPLEl1ENT
Short
Long
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Opening market, creating stability.
Work on problems.
Eliminate blight.
Build area reputation.

L
L
L
L, R

Short
Medium
Long
Medium

Creation of enlightened institutions.

N, R, L

Long

Homebuyers - Homesellers
Selective showing and selling.
Higher prices for minorities.
Strong feelings about land ownership.
Self-steering.

Non-selective showing and selling.
Same price for all people.
Strong feelings toward community.
Knowledge of market.

R, L

Short
Short
Long
Medium

Schools
Unbalanced racial composition.
Diverse socio-economic status.
Concentrated racial locations.
Low emphasis on achievement.

Balanced racial composition.
Homogeneous socio-economic status.
Dispersed racial pattern.
High emphasis on achievement.

L

N, R, L
R, L

L
L

R, L
L

Short
Long
Long
Short

FINANCIAL INSTITU'l,IONS

~ROBLEM:

OBJECTIVE:

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

.Many financial institutions view inter-racial neighborhoods as
poor investment risks. When financial credit is denied to an
individual or enterprise on the basis of the racial composition
of a neighborhood rather than on the ability to repay the loan,
redlining occurs. Many racially integrated areas are wrongly
considered as "high risk" loan areas and residents and businesses
in these areas are often denied credit or forced to pay a surcharge
for a loan. Furthermore, the backers of new development tend to
favor large scale urban development in suburbanizing areas rather
than small scale redevelopment in established neighborhoods. This
process of financially favoring developing communities as opposed
to established neighborhoods is called disinvestment.
To increase investment in interracial neighborhoods by reversing
the bias of financial institutions.

Records of new investment/reinvestment (loan disclosure) .
Policy statements and commitment to investment by financial
institutions. An in~rease in the proportion of financial
institution resources invested in interracial and integrated
neighborhoods.

Financial institutions can play a critical role in neighborhood
stabilization. Many of the actions that a financial institution
can take center· on a basic commitment to continue to provide
financial resou~ces to the neighborhood. Given the general conservatism of the industry it is unrealistic to expect that financial
institutions will automatically become involved in integration
maintenance. People who wish to promote integration maintenance
will have to encourage finaneial institutions to take the following
actions:
1.)

Green-lining or g~v~ng priority to conventional loan applicaions within an integrated neighborhood can aid in racial
stabilization. One way which "green-lining" can take place
is for the . financial institution to earmark a certain percent
of its total assets to be made available within the neighborhood.

2.)

In order for majority and minority families to compete freely
in the housing market, credit must be made equally available.
Racially integrated neighborhoods are not "high risk" areas
if all persons meet the same financial requirements.
In fact
housing values often increase after minorities move into the
neighborhood.
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3.)

Some financial institutions such as the South Shore National
Bank in Chicago have taken an active part in promoting the
neighborhood. The Bank's Offering Circular states, "that the
bank will not attempt to maximize return at the expense of its
primary goal of developing the neighborhood for the benefit of
its residents". Furthermore the bank conducts research, provides free technical service and makes neighborhood development
grants.

4.)

Financial institutions need to become aware that not all profitable development takes place in the suburbs. In fact, small
scale redevelopment in established neighborhoods gives the
lender more flexibility because he does not tie up large
amounts of money for future development.

5.)

Banks and other financial institutions have traditionally been
passive judges. They can as an alternative, go out and actively
seek people who can become real estate owners in neighborhoods
where they already have a substantial interest. They may wish
to offer mortgage incentives to underrepresented households
to stabilize a neighborhood.

6.)

Accurate appraisals based on the actual rather than the "projected" selling price of the real estate would do much to calm
investors' fears in a multi-racial area.
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MEDIA

PROBLEM:

The media has a tremendous influence over people's opinions.
Communi ties \vi th poor images continue to be touted as such.
For
example, even a favorable story on a commurtity with a poor image
often has a negative headline. A community with a good image continues to receive favorable news coverage despite growing problems.
The media's understanding and support of racially stable neighborhoods is very limited . Furthermore, the media tends to focus on
racial matters as a problem rather than as an opportunity for integrated living.
The role of the media as an agent of social
change has been overlooked.

OBJECTIVE:

To assure that the media reports news accurately and with a sensitivity and understanding of integrated living.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Changes in the number of favorable articles concerning integrated
living.
Concentrated efforts to professionally market integrated neighborhoods.
Amount spent on and effectiveness of a public relations program promoting integrated living.

The mass media is a powerful force in American society. As such the
media has a responsibility to report the news accurately and to separate
opinion from fact.
Clashes and controversy makes for good copy and
photographs. The media _has a here-and-now orientation and few resources are spent to develop a capacity and sensitivity for understanding integrated living.
Groups wishing to promote integration
maintenance need to promote the media potential as an agent for
desirable social change through these actions:
1.)

The media can serve as a leader in promoting neighborhood and
community stability. Stability is achieved when majority and
minority people compete freely in the same housing marketplace.
Searching out and reporting the positive aspects of integrated
neighborhoods can influence majority demand leading to stability.
Reporting the positive aspects of a community often requires
that professionally prepared press releases be provided to the
media.

2.)

Editorials and special features concerning integration maintenance can lead to community understanding. Great care must be
taken by those people concerned with neighborhood stability to
make sure that the media representatives really understand the
terms and concepts associated with integration maintenance.
The media should be encouraged to make editorial decisions Yhich do
not further the cause of segregation by unnecessarily reinforcing the racially exclusive-non-open housing images of communities which desire to use the media for that purpose.
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3.)

Historically, stable integrated communities have received less
than fair and equitable coverage in the media. When the media
makes an error, as when it confuses statistics and photographs
of different communities or gives an inaccurate account of a
story, citizens who monitor the media should make their concern
known. On the other hand, good relations between the media and
people interested in stable integration should be encouraged.
It is especially important that the members of the main media
feel free to call upon supporters of integration for advice
and to check out stories.

4.)

The media can also be used to build access to specialized housing markets that have an underrepresentation of majority or
minority traffic. For instance if minority housing traffic is
underrepresented in the marketplace, real estate advertisements can be placed in the media that primarily serve the
minority community. Likewise for majority traffic.
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BUILDER - DEVELOPERS

PROBLEM:

The decisions of builders and developers as to where and where not
to build and rehabilitate housing have an impact on the distribution
of housing opportunities for majority and minority families.
Most
new housing is constructed in all white developing areas rather
than in the older established mixed race neighborhoods. The marketing approach used by the builder-developer also influences neighborhood stability. Many builder-developers tend to view white purchasers as the most desirable. Black homebuyers are discouraged
from moving into new areas because some builder-developers feel
·that black home buyers will drive away white traffic. The short
term outlook of many builder-developers also contributes to racial
instability in some neighborhoods.
Unfortunately, some builderdevelopers have also created "instant ghettos .. by constructing some
subdivisions, often substandard, and marketing them exclusively
to minority families.

OBJECTIVE:

The construction and rehabilitation of quality housing in existing
communities and neighborhoods.
Development of housing traffic for new and rehabilitated homes
which is reflective of the racial composition of all the persons
seeking housing of that type and price.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Racial records of traffic, demand, and occupancy. Theconsummation of
affirmative marketing agreements with builder-developers which commit
them to make special efforts to attract housing traffic from racial
groups, minority and majority, that are underrepresented.

Builders and developers have a great deal of control over their
small but nevertheless important share of housing market.
Builders and developers construct and market new housing, creating
new neighborhoods, or rehabilitating older areas.
Their decisions
in regard to racial integration and its maintenance will have an
impact on the distribution of new housing opportunities throughout
the region.
For the individual or community group promoting stable
racial integration, builder-developers can be an ally when they
undertake the following actions:
1.)

Increasing the supply of lower cost housing and subsidized
low-income housing in areas where such housing is lacking
can contribute to integration maintenance. However, depending
on scale of the project it also can contribute to the resegregation of whole neighborhoods.
Since minority familes are
disproportionately represented in the lower income brackets,
minority families will benefit from an increased housing
supply.
If subsidized housing projects are small scale and
scattered, opportunities for integrated living will be increased. A scattered pattern of subsidized housing also
"takes the pressure off" communities that are presently
undergoing racial resegregation.
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2.)

Reinve st in establis h e d neighborhoods.
New housin g
construction and r e habilitation can take place in the
older e stablished integrated neighborhoods as well as
on the Sliliurbanizing fringe.
One company , Rescorp.
(Renewal Effort Service Corporation), has successfully
and profitably rehabili_tated apartments in integrated
neighborhoods in Chicago.

3.)

Develop a long term outlook.
Developers who have a long
term conunitment to an area tend to be more committed to
the concept of maintaining integration than short term
builders. One form of long term commitment is the large
scale Planned Unit Development which generally represents
a massive multi-year investment.

4.)

Establish affirmative marketing.
Some builders and
developers do understand affirmative marketing and they
are willing to affirmatively market their product to an
underrepresented population.
In addition,because of
their centralized control over the development, developers
are in a unique position to avoid clustering of minority
households in a particular neighborhood.
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RENTAL MANAGEMENT AGENCIES

PROBLEM:

Rental housing dwellers compete for desirable housing; rental housing
managers compete for desirable tenants. Blacks tend to view a rental
complex where there is "evidence of acceptance of blacks" as a desirable place; rental management agents tend to view white tenants as
most desirable, blacks less so, based upon the notion that black tenancy drives away white demand.

OBJECTIVE:

Development of rental housing traffic for each rental complex which
is reflective of the racial composition of all t~e persons seeking
housing of that type and price.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

The consummation of affirmative marketing agreements with rental
managements which commit them to make special efforts to attract
housing traffic from racial groups, majority or minority, that are
underrepresented.
Racial records of traffic, demand, and occupancy.

Rental housing management is expecially concerned with racial change
and integration in the neighborhood. This concern stems form the
fact that resident turnover in apartment and other rental housing is
much higher than in owner occupied housing. On the other hand, rental
management has the power to quickly implement actions that contribute
to racial stability. These actions are:
1.)

Establish affirmative marketing policies and programs.
Rental
management agencies can greatly contribute to the maintenance
of integration by marketing their rental units most vigorously
to that portion of the market that is underrepresented. In addition, the centralized control of the management agent will help
to avoid concentrations of minorities on certain floors or areas
of the building. Eressure and incentives need to be applied to
cause the agent to do this, as experience has shown that rental
management tends to favor racial homogeneity, or at least to
manage in a way that seems to favor such a view, as judged by
the resulting populations.

2.)

Increase rental management staff training. Management staff and
leasing agents should receive additional training especially in
the areas of tenant relations and fair housing law. Top management will become more effective in racially integrated areas
when they develop racially sensititive attitudes and implement
more modern management practices. This is even more important
if a project is economically heterogeneous, Community Development Block Grant monies or other public funds might be spent
via non-profit housing agencies in order to assist in gaining
necessary expertise. Such agencies could seek to develop
underrepresentative traffic for many rental complexes.
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3.)

A system of incentives and disincentives . could he developed to
"reward" management agencies that fill vacancies with an under
represented population group or "punish" non integration move:

4.)

Provide a high lev~l of service and maintenance to tenants.
These actions t ·end to give the pr.esent residents a . fe·e=ling-- o-f
s.ecurity and continues to make the building at.tractive- to majOJ
group renters who have many options.
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REALTORS

PROBLEM:

Civil Rights legislation protects the individual homescekcr
(minority person) from having his/her freedom of choice abridged;
the laws do not rectify racial discrimina t ion of the past.
Nor
do they protect interracial community living. As a consequence of
self-steering by race as well as illegal realtor manipulation, the
dual housing market is perpetuated, and realtors have too little
incentive to alter market trends.

OBJECTIVE:

Achieve realtor commitment to develop housing traffic by race which
is everywhere reflective of the regional population seeking housing
of the various types and pric~s, i.e. engagement in affirmative
marketing to rectify underrepresentation.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Growing list of incentives {both carrots and sticks) to motivate
realtor affirmative marketing.
Numbers of affirmative marketing
agreements in force. Racial records of traffic, sales, and residency.

The perceptions of housing market by residents and homeseekers
are largely in the hands of the commercial real estate industry.
The real estate community is often enamored of tradition and
finds change abhorrent.
It is also interested in doing business
in a climate that is not hostile and not so confusing that the
members of its salesforce must be social-psychologist7 to deal
confidently with the issues. The real estate community has been
force-fed on change, especially regarding matters that are now
illegal. While -the prohibiltions are rather clear cut, the prescriptions on what is expected of the real estate community are
in a state of unsettling change and often are communicated in
quite uncertain terms. Those who value integration (maintenance)
need to accept responsibility for prompting the following:
1.)

Clarifying the message. A coherent, simplified message relative to affirmative marketing expectations needs to be
developed and promulgated widely in an authoritative fashion,
probably via statute and official guidelines. Affirmative
marketing should be justified as rectification of damage
done to minority and majority families by past discrimination. Evaluation of it should be institutionalized and
should include not only subjective, but also with hard-data.
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-2.)

Developing incentives. The incentives ("carrots") most
readily understood by most commercially minded persons involve money.
If sales personnel can make more money and make
it faster by using their powers of persuasion to promote
purchases that result in integration (maintenance) they may
be expected to develop a booster spirit regarding integrated
neighborhoods when in contact with majority potential purchasers and a similer spirit when talking to minorities
about non-traditional neighborhoods. The preservation and
stabilization urges will be positivized, however, only if
there is a good (money) reason. One form of incentive could
be a "bonus" to the sales person for selling a home to a
family that is underrepresented in the market place.

3.)

Further developing disi~centives.
The real estate community
has already felt the sting of the stick approach represented
by law suits alleging illegal racial steering. These suits
have served as a warning, but the warning has not touched all.
~e warning has also been faulty in that the remedies, often
contained in consent decrees, have often been more appropriate
to cases where blacks have been refused service rather then
where whites and non-whites have been steered to different
housing options. Disincentives to illegal racial steering
should involve truly remedial actions and not merely nominal
avoidance of racial distinctions, and they must require a
significant expenditure (investment) by the offender.
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

PROBLEM:

Many · community organizations interested in housing frequently pro.t ect their "turf", often to the detriment of other local groups and
neighborhoods. These groups operate in isolation and often their
programs duplicate and overlap each other. In addition, these housing groups generally are understaffed, underfunded and their activities are not publicized. Community organizations in predominantly white areas have not made serious efforts to promote minority
housing.

OBJECTIVE:

To increase the effectiveness of community groups concerned with
maintaining integration.
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PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Amount of housing taffic handled by the community organization.
Number of pro-integration moves reported by each organization. The
development of common goals and strategies through cooperation among
community organizations.

Community organizations ca~ be effective change agents by working
for fair housing and integration maintenance.
Such organizations
can provide a positive counter force to work against racial resegregation. Community organizations can undertake the following
activities that will aid in maintaining racial integration and prevent resegregation.
1.)

One important function is the roonitoring of realtors, developers ,
and rental managers to determine if they are complying to the
fair housing laws and bringing charges against them if they are
not found in compliance.
Such activity can be carried on most
effectively in neighboring, would-be exclusionary communities,
as well as in the neighborhood that the group may be trying to
maintain as integrated. Organizations can bring cases of noncompliance to the proper authorities and at times initiate
legal action themselves as part of the needed action. Community
organizations can also attempt to get these agents to work with
them. Communicating community wishes and needs and community
refusal to tolerate discriminatory practices can be effective.

2.)

Community organizations can also make themselves the voice of
concerned citizens to the local government. An organization
has resources that can be used in gathering necessary information,
understanding government procedures, forming and writing proposals
for government policy and action, etc.
People involved in shaping
their own destiny are not easily intimidated nor so prone to demand simplicistic answers to complex questions.
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3.)

Community organizations can be important in showing, stopping
or even reversing disinvestment and neighborhood changer
They can help tenants to organize to obtain needed service
and maintenance; help seek funds for community and home improvements; influence the local goven1ment to maintain and
increase public services, etc.

4.)

A community organization that helps create or maintain suffi....:
cient loyalty and enthusiasm for a neighborhood also contributes
to neighborhood stability. The Village of Oak Park has done
much to capitalize upon the unique architecture of the town in
an effort to promote an image of stability.
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COMMUNITY IMAGE

PROBLEM:

How a community is viewed by outsiders, whether or not they have
factual information, often determines who moves into that community.
Also, minority groups tend to self-select certain
neighborhoods that have a reputation as accepting minorities.
These community images can become self-fulfilling prophecies to
the detriment of integration.
The mass media plays a large part in determining and/or forming
community image through news selection.

OBJECTIVE:
PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

To provide an accurate account of all communities to all citizens.

Improved and more accurate coverage by the media of all communities
measured by the number and content of ne'\vs i terns. A commitment by
the Federal Government promoting integrated neighborhoods.
Increased
black traffic in previously "closed" communities and increased white
traffic in "open" communities.

The image of a community can work for or against the maintenance of
integration.
Since a community image or reputation can become a
self-fulfilling prophecy, actions directed at enhancing the image
of an integrated community can contribute to stability. Changing
the image of racially exclusive communities also can lead to more
housing opportunities for all races. Those people who are interested
in maintaining stable integrated neighborhoods should explore the
following options: .
1.)

Promote all communities as open housing areas. Since under
Federal law, all communities are open housing communities, a
group may wish to advertise a town with the reputation of a
closed community as an open housing area. This action will
tend to increase housing options for minority families which
in turn will contribute to the stability of integrated areas
by spreading minority demand over more and more of the total
market options. Promote inter-racial neighborhoods as good
places to live.

2.)

Many majority people believe that integrated neighborhoods
are blighted and they are poor places to live. The neighborhoods and communities that are successfully integrated need
_to actively promote the positive aspects of their area in
order to assure visibility in the marketplace and hold majority
demand. They do not necessarily have to play up racial themes
at all.
The Village of Oak Park, Illinois, has had the most
experience in this area. They have hired a public relations
firm to promote the Village.
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3.)

Attempt to put forth an accurate, yet positive image. Broad
generalizations about integrated communities are seldom true.
One community on the south side was recently referred to as
"all black" when in fact less than one-third of the residents
are minority. The importance of developing a positive selffulfilling prophecy cannot be overstated. There is nothing
wrong with a community or neighborhoGd attempting to put its
best foot forward.
Many important housing decisions are
made by people with few facts.
The decisions are based on
what people believe things to be rather than what they are.
Such a positive self-fulfilling prophecy may well be a virtual
necessity to avoid negative self-fulfilling prophecies.
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THE LAW

PROBLEM:

Civil Rights legislation protects the individual (minority
person) from having his/her freedom of choice abridged; the laws
do not rectify racial discrimination of the past nor do they protect interracial community living.

OBJECTIVE:

To establish new laws and promote enforcement of present laws
which protect and/or promote interracial community living.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Growing list of laws and court decisions that favor interracial
community living. Greater awnreness by all people of the law as
it relates to interracial living.

Our presnt laws do not protect or promote interracial living.
New laws are needed which show favor for integrated living and
disfavor segregation.
Individuals who are concerned with using
the laws to advance the maintenance of integrated living would
do well to consider the following actions:
1.)

Do not be afraid to litigate. There is very little case
law concerning housing and integrated living. The Civil
Rights Act of 1968, Title VIII (Housing Rights Law) and
the 1866 Civil Rights Act have not been fully explored as
a tool for maintaining stable communities. Although the
courts are reluctant to enter into this new area of housing
law, they will make determinations if they are forced to do
so. Also, even the threat of a court case has convinced
opponents of integrated living to reconsider thelr actions.

2.)

Promote the passage of new laws which favor integrated
living.
The maintenance of stable interracial neighborhoods
will require far more than the enforcement of existing laws
for their creation and vitality. These new laws need not
be prohibitive and punitive in nature. They may, rather
involve tax credits and other financial inducements, such
as performance bonds.

3.)

Work to increase the resources available to Federal, State,
and local Civil Rights Enforcement Agencies so that they
may adequately investigate "pattern and practice" suits.
Such cases require massive collections of social, economic
and demographic data. They should be given higher priority
than individual complaints by minority parties because
"pattern and practice" cases can have a far reaching impact
on housing opportunities for minority families.
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4.)

Monitor recent cou~t decisions for new developments in
civil rights and housing law. Share this data with other
organizations and develop an awareness of present laws as
they relate to interracial living.
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NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

PROBLEM:

OBJECTIVE:
PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

Federal policy favors local control rather than regional cooperation
for the widespread provision of diverse and balanced housing (and
other) opperotunities. As a result, the presence of blacks and other
minorities in a community tends to result in program development which
serves and attracts other blacks and minor1ties;the absence of minori. ties in other communities tends to produce programs that bolster exclusivity.
Obtain a federal commitment to promote and maintain racial integration.

A shift of compliance emphasis from individual complaints (especially
in transitional areas) to "opening up" closed communities.
Institution of integration impact statements.
Creation of incentives (including monetary)
dividuals to racially integrate.

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

for communities and in-

At the present time there is little federal commitment to promote and
maintain racial integration aside from the purposes stated in the New
Communities leglislation, "increasing for all persons, particularly
members of minority groups, the available choices of location for
living and working".
The Federal Government has not demonstrated a
commitment to stable, integrated living.
Federal involvement in housing has deteriorated to the point where the equal housing opportunity
sign has become a .signal to many whites that the project is, "for blacks
only".
Citizens concerned with building a federal commitment to stable
integration should investigate and support the following options:
1.)

Strengthen the role of the regional clearinghouse by giving
the A-95 review process more teeth.
The regional clearinghouse is charged with review and comment on applications for
federal funds in the region.
Each application must be assessed
according to "the extent to which the project contributes to
more balanced patterns of settlement and delivery of services
to all sectors of the area population, including minority
groups". At present a negative A-95 comment is only advisory
and there is no required assessment of the impact of the project on minority groups.

2.)

Require that all recipients of funds under the Community Development Block Grant prepare and implement a Housing Assistance Plan (HAP).
At present municipalities that co-apply
with counties are not required to develop a HAP.
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3.)

Mon i t or HUD's 701 funded comprehensive planning program to
assure that the plans provide for, "the elimination of the.
eff e cts of discrimination".

4.)

Adopt a procedure requiring all users of HUD housing funds,
both public and private to prepare an integration impact
statement. The procedure envisioned is similar to an
Environmental Impact Statement. However, it would focus on
the social and racial impacts of HOD programs as well as
HOD financed developments.
(See appendix)

5.)

Establish incentives to individuals for maintaining racial
integration. HOD should seriously investigate the concept
of providing incentives to families in order to promote racial
integration. These incentives could include "equity (buy back)
insurance" or subsidized mortgages to be made available in
neighborhoods where a racial group is underrepresented.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

PROBLEM:

Many local governments actively work to exclude themselves from
region-wide problems and responsibilities in housing.
Furthermore,
some local governments either do not invest in local interracial
areas or they refuse to deal with racial concerns althogether.

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain a commitment from local governments to promote and maintain racial integration.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Number of communities that are addressing interracial housing issues.
Growing list of local incentives to neighborhoods and individuals to
integrate.
Activity designed to focus attention and resources on interracial
living.

Historically, local governments have had a wide range of responses
to racial integration.
Some local governments have refused to
address the matter, while others are actively addressing housing
issues. There are many policies which local governments can pursue
to promote integration maintenance:
1.)

Regulatory Measures - Local government can constrain the behavior of builder-developers, realtors, and rental management
firms from making contributions to the persistence of the
dual market. The banning of "for sale" signs has, until very
recently, been one way of controlling realtors actions. Controls relative to solicitation for listing have similarly
been credited with salutary effects. The proper utilization
of land development controls is important in making builderdevelopers contribute to the goal of integration main.t enance.

2.)

Public Relations -Ordinarily, public relations is an activity
local governments often do not consciously perform. However,
if racially diverse communities wish to remain so, it is an
essential function of local government. Because perceptions
guide so many of the actors in the housing market, it is imperative that these perceptions be accurate ones. Often,
integrated communities are identified as being on the way to
resegregation. Since the white to black transition has occurred so frequently in the past, this view is often not
challenged. People are prone to assume that past patterns
will prevail in the future.
Local governments must go out and
actively deflate this myth; they must convince prospective
homebuyers, realtors, lenders, and developers that integration
in their communities is going to work.

3.)

Communication & Education- In facilitating good communication
and in serving an educational function, local government is
again primarily concerned with constructing accurate perceptions.
Realtors and lenders usually do not act with malice
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in contributing to the dual market, but rather, are acting in
ignorance of the actual conditions existent in a successfully
integrated setting. An example of local government serving
as a catalyst in the improvement of communication might be the
establishment of a municipal government/realtor joint committee.
Such a device helps to reassure the business interests that the
community is actively working to preserve and maintain itself
and the stability which they desire from an investment standpoint.
Failure to conduct such activities will tend to result in the persistence of any existing negative-self fulfilling prophecies.
4.)

Advocacy -Another tool open to local government is lobbying.
Here the primary concern is with influencing the policies of
higher levels of government. Local government can petition the
states and the Federal government to design and implement
policies that further the goals of integration and the elimination of the dual housing market.

5.)

Legal Action- When all the above options fail to produce the
desired reaction of some actor, the local government can take
legal action to obtain compliance.
If realtors are still engaging in steering and if lenders are still practicing redlining in spite of all the public relations, educational, regulatory, and lobbying actions, the local government may have
to take the party to court. This is the least desirable means
of redress.
One large problem is that most of the illegal
activities are very subtle and evidence to substantiate claims
of wrongdoing is difficult to amass. However, even if enough
evidence is gathered and a favorable decision can be predicted
there are serious side effects which must be weighed. The
case may generate negative images of the community which
counteract any public relations effort,or the case may produce
unwanted conflict between various housing market actors.

6.)

Tax Policy & Service Delivery- An integrated community's local
government must maintain both a high level of services and a
competitive level of taxes.
This is important as these two
items contribute directly towards making a community an enjoyable place to live. The quality of the local government has
a lot to do with what kind an image. other actors in the housing
market have of a particular community.
For an integrated
community, these items are especially important if white demand
is to be maintained.
The economics of the housing market indicate that the white buyer will have a greater variety of
locations to choose from and a lower acceptance of high taxes
and low quality services or services that he/she does not want.
The minority homeowner-buyer, on the other hand, may be willing
or forced to pay a higher price because the supply of housing
available to him is artificially restricted or perceived to be.
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7.)

Attack The Dual Housing Market- Actions taken by a local government which increase the area that a minority homebuyer will consider when looking for a horne will add to stability in the housing market. This approach tends to disperse non-white demand
for housing into areas formerly perceived as closed to minority
group members. Affirmative marketing on a regional level may
contribute to this end.
(See 'beveloping a Regional Approach" in
the Appendix)

8.)

Collect Data & Develop Plans - Many rumors and half truths about
integrated housing can be controlled if the data and appropriate
response is widely available. As more community resources become focused on developing an integration maintenance program
it is important that the facts are available as well as a coordinated plan of attack. Such cannot be considered "an extracurricular" task or left largely to volunteers.
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LOCATION

PROBLEM:

Almost every city or metropolitan region has areas that are at a
locational disadvantage.
The location of an integrated area adjacent to an expanding minority ghetto can lead to total racial
transition. Also, many majority group people associate concentrations of minority group people with blighted neighborhoods.
Areas such as the south side of Chicago are now associated with
racial turmoil and blighted neighborhoods.
The importance of
"place" cannot be overstated.
It is the location and distribution of people both minority and majority that works against
integration.

OBJECTIVE:

To reduce the scale and number of areas that have a socially induced locational disadvantage.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Number of minorities moving to previously all white area. Percent of the region's financial resources that are invested in
integrated areas.

The location and distribution of housing opportunities of (or for)
minority households within a regional housing market has a profound impact on the maintenance of racial integration. Since location plays an important part in neighborhood stability, individuals and groups interested in maintaining integration need to consider the following:
1.)

Open up the housing market. Block by block racial resegregation can be avoided if minority demand is spread out among
many neighborhoods and communities and majority demand can
be maintained.

2.)

Monitor public investments and services to make sure that
the neighborhood has not been "written off" by the public
sector. A low level of services and/or improvements will
accelerate neighborhood decline as majority group people who
have other options move elsewhere.
If the public investment
leaves, so will the private. Certain kinds of investments,
services, and their placement will tend to affect the racial
composition of a neighborhood. The level of awareness related
to these impacts should be defined an~ acted upon.

3.)

Rehabilitate blighted neighborhoods. Neighborhoods . or - comrnunities that are blighted or are experiencing decline will not
attract majority families who have options. This may lead to
community instability and racial transition, as whites who
have options move, and minority families who do not have options stay or migrate into such areas. The nearer the closest
blighted neighborhood, and the more it is associated with one~s
own neighborhood, the more urgent is the need for rehabilitation.
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SCHOOLS

PROBLEM:

Interracial schools tend to attract black students, while white
students (parents) demonstrate diminishing interest (decreasing
enrollment) in them, leading to resegregation;
"lily-white"
schools are a deterrent to black parents who live in such a
school district. Furthermore, all white schools enable whites
to avoid contacts with blacks, thereby reinforcing prepudices.

OBJECTIVE:

In interracial schools, especially in desegregated schools
threatened with future resegregation, legitimize the expenditure
of funds and development of expertise on solving problems that
would otherwise lead to the underrepresentation of white students.
Schools with few minority students should be required to develop
and implement plans to be attractive to minorities.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

Possible
Actions:

Reduction and halt of the decrease in white pupil enrollment
in interracial schools and introduction of blacks to schools formerly lacking same.

Those who would promote and support integration (maintenance) of
the housing market must concern themselves with the public schools.
If they are to look to the community's interest in housing integration, they must be willing to initiate and support school actions,
some of which might even bring them into conflict with parents of
school children within their own neighborhoods. Actions supporting
the following are in order:
1.)

Grade reorgapization and busing for racial balance which requires sending local children to school buildings that may not
be nearest home should be championed. This should be carried
out in an evenhanded, non-vacillating manner, providing equity
in shouldering the burdens for all neighborhoods and races.

2.)

Provide firm reinforcement for a student code of conduct which
is conducive to attracting parents holding predominant middleclass values. This means the imposition of discipline expectations (and quasi due process systems) that reassure many
white and black parents that order and standards are being
maintained.

3.)

Achievement and competency, more than creativity, recreation
and enrichment need to be emphasized in desegregated/integrated
schools. Emphasis on the former should be ·coupled with determinedly good interpersonal and intergroup (human) relations,
led by a staff that is racially reflective of the students to
be taught.
If desegregation involves differing socio-economic
classes, the values of the more elevated should be favored
(tactfully) in establishing policy, unless such a class is in
a substantial numerical minority.
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4.)

More costly alternative to public education make public
schools relatively more attractive. Alternative schools
that are not racially inclusive should be made to cost a
great deal more.

5.)

School building placement and boundary drawing must be done
with integration considerations placed above other competing
considerations.

6.)

In general, school and housing integration impact statements
should be written and reviewed as a part of the regular
planning process for education management.
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HOMEBUYERS - HOMESELLERS

PROBLEM:

The actions of many homebuyers and homesellers are often self-limiting
and against federal fair housing law. Many whites and black homebuyers
are self-steering themselves into neighborhoods where they feel they
would be the most comfortable when their assessment is based on very
limited factual information. Furthermore, the actions of some homesellers such as selective showing and selling as well as different
home prices for each race are illegal. On the other hand some majority homesellers have panicked and sold their houses at a loss after
the first minority move in.

OBJECTIVE:

To reduce self"-steering by whites and blacks.
To edu.cate al l people about housing opportunities and laws.
To prosecute violators of fair housing law.

PROGRESS
INDICATORS:

POSSIBLE
ACTIONS:

Number of families looking for housing in non-traditional neighborhoods.
The development of an educational program for homebuyers - homesellers.
Growing awareness of real estate sales laws by the public.

Homebuyers and homesellers play an active part in the dual housing
market.
Their actions, although small in scale, can contribute
greatly to maintaining a stable neighborhood. Homebuyers and homesellers can contribute to stable racial integration by :
1.)

Becoming aware of federal fair housing laws co~cerning
the purchase of a home. Once a house is publicly for
sale, it must be fairly marketed and sold to anyone
who can meet the asking price.

2.)

Learning about housing opportunities;homeseekers need
to learn about housing opportunities in many communities and neighborhoods, by self-steering homeseekers
may be unnecessarily limiting their housing options.

3.)

Overcoming fear and panic sales, homesellers often
lose thousands of dollars on a panic sale.
Integrated housing does not mean lower property values.
In
fact several studies have shown the property value to
rise after racial integration.

4.)

Choosing real estate brokers that are committed to
developing a unitary housing market.. Lists should be
available at local fair housing centers.
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PART III - A discussion of the housing market forces which contribute to
racial resegregation.

This section includes an investigation of the factors operating to perpetrate the dual housing market.
The dual housing market can be defined as
"two or more systems of housing delivery practices, differently and independently operated in the areas of real estate". In relation to Park Forest and
Park Forest South, the operation of the dual market system threatens the stability of racial integration. With one market serving the majority (white)
sector and one market serving the minority (black) sector, neighborhoods and
communities soon become demarcated and belong to one or the other of these two
markets.
The following pages present a discussion of housing market processes with
an emphasis as to how they generate the dual system of housing delivery. This
discussion is in th e form of short papers on some of the thirteen identified
factors.
These thirteen factors are presented in a matrix on the next page.
The matrix helps to put the housing market within a framework and makes it
easier to view the interaction among the various factors.
It is hoped that the
exploration of the relationships between the variables will lead to more effective decisions by local leaders as vulnerable points of connection can be exploited for the integrated community's benefit.
It should be apparent that each of these factor~, by itself, merits an
entire report.
In fact, the bulk of this project has involved sifting through
the volumes of material which have been written concerning discrimination in the
housing market. What was attempted then, was to look at as much of this information as possible and present short, crisp papers on each of the variables,
highlighting the salient characteristics which contribute to the dual market.
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Financia~ Inst~tutions.have a profound impact on the housing marketplace.
Some r~ache~s 1?clud1ng Calv1n Bradford of the University of Illinois believe
that f1nanc1al ~nstitu~ions, through th~ir control of credit, are the primary
s~aper~ of.a b~1lt.env1ronrnent.
As an 1mportant actor in community stability
flnancl~l . 1ns~1tut1ons can play an important part in neighborhood resegregation
or stab1l1zat1on.

I~ the ~ast~ ~ina~cial i~stitutions have influenced the housing marketplace
outr1ght ~1scr1m1nat1on aga1nst minority homebuyers. Not only were loans
s1mply unava1lable to minority persons, other forms of credit were also closed.
Th~ results o f this policy tended to concentrate minority households in certain
ne1ghborhoods in the city leading to the present day large minority concentrations
there. Although outright discrimination in lending is forbidden by federal law,
new, more subtl e methods are presently in use.

b~

.
~any fi nancial institutions offer a wide range of services to their customers
lnclud1ng land ~ppr~i sal . . ~he under-appraisal of land in integrated neighborhoods
ca n lead to rac1al 1nstab1l1ty as majority homeowners see their land undervalued by
an appraiser.
Before making a loan on a property, a lender estimates the value, or
fair market price of the property. In order to have an indication of the general strength and future of the market in the area or neighbor~ood a real estate
appraiser is hired to estimate that value, and usually to indicate the nature
and future of the market. Lenders are heavily influenced by the values which
these appraisers place on a property since their regulatory agencies may ask
them to defend any loans which are out of line with these appraisals.
Appraisals of market valu~, or more specifically, the possible underappraisal of market values, has become an area of great concern for residents
of integrated neighborhoods. Critics state that the appraisal process penalizes homes located in older areas and in areas where residents are of mixed
racial, ethnic and income backgrounds and levels.
The decision making process utilized in appraising property is shaped
by the courses and institutes sponsored by the Society of Real Estate Appraisers
and the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. The appraisal texts state
that neighborhood homogeneity effects the "value" of that neighborhood.
The student outline states:
Ethnological information also is significant to real estate
analysis. As a general rule, homogeneity of the population
contributes to stability of real estate values. -Information
on the percentage of native born whites, foreign whites, and
non-white population is important, and the changes in this
composition has a significance. As a general rule, minority
groups are found at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder
and problems associated with minority group segments of the
population can hinder community growth. Similar comments are
appropriate for occupational types in a community.
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The text al e rt ed fu ture appraisers to the possible negative market effects
that mixed rac ial areas can have on the value of a home.
It has also subtly
stated that mixing different occupational groups-white collar and blue collarcan likewise have negative impact and should be considered in appraising the
market value of a home.
The Institute of Appraisers' course also included a slide show on the
apprisal of single family homes. The accompanying sound track said of neighborhood analysis 'on e exceptional factor which may affect value is the influx of inharmonious soc ial or racial groups'. The slide on the screen showed a burned out
store.
Finally, the text used in the course concludes: The value levels in a
residential neighborhood are influenced more by the social characteristics of its
present and p rospective occupants than by any other factor.
Therefore, the
apprais er must give major consideration to the importance of social data.
No matter how attractive a particular neighborhood may be, it will not
possess maximum desirability unless it is occupied by people who will be happy
in one another's compay. Thus, a wide tolerance or mutuality is involved on
matters of race, religion, income, cultural standards and ways of living. The
causes of racial and religious conflicts are not the appraisers responsibility.
However, he must recognize the fact that values change when people who are different from those presently occupying an area advance into and infiltrate a neighborhood. Economic status and degree of assimilation of the new groups are kindred
probiems in infiltration of a neighborhood.
Usually, at first, only a few sales
are made to the new arrivals at or slightly above the typical market price.
If
the older residents flood the market with offerings, prices are depressed and a
shift in ownersh ip begins to take place. Usually prices again advance and become
firm as this transition nears completion.
The mod e l used by Real Estate Appraisers suggests that as property ages
"lowe r user groups" will move in and that the "influx of inharmonious ethnic
gro ups" will cause property values to decline. This has led the Justice Department
-to file a civil rights action against four national real estate appraisal and
mortgage association s for a llegedly teaching and practicing the principle that
racial integration reduces property values. The named defendants are the American
Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, Society of Real Estate Appraisers, United
States League of Savings Associations, and Mortgage Bankers Association of America.
The basis of the suit is the contention that the defendants through their appraisal
standards and activities state that racially homogenous neighborhoods have greater
market acceptance and hence greater value than changing or integrated neighborhoods. The model most commonly used by real estate appraisers is neat, simple
and wrong.
The November, 1973 issue of Money magazine printed an article discussing
the effects of integration on horne value. The conclusion of one economist whose
study focused on almost 10,000 housing transactions showed that "the odds are about
4 to 1 that house prices in a neighborhood entered by non-whites will keep up with
or e xc eed prices in a comparable all-white area". And the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights has mor e than o nce proclaimed there is no substance to the view that
incoming r acial minorities drive down property values. Money magazine blames real
estate agents and mortgage l enders for helping perpetuate the myth.
It asserts,
fin al ly, that " of the factors that determine the worth of a piece of property, the
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ra c e of owners is on e of th e lea s t significant".
Recently the term "redlining" has come to the forefront.
Redlining has
many forms.
However, for the purpose of this study it can be defined as a process whereby a financial institution refuses to make credit available to a qualified borrower on the basis of the racial characteristics of the neighborhood.
Hearings into redlining by the Illinois Legislative Investigating Commission
identified several neighborhoods and communities where redlining was taking place.
These areas had at least one common characteristic:
These communities and neighborhoods are undergoing or are
soon to undergo racial integration, or they are in proximity to neighborhoods that have a concentration of
racial minorities.
Often the decision to disinvest is based on a subjective assessment of the
likely effects of racial integration in the neighborhood. Research by Northwestern's
Urban - Suburban Investment Study Group suggests that this "assessment" is often
made prior to any evidence of actual decline, and without reference to such factors
as the applicants' credit ratings, condition of the housing stock and viability of
the neighborhood.
The most common form of redlining in a built-up area occprs when home improvement loans only become available at rates less favorable than those uaually offered in
a racially homogeneous area. This contributes to racial instability because homeowners who wish to maintain and upgrade their property cannot get a loan.
It tends
to drive many solid mortage shoppers from competition, leaving the neighborhood to
more marginal competitors. The neighborhood then declines and shows the first signs
of blight. Majority homeowners who wish to stay in the neighborhood may become uneasy when credit is denied to them and they are encouraged by financial institutions
to look elsewhere for new housing.
A secondary effect takes place when the neighborhood shows the first signs of bl~ght. Majority housing demand falls off. Majority
households have many options. When a loan becomes hard to get in a particular
neighborhood and the neighborhood is not particularly attractive, majority homeseekers begin to look elsewhere for housing. Neighborhoods that are redlined by
financial institutions have little hope of avoiding resegregation.
The U.S. District Court for southern Ohio has found redlining to be a violation
of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (The Fair Housing Act) . The court
commented that redlining contributes to "white flight" and racial isolation.
In
addition, the rights of interracial association, an individual's right to live in an
integrated neighborhood are violated by redlining.
Often minority families and racial instability are associated with blighted
neighborhoods. Although many families live in blighted neighborhoods this is not
a cause and effect relationship.
In fact most blighted neighborhoods which presently are undergoing racial resegregation were blighted before the influx of
minority families.
A form of disinvestment takes place which works to the detriment
of the older established neighborhoods and benefits the newly developing areas on
the suburban fring e . Given that there is only so much money available for development and redevelopment, financial institutions appear to favor new investments in
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developing areas rather than reinvestments in developed neighborhoods. This investment strategy works against the maintenance of integration because it siphons
resources away from the older, less exclusive integrated neighborhoods and channels
it into exclusive, exclusionary developing areas.
Mortgage bankers and other lenders can contribute to the resegregation of
neighborhoods through their lending practices. Minority households which may
wish to purchase a horne in an area that is not adjacent to the ghetto often are
denied a loan on the basis of no credit rating.
It is not that the minority household has a poor credit rating but rather that the family has had a "cash and carry"
way of life with no history of credit transactions.
Some mortgage bankers have taken advantage of government guaranteed loan programs intended to help minority families which pay off the borrower's loan in the
event of a default.
In this case some minority families were encouraged to use
the loan program when they clearly could not afford the monthly payments. Furthermore, these loans were often concentrated in specific neighborhoods despite the
availability of conventional loans. For example, the Beacon Hills Development in
Chicago Heights, Ill. was developed almost exclusively with FHA's Section 235
Homeownership Loan Guarantees and the project was marketed almost exclusively to
blacks.
Not only did this create an "instant ghetto", it also contributed to
block by block resegregation in the surrounding community.
While allegations of redlining against financial institutions have been investigated and legislated, the issue of insurance redlining has been largely overlooked although the ramifications of such practices can be equally detrimental to
our older neighborhoods and cities.
However, insurance companies, like financial institutions, havebeenaccused
of basing their decisions to insure homes on the neighborhood or geographic area
where the property or business is located and not solely on the merits of the individual property.
In insurer terms, certain geographic areas and neighborhoods
are "marked off",
"knocked out" and/or "redlined", and few, if any, policies
are written in these areas. Basically, insurance companies feel that providing
insurance to homeowners and businessmen in many older urban areas to be unprofitable and highly risky. Again, like officials of financial institutions, insurance
officials explain this procedure as one of "prudent investment" practices.
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MEDIA

The mass me dia exerts a tremendous influence on people's opinions. Communities with poor images continue to receive "bad press". The media's understanding
and support of racially stable neighborhoods is very limited. Most recent articles
on neighborhood "integration" have focused on the troubled block by block expansion
of big city ghettos.
In an area as sensitive .as inter-racial living, the reporter
needs to go beyond the reporting of events and investigate the cause of news items.
It is not surprising to find that some people in the media have little commit- ment to the concept of integration maintenance. First, it takes some time and
concerted effort to understand the process of neighborhood resegregation.
It also
takes a "social awareness" to understand the important role that the media can play
in promoting racially stable neighborhoods.
One common flaw in much news reporting is the tendency to report "unfavorable"
news about an area that already has a generally poor or controversial reputation.
The Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry has expressed concern about the
media's portrayal of the south side and southern suburbs. For instance, it is
difficult to understand why a favorable restaurant review of a fine restaurant in
the south suburban area was prefaced by a remark stating that the location was in
the dirty, grimy south suburbs. There is more to the south side than the home of
"Big Bad Leroy Brown". Even a favorable story about a community with a generally
poor image often has a negative headline.
Furthermore, a community with a "good
image" continues to receive favorable news coverage despite growing problems.
Homeseekers often rely on these news stories as an accurate appraisal of an area's
desirability.
Majority homeseekers have many housing options. They will tend
to relocate in areas that are presented by the press consistently in a positive
manner. This works to the detriment of stable integration.
In addition to the "sins of omission" sometimes practiced by the media, the
accuracy of the reporting itself can be questioned. An especially relevant example
is a recent full page article in a Chicago daily newspaper. The article purported
t .o be about housing quality in Park Forest. However, the headlines referred to
Park Forest South as did half the text. The photographs were of yet another
community - Richton Park.
If a town has a "closed" image, news media coverage tends to reinforce the
closed image by driving away potential minority demand.
If a town has an open
image, the media coverage (often meant to be complimentary) tends to be of a nature
that hypes minority demand and diminishe.s that of whites.
Overall, the media tends to focus on racial matters as a problem rather than
as an opportunity for stable integrated living. The media can be an important
agent in social change.
Stable integrated living can work and the media can play
an important role in making it work.
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BUILDERS/DEVELOPERS

Builders/developers build and market new housing. New housing in any year
is a small proportion of the total housing stock but it is a significant portion
of housing bought and sold. What kind of homes are built, where they are built,
how many are built and how they are marketed, all are important in determining
the future racial composition of a neighborhood. Specifically the issue here is
the availability of this housing to blacks and other minorities, and what role
builders/developers play in the dual housing market.
Most new housing is built in the developing suburbs, partly because of a
high demand for suburban living, and partly because vacant and cheaper land exists
there.
To the extent that some suburbs oppose low income housing and/or minorities,
blacks who are disproportionately represented in the lower income brackets, are
doubly hurt.
Increasing the supply of lower cost housing and subsidized low income housing is one necessity in establishing fair housing.
In this area, many
developers are willing to join with fair housing advocates to open the suburbs.
The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) has supported passage and funding
of many acts furthering low income housing construction (subsidies make such construction profitable) and they oppose exclusionary zoning.
(Building larger
scale and higher density housing is also profitable.) But ending exclusionary
zoning will not necessarily result in cheaper homes being built and neither high
density nor low income housing insures integrated housing.
Other. considerations must also be examined in relation to new development.
There is a finite amount of capitol for developers to invest in housing. With
investment attracted to the suburbs, disinvestment in the central city often occurs.
This results in deterioration of neighborhoods where many poor and minorities must
still live.
That in itself is not good.
Disinvestment can also work to increase
the general opinion of the white majority that blacks are synonymous with bad
neighborhoods. This attitude increases prejudice and fear.
Disinvestment can also
speed up racial succession in neighborhoods as whites with other housing and
neighborhood alternative leave rather than invest in the neighborhood.
Once built, the housing must be sold. By law, one cannot discriminate in the
advertising and selling (or renting) of housing, and in the case of all subsidized
housing, affirmative marketing procedures are required. To the credit of the NAHB
they did not oppose the 1968 fair housing act.
It has, however, opposed affirmative marketing regulations. Not too surprisingly, new developments still reflect
segregated housing patterns. Far too many builders and developers tend to view
white purchasers as the most desirable. Black homeseekers are discouraged from
moving into new areas because developers feel that black homebuyers will drive
away white traffic and they will not be able to market their new homes.
Active discrimination on the part of builders is not necessary for segregation
to result. Many passively let community practice determine the racial occupancy of
their projects. For federally subsidized developers, this passivity is illegal.
Affirmative marketing requires effort to attract blacks (and sell to them) in
communities where white demand predominates and actively trying to stimulate white
demand in areas where black demand predominates. Far too many developers write
up the required affirmative marketing plan and then conveniently forget it. HUD
has not adequately monitered the affirmative marketing plans of subsidized developers.
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In some cases, active discrimination (though often subtle and sophisticated)
takes place -to insure that integration will not occur. Many developments are well
advertised, and it will usually be more difficult for a developer to discourage
minority applicants by hiking prices than by other means. Salesmanship can play a
very important role in maintaining the dual housing market. A salesperson making
no effort to sell, or even discouraging the buyer by pointing out defects (rather
than the usual selling points) can deflect an undesired buyer. A salesperson
might also say the home is already sold (or rented), make paper work difficult,
delay, be "out", or advertise in a way that does not suggest open housing. People
do not need or want these hassles and the developer is often rewarded in his
efforts to dissuade them.
In the usual situation where a builder is detected and
sued, the usual "penalty" is a forced consummation of the deal, often without
forfeit of profit.
Unfortunately a few developers have been short sighted with an attitude of
"sell quickly and get out" of the area. A few substandard subdivisions in the
Chicago area were produced for and marketed exclusively to low income minority
families thereby creating an "instant ghetto".
Discrimination and/or failure to market affirmatively can be negatively sanctioned.
Watchdogging, however, is not easy and often HUD regional offices do not
have the resources to do the job adequately - even with aid from community organizations.
If the regulating office is not swift and sure in its enforcement, and
sanctions are not 'harsh' in cases of definite non-compliance, the developers are
not likely to feel that non-compliance is much of a risk.
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RENTAL MANAGEMENT

There is evidence that the rental housing market may be the most difficult
for blacks to enter, and once they do, the most difficult in which to maintain
stable integration. The greater resistance to blacks entering the -marketplace
may be explained by the closer proximity of neighbors in higher density apartment
living.
This housing resistance may result from whites feeling a greater threat
to their in-group status in white society if blacks move in, especially if they have
few other symbols of status (education, money, etc.). Once integrated, rental housing is more easily moved out of than a purchased house ~ a process which probably
facilitates rapid racial turnover. And while contact and the experience of living
in an integrated setting can foster more understanding and acceptance, life-style
differences can also result in frictio~ especially if attitudes are set in anticipation of disliking the black residents.
Landlords or their managers (who are frequently realtors) often act as gatekeepers to their apartment buildings. Their own attitudes as well as anticipation
of their tenants' attitudes lead to efforts to keep minorities out. They may see
themselves as protectingthe interest of their present or prospective white tenants.
Some are perhaps screening their own prospective neighbors if they themselves live
in the building. P rejudicial stereotypes of blacks as poor tenants- loud, dir:ty,
reckless with property, etc.- are commonly believed. And if some blacks may be
tolerable, a landlord may still wish to exclude them for fear that a major influx
of blacks will result.
The most common methods of keeping out undersirable tenants usually involve
delay and red . tape. Especially where housing supply is tight, if an undesired
tenant can be delayed there is often time to get another.
Time is bought in many ways.by setting requirements that almost no one can
meet,by special forms, by demanding many references, by creating. uncertainty and
even failing to call back when an intitial phone inquiry suggests that the prospect
may be of a minority ethnic group. Actually, most minority prospects are easily
turned away.
They are too proud to force the issue and also very worried about
the amount of time it takes to follow through a complaint, even while they have
an immediate need for housing.
Some of the data suggests that because of their determination to discriminate,
more Ma and Pa operations are using real estate agents than was formerly the case.
The obvious reason is that real estate brokers have developed skills to fend off
minority prospects and can do this more easily than an owner. Moreover, where all
else fails, it can turn out that "the owner had already rented the apartment and
forgotten to tell the broker ... "
When realtors or other landlords own or manage several buildings, it is
possible for them to steer renters from one building by various tactics but still
offer a unit in another area which they have already integrated or are turning over.
Steering is also done through advertisements.
It is illegal in ads to use wordings
that indicate "any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race ... or an
intention to make any such preference ... " (Fair Housing Act of 1968). This does
not however mean that such advertising has stopped although generally it has become
more subtle. Many minorities will not attempt to seek housing where they know they
will not be welcome. Advertisements can also be placed so as to most effectively
reach desired tenants rather than equally attract all people. Not placing adds in
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black newspapers will limit the number of blacks who know about the vacancy, etc ...
Once a neighborhood in . which a building exists has become integrated and
white demand for housing in the area falls, the manager of the building may not only
let blacks in but may even encourage rapid turnover. Economics could be the reason.
Frequently blacks can be charged higher rents than whites and even receive fewer
services or poorer maintenance because there is a pent-up demand for housing among
blacks.
If a landlord must let blacks in, he may wish to go all-black for a profit
motive.
Steering away whites and encouraging move by current white tenants can be
fairly easily accomplished by playing on their fears and prejudice.
Very few people in the rental management business have been specifically
trained for management responsibilities. Not only has rental management staff
received inadequate training, especially in such areas a fair housing law, but top
management often exercises little control over the staff. This can lead to situations where the top management is ignorant of rental practices that can contribute
to neighborhood stability and they use the excuse that they cannot control their
staff even if they do learn what can be done to prevent resegregation. Another
stumbling block to integration maintenance is the reluctance of rental management
to collect and share data. Professional management requires accurate, timely and
relevant data for good management decisions.
It should also be noted that some of the same techniques that have been used
to manipulate housing demand to create and perpetuate apartment development segregation have occuasionally been altered slightly and used by apartment managers to
acheive representative racial balance.
More above-board approaches, that is,
legitimate affirmative marketing and integration maintenance counseling, have
also shown that rental housing integration can be achieved, where there is a
commitment.
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BEAL ESTATE PRACTICES

Real estate practices are the front lines of the battles and skirmishes
between the seemingly inexorable forces of (re)segregation and of the emerging
forces for integrqtion maintenance.
The real estate practicioners have high visibility in neighborhoods and are
sometimes viewed by neighborhood people as virtually the sole enforcers of the
dual housing market.
Sophisticated observers within and without neighborhoods
tend to focus on brokers and sales personnel, not only because of visibility but
because they are licensed and governed by State codes, usually containing fair
housing provisions.
They are, therefore, potentially accountable -- big and
solid enough to see and not so vast and solidly in place that they might not be
moved.
The heritage of free enterprise and the "a man's home is his castle" traditions are we ll entrenched in the real estate business. While castle protection
no longer requires the services of a knight (at least in many suburban neighborhoods), p rotection remains a concern -- protection against incursions "by undesirable and incompatible types" and protection against loss of value. When laws
no longer mandated housing separation of the races, the real estate community
(with the positive sanction of broad sections of society) accepted for itself,
with some exceptions, the responsibility for continuing the tradition.
Some realty
professionals, that is "transition specialists", even found that it was possible
to obtain many listings by panicking whites into selling cheaply "before the
neighborhood gets really dark", and (mis)using the FHA insurance program (sometimes
with false credit information) to sell to minority purchasers, often at re-inflated
prices.
A perversion of "open housing" has made panic-peddlers rich by pitting
races against one another. By post cards, flyers, telephone call~ or home visits,
pressure is applied to the outgoing white, who might even produce a second commission by buying in a "protected area".
As the supply of houses on the market in
one area is artificially elevated, the projected drop in prices occurs, especially
as a major portion of the demand (white) is no longer competing for the housing.
As value drops, so d9 other things (prestige, services, clout associated with a
good quality n e ighborhood ~A somewhat more subtle practice is racial steering.
Several intentionally
employed techniques may be used to direct potential white buyers into white neighborhoods and non-whites into neighborhoods with· minority residents, sometimes by
th e simple time -honored device of automatically showing homes to minorities in
minority or mixe d areas while white buyers are shown listing in white areas. Should
a white buyer e xpress an interest in an area that is non-traditional, he or she
will be told that "it is not right for you" or " the area is unstable" or "it's not
what it used to be".
Often it is not necessary to downgrade the area to be shunned
and quite possible to avoid the risk of saying "Hicks are moving in" or "it's
changing".
A similar effect can be gained by praising the "right alternative" and
let the other suffer by comparison.
Often the white buyer expresses appreciation
for being properly steered so as not to make a mistake. Whether done crassly or
with style and flair, it is a problem and illegal, if, when, and where it is
proven.
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The minority buyers often find it difficult to detect racial steering because of the way it is done. Outright refusal to deal is much too risky and
blacks are often treated courteously. But if they show interest in an area new
to blacks, they are likely to be touted on an alternative where they "can get
more for their housing dollar", and where they "will be welcomed and their children will feel comfortable and have playmates", and where they "will feel secure",
and where "all kinds of people live in harmony".
If the black buyer persists, he
or she may be warned about the possibly unreliable for you "volunteer fire department", and told it will "probably be okay if you have the pioneer spirit", and it
is "a lovely house, though maybe a bit overpriced". Simple devices such as falsely
claiming there is a contract written on the house or having some other difficulty
in arranging a showing are also still prevalent.
The black broker finds solicitation of listings difficult in neighborhoods
that are not black or plainly transitional and ha~ virtually no white buyers.
Consequently, he is forced to encourage his black buyer prospects to buy his listings, those in the black and transitional areas.
Much racial steering can be done without an explicit conspiracy and without
thoroughly overt or avaricious or even selfish or self-protective motivations.
Sometimes it is done more or less unconsciously.
For instance, many agents sincerely feel that they owe it to a fine black family to tell them what they are
getting into -- that the facts speak for themselves and the prospects are making
their own decisions.
Likewise with whites.
If they place trust in an agent, they
deserve to be treated right -- not only because of notions about repeat business
and referrals -- but because of the dictates of the golden rule.
If after they
know the facts, they still want to buy into the mixed areas, that is then their
business.
Federal law makes racial steering illegal, as does the real estate registration act of Illinois.
Some municipalities havemopted ordinances making it a violation, including the municipalities for which this paper is written.
If the laws
were perfectly enforced and/or totally respected, racial steering would continue
to happen, but it would not be illegal racial steering.
It would be self steering
and a massive problem.
Self-steering by races in the housing market can properly be
viewed as the present effect of past discrimination. Blacks, on a wholesale basis,
foreclose non-traditional housing opportunities out of fears and concerns and negative mental sets built on past law violations (and past legal acts, since housing
discrimination has not been illegal for such a long period of time) .
Whites have been conditioned to believe that neighborhoods where minorities
live are devalued, are likely dangerous as compared with others, and are in transition and otherwise unstable. Such belief held on a widespread basis can operate
as a self-fulfilling prophesy when whites withhold their major portion of the potential demand.
If a real estate agent accepts that most persons, black, white, and other$,
have tendencies toward self-steering, it may not make economic sense ("a waste of
time, theirs and mine") to try to sell against people's inclinations or to unnecessarily "paddle upstream".
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Racial steering appears not to concern most of the population living in virtually all majority a nd all minority neighborhoods. While support for steering is
not always vocal, it is o ften rather forceful and prevasive. The whites arA generally desirous of preserving the "racial integrity" or their area and pressure
the real estate agents to " do what is right". The black community is not enthusiastic about losing its upwardly mobile and more affluent residents to another area .
Not only does their departure reduce the black ghetto's numbers (and therefore
political clout) and le s sen their articulate voices and commercial patronage for
black business, but it reduces the demand for property in black neighborhoods.
~fuite dema nd does not rush into the void, until and unless it is through urban
renewal a nd replacement of the minorities. Both blacks and whites are often perversely pleased by the racial unrest in a racially changing area. For whites, it
confirms their racial stereotypes and eases guilt over racist attitudes. For
blacks, it confirms stereotypes of the racist white population and legitimizes
anger, builds righteous indignation and morally superior feelings -- both better
than feeling inferior.
Those that are concerned, majority and minority, live in interracial areas.
Many of these are on the perimeter of the black ghetto. Other (fewer) interracial
neighborhoods are free-standin g.
Compared to those living in racially homogeneous
areas, their numbers are not great. The individuals who populate such areas and
the location of the interracial areas themselves tend to move. The strategies and
tactics of those concerned about combatting racial transition, predominantly whites,
have ra nged and vacillated between reasoning with brokers, investigation and law
suits, getting restrictive legislation adopted and poorly enforced, negotiating
voluntary agre eme nts, dire ctly harassing non-cooperative agents, forming their own
commercial and noncommercial real estate firms and housing services, promoting
open housing generally, opposing open housing and trying to "hold back the tide of
inundating blacks", and many other doomsaying and rose-colored optimistic approaches,
as well as eclectic and moderate approaches.
The real estate community has also vacillated between several approaches and
cannot be said to be monolithic in its response to community and legal pressures.
The real estate c ommunity established a long and well-documented record of opposition to fair housing law. The opposition was based on common law property rights.
When the legislative battle was lost, the unanimity of the community was shattered,
with some continuing to resist and other looking to make a commercial success by
going with the current rather than continuing to peddle up stream.

An inter e sting example of the go-with-the-current approach is the National
Association of Realtor s, Department of Housing and Urban Development Affirmative
Marketing Agreement for voluntary use by Board of Realtors, approved by the NAR in
Novemb er of 1975 and which is being p romulgated throughout the land.
The NAR-HUD version of affirmative marketing was worked out over a period
of ~ ffiany months by the Nixon-Ford HUD Administration and representatives of the real

estate community.
It is positive in several respects, but is a perversion of HUD's
own equal opportunity objectives and the objectives of most interracial communities
s eek ing to stay that way.
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Very e arly in 1972, HUD issued affirmative marketing guidelines to developers
assisted or insured by any federal programs. The guidelines required developers to
take special care and design special programs to attract minority or non-minority
residents, whichever were underrepresented in residence or might reasonably be
expected to be underrepresented in residence or in the housing demand. As various
public interest groups began exerting pressure to have these plans made meaningful
and as pressure began to build for the resale realty industry to be covered by such
guidelines, the Realtors began to warm to a negotiated voluntary agreement. Their
agreement, however, defines affirmative marketing not in terms of promoting balanced
racial demand but instead on "provid(ing) information that will enable minority buyers to make a free choice of housing location". Concern for interraciality and all
races competing together for housing and living together has vanished. Affirmative
marketing then becomes a public relations tool for reaching out to minorities in
order to sell them houses in areas that they choose. This is not longer so threatening now as it had been, because experience has shown the most minorities will steer
themselves into "safe" areas and little trouble results.
The Boards of Realtors already serving black populations have, of course,
been a bit quicker to volunteer for this agreement.
The agreement carries with
it another interesting feature to protect the real estate brokers against pressures
from community groups pushing the balanced racial traffic integration promotion
type affirmative marketing. The NAR has told local Realtors that they will lose
their nationally negotiated errors and omissions (liability) insurance if they were
to enter into any locally negotiated affirmative marketing agreement. This means
that many local attempts at promoting racially representative traffic are thwarted.
The laws of states have also been altered. When influencing persons so as
to promote segregation and avoid integration (i.e. steering) became an irresistible
issue and anti-steering provisions were inevitable (in 1973 and 1974 in Illinois) ,
the real estate industry settled for, indeed, lobbied for provisions that would
seem also to make illegal any real estate agent•s attempt to influence anyone so as
to promote integration or avoid segregation. By this maneuver the real estate industry remains relatively guarded from forces that would otherwise have demanded
that it rectify the effects of past discrimination and replace the dual housing
market with a racially unitary one.
The National Association of Home Builders, representing many of the parties
controlled by the original HUD affirmative marketing guidelines, was not to be
outdone.
Late in 1976, it finished negotiating a similar voluntary agreement
which is just now receiving attention.
A discernible trend is emerging: stop belligerently fighting the words of
the equal opportunity bureaucrats; do not make them look bad or make them angry
as it causes them to become legalistic and "pattern and practice" compliance
minded; accept . the language and verbal terms of the integrationists/anti-racists
and remake their meanings via formally negotiated but voluntary agreements and
industry designed education programs. The rights of some individuals may have
to be recognized and accepted, but responsibility for altering the societal-set
tilting toward segregation will not be placed upon the shoulders of the real
estate industry.
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What then are some of the more promising strategies and tactics for the
forces of integration (maintenance) in their struggle to regain the support of
the somewhat co-opted government anti-discrimination units? How can the integration
(maintenance) forces make their goal economically attractive to the commercial real
estate industry? How can the integration (maintenance) forces build support for
· their efforts among some of the now apathetic, indifferent and even hostile people,
especially some of those living in the black ghettos and the white ghettos? The
answers to these questions must be sought -- sought diligently with acceptance of
the notion that th e y are "right" as much because of how they are obtained and who
is involved in their formulation as because of their content.
It would seem that
a new activism is indicated -- one that should probably start with a coalition
of interracial municipalities and neighborhoods and public interest groups such
as the League of Women Voters. The aims might well be: new guidelines or even
new laws, but certainly should include more sympathetic interpretations and administrations of fair housing legislation; the communication to the public of any
success stories to generate positive self-fulfilling prophecies; and vigorous
pursuit of open housing reputations for communities and subregions which would
not seek such for themselves.
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

Community organizations come in many sizes and forrr.s, with differing goals
and means of implementing them. They perform with varying degrees of effectiveness.
There are some organizations that have goals and activities that work to defeat
stable integraion.
Organizations such as the American Nazi Party and Save Our
Suburbs actively work to prevent racial integration, and the former openly presents itself as a racist body. To the extent that these organizations are successful, stably integrated neighborhoods are threatened.
Rather than focus on the
organizaitons that are antagonistic to the goal of maintaining racial integration,
this study acknowledges them. We suggest that those of their activities which are
illegal be punished, and then focus on problems experienced by courtervailing prointegration forces.
A community organization can be an effective agent working for fair housing
by providing some counter forces to work against the dual housing market. Unfortunately, many community organizations concerned with fair housing are experiencing
problems.
Any local community organization that is attempting to influence governmental
policy and action must also take care to include other interested organizations and
seek both member and citizen input.
An organization cannot properly represent
others if they are not consulted; good intentions are not enough. Close contact
with the community has the additional benefit of creating broader support for the
organization's activities and proposals helping to insure success. Many local
officials welcome responsible citizen input from community organizations if it is
presented in a positive manner.
Community organizations interested in fair housing and neighborhood stability
generally are understaffed, underfunded, and their activities are not well publicized. These organizations need to convince members of both the private and public
sector that their activities are worthwhile and wor~hy of funding.
Many community organizations interested in housing frequently protect their
"turf", often to the detriment of other local groups and neighborhoods.
It is
understandable that local neighborhood-based community organizations are very
localized in outlook. They are responding to a local need and many outsiders
are not in agreement with their goals. The result is that many local groups
operate in isolation and often their
programs
duplicate and overlap those
of other organizations. Furthermore, community organizations in predominately
white areas have not made a serious effort to promote minority housing.
The dual housing market exists at the local, regional and national level.
It is often easy for an organization to be too directed locally and not consider
fully the need to open all communities. While local focus is needed and local
problems are more likely to generate actions, being part of an agency with
metropolitan concerns can aid the establishment of fair housing in several ways:
active open housing intiatives are worked for throughout the metropolitan area;
more effective and efficient utilization of resources can be made; duplication
and overlap of services is minimized; political strength and influence is greater;
and the organization is more visible, and effective media coverage of fair housing
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activities is thus more likely.
Larger focus is also needed because what occurs in the rest of the metropolitan a rea influences the local community, conversely, what occurs in the local
community also has effects on the larger region. When minorities are afforded
limited access to a community-even for the goal of maintaining integration, black
demand must go elsewhere, limiting another communities chance of stable integration, or black demand must go totally unsatisfied. A community organization
that secures a degree of stability for its own area while ignoring ~r aggravating the situation elsewhere has served itself (for the short-term) not the cause
of open housing.
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COMMUNITY IMAGE

The image of a community by outsiders, whether or not they have factual
information, often determines who moves into that community. The image of a
community or neighborhood will play a part in the overall attractiveness of
that area for future investment. Even the Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry is concerned about the image of the south side and the southern
suburbs.
Many people who do not live in southern Cook County believe the
area to be exclusively the home of large polluting industries and minority
families.
Their perceptions are erroneous. The area does serve as the home
of several large industries; however, the vast majority of the residents live
in middle and upper income neighborhoods which serve as home for majority
households.
In addition to the environmental image of an area, the social image
is equally important.
Many national businesses headquartered in Chicago
encourage their new transferees to look for housing in the western or northern
suburbs rather than in the city or the southern suburbs.
Many northern and
western suburbs enjoy an e xclusive image which they work very hard at maintaining.
Various techniques are used to discourage minority housing traffic.
The range in severity and directness from outright violence to more subtle
suggestions that the volunteer fire department might not respond to a request
for help or long protracted court battles to fight moderate income housing.
These practices tend to focus majority housing demand on a few communities which are seen as "exclusive" and "safe" from minority households.
Of course these practices tend to have the revenue effect on minority
households.
Not only is their demand informally concentrated on the south
side communities, minority families begin to have unrealistic perceptions of
the other suburban areas.
If the north and west suburbs are viewed as
expensive and minority families moving there will be made to feel uncomfortable, they will naturally self-select certain neighborhoods on the south
side that have a reputation as accepting minorities.
Finally, there is one more practice that influence the image of a
community or neighborhood.
There is a common feeling that "open communities"
with "equal housing opportunities" are for minorities only.
The terms OPEN
and EQUAL OPPORTUNITY have become code words in the public mind for minorities
only. These perceptions work against maintaining racial integration, both
within an apartment complex or subdivision and to the scale of a whole new
town.
These community images can become self-fulfilling prophecies. When
some areas appear to be closed to minority families while others are open,
the balance of housing demand becomes segregated to the detriment of integration.

The community image of a particular neighborhood and its overall
attractiveness to majority and minority home seekers is outlined elsewhere.
Suffice it to say that the location of a particular community
which occupies a unique part of the region can have a tremendous effect
on all the community building actors outlined in Part II~
The location of public investments can block or aid neighborhood
stability. Man-made barriers such as interstate highways have isolated
neighborhoods from block by block resegregation by providing a barrier
between an expanding ghetto and a stable integrated area. Man-made
physical improvements which cut through neighborhoods may also contribute to racial instability by displacing families both majority and
minority who must find new housing in other city neighborhoods. Every
time the majority/minority housing demand equation is changed there is
a potential change in neighborhood stability.
Proximity to especially desirable residential areas where persons
of prestige and influence live or sharing a school district with such
areas is of course a locational advantage.
Devalued residential areas
nearby and/or sharing a school district constitute disadvantages.
Some cities (inadvertently) accelerate neighborhood resegregation
by supplying a low level of services and/or improvements to that location.
With majority homeseekers already concerned about racial stability in an
integrated neighborhood, any perceived lack of commitment from the city
for the neighborhood's physical and social wellbeing can give the impression that the city has "written off" the area. A similar situation
occurs when local businesses and landlords fail to maintain their buildings. On a larger scale, the relocation of a major state or federal
facility to an exclusive suburb can have the same effect.
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THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

Since th e Depression the Federal Government has played an important part in
the direction of urban development. The fact that our cities have highly segregated
residence patterns implies that the Federal Government has helped to foster segregation.
The United States Commission on Civil Rights has divided the Federal Government's contribution towards racial separatism into three parts. The Federal
Government, especially prior to 1947, took direct action to encourage segregation.
The Federal Gove rnment has also implemented programs which indirectly induced
segregation. And finally, the Federal Government has taken no action to prevent
discrimination when it has been its duty to do so.
It was between the end of World War II and the end of the Johnson Administration that segregation resulted largely from the side effects of Federal programs.
In thi s p e riod, the suburbanization which was taking place was largely subsidized
by Fe d e ral money. The Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans Administration
were concerned with facilitating new housing construction, while the various highway funds financed road construction. The agencies responsible for implementing
these programs worke d to achieve narrowly conceived objectives. The housing agencies
were solely concerned with maximizing housing construction and the highway administrators were concerned with optimizing traffic flows.
The failure to analyze the
side effect of the s e programs allowed the segregated residence pattern to develop.
Fe w people stoppe d to think about the negative impact that the Federal programs
would have on housing opportunities for both majority and minority families in the
city. Only v e ry recently has the Fede ral Government voiced intention to tie the
distribution o f expenditure s for capital improvements like road construction to
t h e achieveme nt of broader s ocietal goals.
(The recent failure to deny road widening funds to the Chicago suburb of Oak Brook because of its exclusionary nature
suggests that th e Federal Gove rnment remains open to the charge that its commitment is largely lip service.)
The government then, has historically helped to
promote segr e gation by not off e ring local government any inducements to provide
equal access to housing. A more integrated urban residence pattern would have
resulted had the Federal Government tied its urban development programs to the
achieve ment of ope n housing obj e ctive s.
The Fede ral Gove rnme nt did not begin to take a partially active role in the
p romotion of minority housing opportunitie s until around 1964. The majority of
programs enacted to achieve this objective have been designed to increase minority
housing opportunities in ar e as already containing large concentrations of minority
group members. The only Federal programs designed to produce housing for low and
moderate income, until the late sixties, were the public housing programs. These
programs had a feature that further exacerbated housing segregation. These
programs contained a local option clause whereby a community could refuse to allow
the construction of public units within its borders. As a result, most white
suburbs have not allowed any public units to be constructed while the great majority
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of such units were located in the central city. Even within the central city,
the tendency has been to build such units in non-white neighborhoods.
It was not until 1968 that the Federal Government actually began to move on
minorit y housing opportunities.
The passage of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, which
contained the Federal Fair Housing Act, and the development of two new hous·ing
programs, which allowed for the location of subsidized units without explicit
local approval, provided tools that could have been used to reverse the impact of
previous Federal Housing Programs. Although these two housing programs have been
very successful in getting low and moderate income units built, they have been
implemented along traditionally segregated lines.
Three years later, in 1965, HUD developed some mechanisms to make developers
utilizing th ese problems market their units in an affirmative manner. Affirmative
Fair Housing Marketing Regulations and Project Selection Criteria were supposed to
reduce the amount of Federally funded housing segregation.
It seems, though, that
the nonenforcement of these mechanisms has allowed the Federal Governments support
of segregation to continue.
A study in the San Francisco SMSA investigated eighteen subsidized projects and found seventeen not in compliance with their own
affirmative fair housing marketing plan.
The latest attempt on the Fede ral Government's part to increase minority
housing opportunities is the Community Development Act of 1974. In order to receive Community Development funds, localities are supposed to be required to produce Housing Assistance Plans. These plans are supposed to designate the number
of low and moderate income units the community needs to provide.
Instead of
scrutinizing these plans to determine if they are realistic, HUD has rubber stamped
most of the plans after only a shallow analysis.
This has allowed even the most
exclusionary of suburbs to receive grants without any provision for low and moderate income units. Again the Federal Government has failed to use the carrots it
has at its disposal to induce suburbs to provide minority housing opportunities.
The Federal Government, th e n, is guilty of both funding programs which directly
assure segregation and failing to enforce thos e programs and regulations which
were designed espe cially to allow for more widely spaced minority housing opportunities.
The Federal Government has failed in its responsibility to insure equal
access to hou s ing. This does not mean that once this access is guaranteed integration will be a r e ality. However, until such time that housing discrimination
is effectively eliminated, the goal of achieving integration will remain much
harder than it need be. Federally funded housing units in "white suburbia" does
not mean the imminent integration of such communities, but it may well help to
reduce the "closed" perception that minorities have of the community and help to
redistribute housing demand in such a way that a more unitary market can be achieved.
One other way the Federal Government fails to reduce segregation has been the
absence of any data requirements. The collection of hard data is the only effective
means of evaluating both the government's own programs and the actions of other institutions.
Until 1971, HUD did not even collect ethnic/racial data on the participants in its programs. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board, in addition, does not
require any data collection by its member banks.
The collection of data could be
an effective way of influencing other actors in the housing market to perform in
ways that will promote integration.
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The Federa~ Government generally fails to show much leadership in the elimination of the dual housing market. While the foundation of its activity in the
area is in eliminating discrimination, the fulfillment of this objective would
make the elimination of the dual market much easier. There are some things which
the Federal Government could do directly to speed the end of the dual market.
First, in its distribution of funds the Federal Government could strengthen the
role of the metropolitan planning agencies by giving the A-95 grant review process more teeth than it has at present. This would make suburban communities
more sensitive to the region's housing needs . as the availability of Federal funds
may depend on this consideration. One other way the Federal Government could
directly reduce the dual market is by more effectively regulating the industries
over which it has some influence.
The financial community, real estate brokers,
and builders could be prodded to strengthen their codes of ethics in regard to
racial discrimination and redlining.
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LOCAL GOVERNMEtJT

In considering the role of local government in the operation of the dual
housing market we are dealing with two distinct varieties. On the one hand,
there are the local governments which actively work to preserve homogenous communities, and on the other hand there are those governments which serve integrated, or at least .multi-racial communities.
Among those in the latter group we find the large central city governments.
Generally, racial resegregation has occurred within large cities. The role of such
governments in the dual housing market can be characterized as apathetic. Whereas
it is the actions of other actors that create the dual market, we must examine
what local gove rnments do not do in their involvement with the dual market.
In the
classic central city scenario where a neighborhood undergoes rapid and sometimes
violent transition from an "all white enclave" to an "all black ghetto", the local
government has shirked its duty of maintaining racial stability in allowing block
busting and panic peddling to continue without resistance. Perhaps more importantly, the city governments have not worked to open up housing opportunities
within or without their own corporate limits for minorities.
In smaller multi-racial suburban communities,local governments are usually
more responsive. A large central city is burdened with other pressing problems
that distract attention from areas of racial transition.
It is realistic to expect governments in smalle r autonomous communities faced with racial change to be
more easily activated to pursue vigorous policies promoting stability. The maintenance of integration in suburban communities is critical to the future health
of such areas.
In considering regulatory measures, the local government can constrain
builder-developers, realtors, and rental management firms from contributing to
the dual market. Prohibition, and regulation of solicitations for listing has
been one kind of restraining influence on realtors. The banning of "for sale"
signs has, until V8ry recently, been another. Subdivision controls can be important in making builder-developers contribute to the goal of integration
uain tenance. ~1e controls can require affirmative marketing of all the lots in
the subdivision.
Ordinarily, public relations is an activity local governments do not consciously perform. However, for interracial communities it is an essential
funciton of local government. Because perceptions guide so many of the actors
in the housing market, it is imperative that these perceptions be correct.
Oftentimes integrated communities are identified as being on the way to resegregation. Since the white to black transition has occurred so frequently in
~he past, this view is not often challenged.
People are prone to assume that
past patterns will prevail in the future.
Local governments must go out and
actively deflate this harmful myth.
They must convince prospective homebuyers,
realtors, lenders, and developers that integration in their communities is going
to work.
Such a pos itive self-fulfilling prophecy does and will require the expenditure of effort and mon ey , and should be viewed as a primary municipal respons ibili ty and not " e xtra-curricular business".
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In facilitating good communication and in serving an educational function,
local government is again primarily concerned with constructing accurate perceptions.
Realtors and lenders often do not act with malice in contributing to the
dual market, but rather, are acting in ignorance of the actual conditions existent
in a successfully integrated setting. An example of local government as a catalyst
in the improvement of communication might be round-table discussions between realtors, lenders, citizens, and government leaders.
Such a device helps to reassure
the business interests that the community is actively working to preserve and
maintain itself and the stability which they desire from an investment standpoint.
For citizens, such meetings can help to dispel fears and create an atmosphere of
cooperation. Both of these policy areas, education-communication and public relations, are geared towards the creation of a positive self-fulfilling prophecy.
Failure to conduct such activities will result in the persistence of any existing
negative self-fulfilling prophecies.
(Neighborhoods decline as a result of lenders,
realtors, home buyers, etc. thinking that the neighborhood will decline.)
Another tool open to local government is lobbying. Here the primary goal is
to influence the policies of higher levels of government. Local government can
petition the states and the Federal government to design and implement policies
that further the goals of integration and the elimination of the dual housing
market.
When all the above options fail to produce the desired reaction of some
actor, the local government can take legal action to obtain compliance.
If
realtors are still engaging in steering and if lenders are still practicing redlining in spite of all the public relations, educational, regulatory and lobbying actions, the local government may have to take the party to court. This is
not the most desirable means of redress. One large problem is that most of the
illegal activities are very subtle and evidence to substantiate claims of wrongdoing is difficult to amass. However, even if enough evidence is gathered and
a favorable decision can be predicted, there are serious side effects which must
be weighed.
The case may generate negative images of the community which counteract any public relations effort.
The case may produce unwanted conflict between various housing market actors. And finally, the legal action may just force
the guilty party to use more subtle methods.
On the other hand, a willingness to
litigate may well engender respect not otherwise obtainable.
Lastly, an integrated community's local government must maintain both a high
level of services and remain competitive in the marketplace, with a competitive level
of taxes.
These two strategies contribute directly towards making a community an
enjoyable place to live. The quality of the local government has a lot to do with
what kind an image other actors in the housing market have of a particular community.
For an integrated community, these strategies are especially important if
the community wants to maintain white demand. The economics of the housing market
indicate that the white buyer will have a greater variety of locations to choose
from and a lower acceptance of poor services. The minority homeowner-buyer, on
the other hand, may be willing to pay a higher price because the supply of housing
available to him is perceived to be restricted
This brings us to consider the impact that homogeneous white suburbs have on
the perpetuation of the dual housing market. Clearly, these local governments
help to maintain duality. There are two varieties of such local governments, the
major distinction being that of age .
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Many older, white communities are often not considered by minorities as
pos s ible location s ·to live b e cause of th e hostility that non-whites can expect
should they reside there. The image of the community as being hostile to minorities, the presence of community groups actively working to maintain segregation, and the non-enforcement of open housing laws by th e courts and higher
levels of government create the background against which the first type of local
government works. Local governments in this scenario can be expected to do
nothing to encourage integration and they
may give implicit or even explicit
support to the community groups seeking to maintain segregation.
In newer suburban communities, on the other hand, the local government
may be expected to take an aggressive role in helping the dual market work.
These communities engage in exclusionary land use practices which result in few
moderately priced units being constructed.
Increasingly, even units which the
middle class can afford are being excluded from new areas. As non-whites have
lower incomes than whites do, they feel this artificial supply restraint more
so than do whites.
In the both cases th e effect is to limit the area that a minority homebuye r will consider when looking for a home. This situation concentrates nonwhite demand for housing in areas already perceived as being open to minority
group members. This concentration leads to minority homebuyers outbidding
white homebuyers in "open" areas and the process continues until the non-white
demand has totally replaced the white demand.
Th e dual market must be changed. The "closed communities" must be opened,
up in fact, and in terms of perceptions. Opening closed communities is a legitimate cause for neighboring communities which desire to be and remain integrated.
To conclude, in working to eliminate the dual market it is essential that
integrating communities convince whites that the community is in fact integrated
and not resegr e gating. Equally important, minority homeseekers must be alerted
to housing opportunities in communities perceived as "closed".
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LOCATION

The location and distribution of minority households in a·n urban area can
work for or against the maintenance of racial integration. Almost every city and
me tropolitan r eg ion has areas that are at a locational disadvantage.
Historically, newcomers to the city, especially minorities, were forced by
economics and racism into disadvantaged areas. Early racial maps of Chicago's
suburbs show black families clustered in a few neighborhoods.
Their neighborhoods
gen e rally were the least desirable because of their proximity to industrial districts or environmental hazard areas (such as a marsh). Later, these black areas
expanded block by block with each resegregating block contiguous to an all black
block. The real estate community had an agreement amoung their members that no
minority families would be introduced into an all white neighborhood.
Remnants
of this "informal agreement" continue to the present day. This block by block
ghetto e xpansion is so widespread that it has been modeled mathematically by
Morrill, a geographer, and Sunshine, a sociologist and applied with some degree of
accuracy to several American cities.
Historical patterns of household movement also influence present day racial
housing patterns.
In the Chicago area, south siders traditionally relocate to the
south, west siders move to the west and north siders gravitate to the north. Since
th e re are minority concentrations on the south and to a lesser extent on the west
side of the city, the bulk of the minority households who move to the suburbs
follow the historic al pattern creating an unbalanced minority d"emand for suburban
housing.
Unbalanced minority demand for housing in one sector of the suburban
area can lead to racial resegregation in that sector.
Today, location plays an important part in neighborhood racial stability.
Th e direction and distance of an integrated neighborhood from the black ghetto
can have an impo rtant influence on future stability. A neighborhood or community
which is on the edge of an expanding black concentration often finds it very difficult to maintain majority housing demand in those areas bordering on the ghetto
area. On the other hand, a community working to maintain integration which is
somewhat removed from minority concentrations will be more attractive to majority
homeseekers and therefore have a greater chance of maintaining integration. This
observation is borne out by an analysis of two neighborhoods on Chicago's west
sid e . The Austin neighborhood, an integrated area adjacent to Chicago's west
sid e ghetto, is much less attractive to majority homeseekers than is east Oak Park
which is geographically removed from the west side ghetto. Majority housing demand is much higher in east Oak Park than it is in Austin.
The c ommunity image of a particular neighborhood and its overall attractiveness to majority and minority homeseekers is outlined elsewhere.
Suffice it to
say that the location of a particular community which occupies a unique part of
th e region can have a tremendous effect on all the community building actors.
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The location of p ublic investments can block or aid neighborhood stability.
Man-made barriers such as interstate highways have isolated neighborhoods from
bloc k b y block res e gre gation by providing a barrier between an expanding ghetto
and a stable inte grated are a.
Man-made physical improvements which cut through
neighborhoods may also contribute to racial instability by displacing families ·
both majority and minority who must find new housing in other ciny neighborhoods.
Eve ry time the majority/minority housing demand equation is changed there is a
potential change in n e igborhood stability.
Proximit y to expecially desirable residential areas where persons of prestige a nd influenc e live or sharing a school district with such areas is of course
a locational advantage.
Devalued residential areas nearby and/or sharing a school
fa c ilities with poor area s constitute disadvantages.
Some cite s (inadverte ntly) accelerate neighborhood resegregation by supplying
a low level of service and/or improvements to that lcoation. With majority homese e kers already conc e rned about racial stability in an integrated neighborhood, any
pe rceive d lack of commitment from th e city for the neighborhood's physical and
s o c ial wellbeing can give the impression that the city has "written off" the area.
A s imilar situation occurs whe n local businesses and landlords fail to maintain
th ei r buildings. On a larg er scal e , the relocation of a major state or federal
fa c ilit y t o an e xclu s ive suburb can have the same effect.
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SCHOOLS

Proponent s of integrated housing are often encouraged by the number of whites
who positive ly value int e gration and want to live in a liberal community with a
cosmop olitan racial mix.
This e ncouragement lags, however, when many of these
would-be integrationists ask about th e racial composition of the schools serving
the interracial neighborhood.
Regardless of the enthusiasm for the educational program as expressed by
t e achers, pare nts, or students, it is quite plain that for many potential buyers
a disproportionate racial composition in the schools, i.e. a significantly greater
minority school population than would be indicated by area minority residency,
presents for them a very considerable obstacle.
Lowe r numbers of children per household in white families and a certain
amount of white flight from mixed-race schools, plus school attendance zones regu l a rly f alling in such a manner as to encompass all-minority and mixed-race areas
contribute to instability. Among the factors that are regularly associated with
imbalance in the schools (and a reputed cause of the loss of neighborhood inte~ration)
are the following:
It may be said that racial integration in the schools can be measured in
t e rms of t h e d e gre e to which the schools are attracting children of all races (in
proportion to their reside n ce in the region).
This is an analogous definition to
th e one used to define an integrate d housing market. To the degree the public
school education (market) is not attractive to blacks and/or whites, it is not
integrated, although it might yet be racially mixed.
School officials and even some jurists have looked upon racial imbalance
in the n e ighborhoods and outright neighborhood segregation as the cause of school
segregation. They call for int ~grated neighborhoods so that the schools can then
be int e grated.
It would seem that an equal or ever better case can be made for
calling upon the schools to remain integrated in order that the neighborhoods
might r e main so, since inte gration in the schoos is often lost prior to its loss
in th e housing market.
In any e vent, the integration of one is linked to the other.
It then follows
that school officials cannot be afforded the luxury of foisting off their responsibility onto the real estate community or the community at large.
They should be
encouraged to see th e mselves as determiners, and not allowed to pass themselves off
as mer e ly parties dedicate d to e ducating individuals. School officials are in a
po s ition to control and not s imply be acted upon by prevailing societal forces.
It should also be pointed out that educational excellence in a school is not
a sufficient magnet to retain white students.
In addition to the relative presence
or absence of other white students, there is some reason to believe the white students and their parents are (super) sensitive to any modification of discipline and/
or academic standards which might be viewed as "catering to blacks at white expense".
When there is mixing of the races and a mixing of classes, as well, other problems
occur.
For instance, if the black students are less advantaged and ascribe to
"stree t values", and schools' personnel equate such values with black values and
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black c ulture (largely a racist assumption) and this assumption leads to a
legitimized threat to predominant middle class standards. White parents and
students are often turned-off.
Biases which evenhandedly support achievement ,
order, self-discipline, self-control , and OL~er values of predominant middle
class society is less racist and more advisable.
If racial imbalance in a school system leads to desegration planning,
whethe r voluntary or compe lled by State or Federal Administrative guidelines
or the courts, difficult sets of problems. and opportunities usually arise.
For e xample, a school district can reorganize, or bus in such a way as to send
children to schools in n e ighborhoods which have previously not attracted minority
residents. Many black parents have b e en reluctant for their school children to
b e come " p ioneers ". At the same time, white students that are sent to school in
areas of weakening majority demand for housing may well prompt a resurgence of
majorit y demand.
White parents with young children are prone to be the most
protective and they are characteristically the most underrepresented group in a
racially transitional school situation.
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HOMEBUYERS - HOMESELLERS

Homebuy e rs and home sellers play an active role in the dual housing market.
Very often their action s are self-limiting and ignorant of federal law.
Homebuyers, both majority and minority are manipulated by powerful market
forces many of which are beyond their control. The homebuyer is, of course,
attempting to purchase the house with the greatest utility for his particular needs.
Inputs such as financing, housing type location and neighborh8od appear to be important to the homebuyer.
Fear by majority homebuyers of racial change is also a
primary concern.
This fear caused Brian Berry, formally of the University of
Chicago, to suggest that race is the major determinant shaping our urban environment.
Many majority people are attempting to isolate themselves from minority families.
On the other hand; minority homebuyers are less concerned with neighborhood racial
composition and they are more concerned with the overall quality of the house and
neighborhood.
Minority homebuyers are less willing and less able to pay a premium
for racial exclusivity. Add to this the apparent facts that white homebuyers tend
to view a neighborhood as well integrated if it has but a few black families.
White
homebuyers often describe areas that are 20-30% as "mostly all black" .and many blacks
tend to view an area as predominantly white and not really integrated until 20-35%
of the population is black.
Another way to address this process is through the concept of self-steering.
Since many majority homebuyers feel their investment and their status will be enhanced if they live in a "majority only" neighborhood they self-steer themselves
away from any ne ighborhood that they think is integrated or is about to become integrat e d in the future.
Minority homebuyers tend to take the path of least resistance; therefore, they look for housing in neighborhoods and towns that already
have a reputation for acc e pting minority families.
Few minority families want to
be "pioneers" in all majority neighborhoods.
Thus, self-steering by minority and
ma jority homebuyers contributes to the dual housing market to the detriment of
stable inter-racial neighborhoods.
Homesell e rs, e ven when they operate without a real estate agent, often commit
illegal acts out of ignorance or malice which contribute to the resegregation of
neighborhoods. One of the most common illegal practices is that of selective showing and selling of their house.
It is often thought by the homeowner that if he
owns the house he can show and sell it to anyone of his own choosing, even though
it is publicly for sale.
This is in violation of Federal Fair Housing Laws. The
house must be marketed fairly and sold to anyone who can meet the asking price.
Some homeowners have attempted to circumvent the law by establishing two asking
prices, one high price for minority homeseekers and one lower price for majority
homeseekers.
This dual pricing, one price for blacks and another lower price for
whites, has also been called a "Skin Tax", because it taxes the minority homebuyer.
This practice, too, is illegal.
The dual housing market is perpetuated by individuals' strong feelings about
land ownership and th e transfer of this land to another party. Many low and middle
income homeowners view their socio-economic status as being tied to the racial
homogenity of th e ir neighborhood.
Contributing to these feelings are misunderstandings and ignorance -- held with great tenacity. An improved public understanding of the dual housing market would seem to be one of the ways to reduce
fear and irresponsible behavior.
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KEY TO REFERENCES

The references used in the research for this document are
linked to each market force.
Following each citation is a number
or numbers which refer to the appropriate honsing market force.
The housing market forces are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Financial Institutions
Media
Builder - Developers
Rental Management
Realtors
Community Organizations
Community Image
The Law
National Government
Local Government
Location
Schools
Homebuyers - Homesellers
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING: A special effort to
attract to a development or a community
members of racial and ethnic groups which
would not ordinarily be expected to be
attracted through the normal mechanisms of
the commercial market.
BLACK CLUSTERING: This term is being used
to describe the situation in which several
black families live as immediate neigbhors
within an area consisting mainly of white
neighbors.
BLOCK BUSTING: Soliciting housing listings
from \vhi te homeowners , after the initial
entry into the vicinity by minority group
buyers or renters, by inducing the whites
to fear wholesale racial transition and/or
neighborhood deterioration.
CHANGING COMMUNITY: A community in which
the traditional class or ~acial make-up is
undergoing change, sometimes as a result of
"white flight", but more usually as aresult of whites being pushed out or dropping
out of competition for housing. A changing
or transitional community is not an integra ted commun i ·ty .
DESEGREGATION: Opening of housing, services
and facilities to all groups of people.
DISCRIMINATION: Unequal treatment based on
membership in a certain group without relation either to individual capacity or merit.
DUAL HOUSING MARKET: Two (or more) systems
of housing delivery practices, differently
and independently operated in the areas of
real estate .
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY: Access by all people to
full participation in all institutions.
GHETTO: An area in which the residents are
determined by racial, political and social
pressures, and from which they cannot freely
move.
ILLEGAL RACIAL STEERING: Practices by real
estate sales people and others which tend
to limit, bar or circumvent integration and
promote (re)segregation.
INTEGRATED HOUSING HARKET: A market in
which people of different races, ethnic
groups and religions are competing for housing in nurnb~rs generally reflective of their
presence in the total area population. 100%
of the people competing for 100% of the
housing options.
INTEGRATION: Deliberate cooperation in
affording access to housing, services and
facilities to all groups of people.

INTEGRATION-FUNCTIONAL: The continuing desirability of a community as a place of residence
for all people.
INTEGRATION MAINTENANCE: The use of educational and service programs to encourage the
ntinu nee of integration in the community. ·
INTEGRATION .MANAGE-MEN :
he use o pr
intended to assure the continuance of iritegration, including efforts to control (manage)
racial composition of a community, sometimes
done at the expense of the individual's right '
o make the final determination.
MA
Y: The dominant rn11~------------'
MINORITY: DesJ.gnatJ.on for groups other than
majority.
MULTI-RACIAL: Many races.
NON-DISCRIMINATION: Equal treatment for all
people.
OPEN COMMUNITY: A community which affords
equal opportunity in housing, services and
facilities to all people; may be all white;
all black, mixed, in transition or integrated ..
PANIC-PEDDLI!'lG: A mass effort to list homes
for sale on the pasis of racial fear; rumors
are sometimes circulated by real estate sales
people and residents who allege it is "time
to get out before the neighborhood goes down";
a form of block busting.
PREJUDICE: An unfavorable attitude toward any
people as a group drawn from emotions and
assumptions.
RESEGREGATION: Change of an integrated (or
desegregated) residential area to a segregated area.
SEGREGATION: The separation of residence
ares, services and other facilities on the
basis of race, religion, ethnic group or social class, whether involuntary or voluntary,
the latter often being the present consequence
of past discrimination.
SELF-STEERING BY RACE: White and black "voluntary" avoidence by foreclosing housing
options based on the others presence. It is
not illegal, but is caused by the impact of
unrectified past discrimination.
SEPARATISM: The theory or doctrine of people
living in sepa~ate societies according to
racial or other distentions.
UNITARY HOUSING ~ARKET: A single open housing market in which members of all races and
groups receive the same services and actually
compete on equal terms.
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.HISTORY OF HOUSING INTEGRATION IN
PARK FOREST SOUTH
by
Kathy Cardona

Park Forest South is located 35 miles south of Chicago's loop.
It is an
incorporated 6,000 acre tract encompassing 12~ square miles of heavily wooded
forests, farmland and prairie.
Incorporation was attempted by a strong and determined Homeowners Association in 1966 but met with failure.
Shortly thereafter Nathan and Lewis
Manilow started buying land in the areasof Wood Hill. An article in a January,
1969 issue of the Chicago Tribune quoted the Manilows as saying the project had
been in the planning for 4 years.
In 1967 another attempt was made to incorporate and this time it was met
with success.
The name for the village on the incorporation ballot of June 10,
1967, was Park Forest South and at that time the village included 500 acres of
land, 250 homes and a population of 1,050. The first village board meeting was
held in November of that year.
288 residents voted in that first mlinicipal
election.
Early in 1968 Nathan and Lewis Manilow formed a company called New Community Enterprises to develop further the Village of Park Forest South. Thirteen
hundred acres of land was annexed to the Village and a comprehensive plan which
envisioned 125,000 residents was approved. Large land areas were set aside for
recreation, open space and school sites. The neighboring Village of Park Forest
had been considering annexing this land, but it was not to be. A Park Forest
Village Trustee would shortly thereafter suggest a merger of the two communities.
A variety of planned residential areas was provided and locations for
shopping facilities were also designated. A senior level cornrnunter university
was announced in late '68 with a projected 1972 opening. This would become a
reality in the form of Governors State University.
In 1968 Congress passed Title IV of the Housing and Urban Development Act
providing mortgages for developers of "New Communities".
Now government insurance
could be provided on amounts up to $50 million with repayment and maturity provisions to be worked out with the Secretary of HOD. In 1968 the developer of PFS
was seeking a HOD Guarantee for a $30 million bond issue. It was never to happen
under Title IV.
With a change in Federal Administration in 1968, the Congress and Federal
Administration began the process of reviewing the entire New Communities program.
While these deliberations were occurring in Washington, PFS was planning for its
first minority residents.
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First, PFS Village President, Ken Koenig, began talking about the formation
of a Human Relations Commission scarcely three months after he assumed office.
Acconling to residents of that time, there was a general understanding and agreement that PFS would be integra·ted, althou~h the first minority family would not
move in for 6 months. The creation of a three member, Ad-Hoc Committee in March of
'68 began the process that would plan for orderly integ~~tion.
Newspaper accounts of April, 196'3 reveal that the committee was studying
the fair housing ordinances passed by neighboring Forest Park and Highland Park
a suburb some 25 miles north of Chicago's loop. This was in preparation for
the drafting of one for PFS.
Later that year in October, ordinance #53 established a five member Human Relations Commission and prohibited discrimination
in the sale or rental of real property. Additionally, it forbade any solicitation which discriminated on the grounds of value due to the present or prospective race of an individual.
PFS was the eighth community in the State to
pass a fair housing ordinance. The village provided an outside consultant to
lead sensitivity sessions with the commission members.
In addition to the idealism that seemed to prevail in the community, there
was a hard-nosed realization that the real estate industry had done in PFS (then
Wood Hill) before, and unless safeguards were provided, they would do it again.
Vern Young, a white resident who served on the Village Board (and has served
continuously except for one 18 month period) reported that even when he was looking for a home in 1966, realtors were steering people away from Wood Hill because
it was regarded as a poor investment. Only after changing real estate companies
three times did the Youngs buy a home in Wood Hill. It had just been listed with
a broker that day, though the owner had attempted to sell on his own for over a
year.
Wood Hill Enterprises had engaged in some unscrupulous practices resulting
in the foreclosure and abandoment of many homes. Vacant lots remained.
There
was no incorporated government to help with the problems. Wood Hill was viewed
by the outside world,particulariy the real estate industry as an area in irreversible decline. Today, although much has changed, the "image" of PFS is similar.
It would seem that bad news dies hard and an area's history stays with it long
after that history has changed.
In August of 1968, Walter Strothers and his wife Vivien became the first
blacks to move into PFS. They report that even before their new home was completed their future next door neighbors invited them to a July 4th barbecue.
The Strothers attended and were cordially received by all their neighbors.
Why PFS? The Strothers had lived in an apartment complex on the south side
of Chicago (8lst and Ingleside). After unsuccessfully attempting to buy land
north of th e city on which to build their dream house, they investigated some
land near PFS in rural Momemce which Hrs. Strothers father owned. Finding that
to be unsatisfactory, they were enroute home when they noticed Park Forest signs
along the freeway. Mrs. Strothers recalled a cousin who lived there and the
next week they visited, still hoping to buy land. There was little available
and the cousin suggested PFS, the new development "down the road". The Strothers
went and were warmly treated at the developer's sales office.
In spite of their
former determination to build, they found a model they liked immediately and the
deal was consummated. The Strothers still live in that house.
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By the end of 1968, 2 other black families had moved into new houses.
Neither experienced any racial incidents and both still live in town.
Why were blacks so readily accepted into a previously all-white community?
Early residents give these reasons:
1.

The development and redevelopment of PFS was the key concern. Woodhill
Developers had left vacant lots and sold homes to people unqualified to
buy. Many of these homes were subsequently abandoned and people who
remained had difficulty selling their property.
Integration was a peripheral issue.

2.

The personalities of the first blacks encouraged acceptance. When asked
if they worried about moving into an all-white community, Walt Strothers
and Jim Copper {4th black family, 1969) said, "No". Neither thought about
it.
They were "just people" who wanted a nice home. They found good housing
quality and value in PFS. They immediately became involved in community
activities.

3.

PFS was a small, closely knit, fledgling community. There were no racist
traditions to follow.
It was a place to set down roots- where everyone
who pulled his own weight was welcome- where everyone was someone.

4.

Most of the early residents were young, with children, and operating on a
shoestring budget. Economically, none were able to move away. These were
their first homes and they were putting all of their money into them.
Additionally, residents point to the general liberalism which characterized
the young couples. The "pioneer spirit" vThich had brouglt: people so far
away from the city seemed also to encourage an acceptance and tolerance of
other new elements in their lives.

A real estate licensing ordinance was passed in 1968.
Its intent was to
prevent fraud and misrepresentation such as had occured in Wood Hill, by regulating the activities of brokers who did business in PFS.
It gave the realtors
the right to sell property in PFS and it gave the Village legal recourse against
abuses which might arise. Although not enforced because of State Legislation
prohibiting the local licensing of brokers (by non-home rule municipalities),
this ordinance remains on the books. The States pre-emption of licensing is
presently being challenged in ~9e State Supreme Court.
Between 1968 and 1970 the Federal Administration and members of Congress
agreed that the country was in urgent need of a truly comprehensive housing and
urban growth strategy. Consensus was reached that new communities could solve
the problems caused by suburban sprawl and deteriorating central cities. New
communities could, it was felt:
1.~

Provide significant amounts of housing for low and middle income residents
in the suburbs in close reach of new jobs and improved public services;

2.

Help spur growth in lagging areas by creating a market for key services and
facilities and by aggregating people and jobs;

3.

Revitalize inner-city areas by providing attractive mixed use development at
a scale large enough to have a disproportionate impact on the entire city.*

* Lawrence Susskind, Gary Hack, "New Communities in a National Urban Growth
Strategy".
Technology Review, II, 1972.
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In 1970 Congress pa s sed and the Preside nt signed the Housing and Urban
Development Act, 1970, Title VII -- Urban Growth and New Community Development.
On March 17, 1971, PFS became a Title VII New Community. At this time the
development (Jroup issued $30 million in bonds which were guaranteed by HUD.
This action ~ade it possible for New Community Enterprises to move forward
more rapidly in the acquisition of lands for open space and other developmental
needs.*
In th e summer of 1971, PFS experienced a flurry of development activity.
The various ~unicipal boards and commissions were constantly meeting a special
sessions necessitated by the volume of plans, permits, ordinances, etc., which
had to be considered before the developers could proceed.
The number of building permits :rose from 111 in 1960 to 591 in 1970! The population doubled between 1970 a n d 1972. And the minority population rose to an estimated 10% from
3% in 1970.
Between 1970 and 1972 PFS had truly become integrated with blacks
livi n g throughout the community.
"For Sale" signs did not appear when the first
blacks moved on a block. Everything seemed to be proc@ssing as planned and on
schedule.
Ordinances dealing with fair housing, employmen~ etc., were updated as
federal civil liberties grew in the U.S. consciousness. They were passed in
advance of problems, as a safeguard against potential problems.
Early documents drawn up between the developer and HUD had stressed broadening the options of all persons, "particularly members of minority groups" regarding their available choices of housing locations. Provisions were made to
provide a good mix of low and moderate income housing.
The language of these
documents plus that of the actual project agreement mandated outreach to minorities.
The community's idealism concerning integration matched well that of Lewis Manilow,
then developer.
The result was an emphasis on attracting minorities to the
community in all of the developer's marketing efforts.
Integrated living was
advertised as a s e lling point. Picture after picture featured blacks and whites
living and r e creating together.
That marketing, so well-intended by both the mandates of the law and the
idealism of the community in the words of one early resident, "turned others offincluding realtors".
Rumors began to spread about the "image" of PFS. More and
more residents reported hearing PFS referred to as a "racially changing community".
In March of 1972 a concerned group of black and white citizens appeared before the
Human Relations .Commission and lodged protests against the alleged practice by the
developer of permitting racial clusters.
This group suggested a percentage limitation on house sales to minority groups. There· proved to be no legal way to restrict
area concentrations of blacks, though village government talked with the developer,
sales staff and federal officials. The interpretation of fair housing law at that
time was that no one could intervene in the process of minorities choosing a
specific housing location.
No governmental body could predetermine the racial

*

In testimony given before a Senate sub-committee studying the New Town legislation
in 1 9 75 , (Ove rsight Hearings on HUD New Communities Program before the Sub-Committee
on Housing of t he Committee on Banking, Currency and Housing.)
The Village declare d, "We feel t h a t t he p r o v is ions of this law are truly remarkable. Title VII
i s no t h ing less tha n a b l uep rint for restructuring the living patterns of the
Ame ri can peop l e wi t h Ne w Commun i ties in the vanguard.
The New Community was to be
the mo de l f r o m wh i c h a ll Ame ri cans might learn".
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compos ition of a n e i gl~b o r hoo d .
Since then, the concept of affirmative marketing
h as c ome to be a n e quall y acc ept e d interpretation of t .he laH.
That is, that in
or de r t o avoid ( r e) segrcqation, governments, or o t her entities may encourage people
to locate in a r ea s whe re th e i r r a ce is underre p r e sented in the demand for housing.
Th us , in some instances t h e outreach might well be to blacks- In others, the
underre pre s e nted roll might well be \t.rhit e .
Ironically, in that same year, a PFS black couple brough suit against the
d e veloper alleging discrimination in the sale of housing. The couple chose a model
of house which had temporarily been taken off the market for repricing. Another
home was offered them, but was refused.
They felt they were being discriminated
against because of race and filed a complaint with the Leadership Council for Open
Communities, a fair hous ing agency staffed with attorneys and charged with enforcing fair hous ing law through legal means. The Council sent in a white tester, who
was also told that the model was temporarily off the market. The white couple was
enc ouraged to return; the black couple was not.
The basis of the suit was alleged
difference in treatment.
The developer pointed to his track record on integration
and claimed there had been no discriminatory intent. The case was settled out of
court and as a result of th e settlement, the couple got a home in PFS and paid
l e ss than the going market rate for it. Discrimination was never proved against or
admitted by the developer.
New housing start s for the 2nd half of 1973 were only 1/3 those of the lst
half, with fewer than 500 p ersons moving into the village between March and December.
At first village officials thought this decline was simply a reflection of
th e general slackening in the Chicago area housing market. But research into the
ma rk e t c ondition o f two othe r s uburban developments proved something more.
The two 11 target suburbs .. were chosen because of their similarity to PFS with
r espect to age , e ducation, and income level.
One major difference among the three:
PFS -- a Titl e VII, totally p lann e d, New Town; the second -- a typical, sprawling
and unplanne d suburb; and the third -- a planned residential suburb.
In 1973, all
three coumrnunities had a d e crease in the number of new housing starts. The drop,
however, in the other two suburbs, was substantially less than the general drop in
the suburbs or metropolitan region. PFS, on the other hand, had more than twice the
average decrease of the entire metropolitan area and more than three times the
suburban rate of decrease, the absolute increase in population in both other target
suburbs had doubled between 1972 and 1973. From this data, the village concluded
that more was involved in PFS rate of decline than the tightening housing market.
One other dramatic difference between the three suburbs exposed during the
study- less than l% of the other suburbs' populations were black. Between 1970 and
1974 the proportion of blacks living in PFS had risen fivefold to 16%. The village
concluded, 11 We cannot prove that the majority of middle class whites will not purchase homes in integrated communities, but we all know it is true. Somehow "the
word" spreads and whites b e came scarce".
Many fingers point at the "somehow" being the real estate industry.
Realtors
knew tha t blacks we r e a ccep ted and welcomed in PFS. This became the place, then,
where b l acks "should" live . Wh e n questioned on this point, representatives of the
real est a t e industry will ine vitably say they try to give the client what he "needs"
and "wan ts". They also a re s t e r e otyped as "taking the path of least resistance".
PFS had black visibility.
Through the realtor grapevine, PFS became known as a
community where prospective black homeseekers could find good housing and be "comfortable" too.
It was an e asy and convenient way to make a sale.
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Although probably not maliciously intended by the real estate agents, the
end result of this steering was a situtation in which the industry, by taking advantage of PFS integrated status, threatened its very existence as a stable, integrated community. Blacks outnumbered whites in the demand for PFS homes and
apartments by a considerable amount.
Data was not actually collected until 1976,
at which point some apartment complexes reported over 70% of the traffic through
their offices was black. Even inl973, however, in the absence of empirical
evidence, people's perceptions were that most of the people looking for housing
were blacks. And perceptions often are as important or more important than the
real facts in determining people's behavior.
Buyer self-steering to PFS was also a factor as PFS became known as one
of few Chicago suburbs in which blacks would be comfortable and welcome. As
development declined, publicity surrounding PFS became more and more negative.
Fewer whites showed interest in investing in homes. They, after all, had many
more options. Blacks felt they had few housing options even though the 1968
Housing Act allegedly prohibited discrimination.
The ancient history of racial separatism was continuing.
remainded white and integrated communities became blacker.

White communities

In July of 1973, a proposal for the support of an anti-steering project was
initiated by both the Boards of Trustees of PF and PFS. The program was intended
to advertise the fact that each and every community was open.
It noted" ... that
only _by greatly increasing the housing supply available to minorities primarily
by replacing the dual housing market with a unitary housing market, can a truly
open and multi-racial community insure its integrated future".
Over 20 funding
requests were sent out in the first months of 1974. All were refused and the
program was never implemented.
Five suits were fraught against realtors alleging illegal racial steering
following an extensive auditing (testing) program conducted by PF and PFS in
cooperation with the Leadership Council of Open Communities, a fair housing
agency established to enforce fair housing laws. Two cases were settled out of
court. Three are still pending.
Village government continued to maintain that racial prejudice was not the
most important cause of decline in PFS, but rather the federal government's
negligence in administering Title VII.
"Although enticed into action by federal
legislation and promised massive federal support, we have in fact b~en left alone
to address the problem of integration which, let us face it honestly, the American
people have as yet been unable to handle and which motivated, perhaps more than
any other single factor, the very legislation of which we speak. There is, then,
an irony in our situation! our future is in jeopardy precisely because we have,
on our own, successfully implemented Title VII.
In theory this legislation
mandates the massive machinery of the Executive branch to help the American people
create a new urban environment.
In practice we have been expected to grapple
with all the problems of infancy. And, at the same time, to change deeply entrenched living patterns -- all this without money, without advice, without the
necessary tools."
The developer's financial situation worsened through 1974 and into 1975
and with it the "image" of PFS.
The press began to confuse the developer's
financial difficulties with that of the community itself. In point of fact, the
community was never really a part of the development process. The government
remained as a by-stander, always reacting to the fortunes and failures of the
development process.
In spite of protests that the community was still viable
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newspaper headlines such as these told another story:
"700 acres of PFS land
sold to cover loan int e r es t".
"Plans for hosptial in PFS shelved";
"PFS awaits
delivery of promises from Washington; "PFS Development Company defaults on loan
interest;" "De velope rs of PFS face financial squeeze";
"Development of PFS
jeopardize d by loan d e fault;"
"PFS officials react to ... article; village still
vi a bl e ." Inland Architect in late 1974 included an article entitled, "PFS;
Utopia Goes Kerplunk".
But PFS citizens had been remarkably determined in the past, and they would
come through again.
In November of 1974, a town meeting was called, and was
attended by over 400 people. The purpose of the meeting was to acquaint the public
with the problems facing the developer and the village, including his impending
declaration of bankrupcy and subsequent departure from the village. An Ad Hoc
Committee was formed named TNT- (Terrific New Town Committee) whose goal it was to
get the town on the move again, and get the long delayed Oversight Committee hearings on New Communiti e s actually on the calendar. They succeeded, although it
took 12 residents a trip to Washington to accomplish this purpose.
To offs et in part the negative press PFS was experiencing, the Human Relations
Commission early in 1975 proposed and later completed a slide tape presentation in
order to project a positive image of PFS.
It was acknowledged that more than reactive measures were necessary to combat the problems facing the community. As
anothe r indication of that philosophy, the commission began investigating the
possibilities of establishing a
housing center for the community, similar to
others in th e Chicago area dealing with the concerns of fair housing and the elimination of the dual housing market.
While plans were underway to incorporate such a center as a separate resident
based, not-for-profit organization, the commission, still an all volunteer group
of seve n, terminated three years of effort with the successful passage of an ordinance banning all real estate "For Sale" signs, since struck down by the Supreme
Court as impeding 1st Amendment privileges. The authors of the ordinance hoped to
prevent any furth e r abuses by the real estate industry of PFS' unique multi-racial
status.
It was felt that people already sensitive to the state of integration in
PFS might panic and run if many "For Sale" signs appeared, even if the number of
s i gns were refle c tive of the normal selling patterns of any community.
In January of 1976 plans for a housing center came to fruition as the PFS
Community Information Center (CIC) filed articles of incorporation with the State
of Illinois.
Its bylaws stated the following purposes:
"to project a positive
image of PFS by compiling and disseminating accurate information, to foster growth
through the establishment of a village housing referral services, and to work with
other metropolitan housing groups, area realtors, and village residents to insure
the stability of PFS as a multi-racial community". The center opened its doors
in June and a ~time Director was hired in July. Data collected by the center on
housing trends in PFS clearly indicated that stabilization efforts were in order.
Over 70% of apartment and single family homeseekers were minorities.
In October
the center began affirmative marketing counseling. This counseling encourages
both black and white homeseekers to consider the social and economic advantages
of integration and to make a pro-integration housing move, one which promotes
integration by taking into consideration what the demand is for housing by race
in a particular area or community. People are encouraged to locate in areas
where they are underrepresented by race in the demand for housing.
It is definitel y a c o lor-conscious app ro a ch, and one in which eight other Chicago area
housing agenci e s participate .
These agencies are all not-for-profit, and constitute what i s known as the Fair Housing Network.
Members meet monthly to
share information and freque ntly work together on common projects.
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In th e l as t month s o f 19 76, the New Conununities Administration of HUD made
th e ba s ic policy de cisi o n to c o ntinue their commitment to the development of PFS
a s a Title VII Ne w Co mmunity, one of only four receiving continued HUD support.
Thi s a c tion imp li e s th e d es ignation of a new d e veloper once the complex land
issues remaining from the previous developer are resolved.
The CIC began pushing immediately for a public relations, image-building
campaign to be in operation between the early spring and late fall, before a
new developer began his marketing programs. A Center memo notes, "spring and
summer are the peak moving times for present and potential populations. We cannot afford to wait for a new developer to be selected or to start construction
in order to begin promoting PFS (and) such a campaign would inspire renewed confidence in PFS by its present residents". Although the wheels were set into
motion by NCA administrators, they were abruptly stopped with the change in administration throughout the Federal Government with the election of President
Carter.
Many good things were happening in the community and could be reported
as a result of Community Development Grants, but the village government, though
solvent, did not have the money to implement such a program on its own. Officials
are currently seeking alternative recourse.
In the minds of most, PFS' most
pressing need is to get the "good word" out.
On January 11, 1977 the village board passed a policy statement affirming
th e commitment of PFS to its racially inclusive status.
It declared, .. diversity
is our strength".
As a result of a task force established by the village and HUD
to take a hard look at the maintenance of integration in PFS, the village adopted
a "Strategy for stability and growth as a multi-racial community". The basic components of the strategy involve enlarging the Human Relations Commission and hiring a half-time Director of Community Relations who would provide staff assistance
to the commission. Although pressed for funds, the Board passed favorably on the
recommendations noting that "Local support insures local control and the need is
now".
In 1977, the promotion and maintenance of integration had become a priority.
The 1977-78 Community De velopment Block Grant proposal would ask $65,000 for affirmative marke ting~
A s p e cial committee was formed by the village to formulate a
comprehensive plan of affirmative marketing- to identify the actors and their roles
in th e process.
The Information Center continued to support itself with local resources alone.
With two other South Suburban Housing Agencies, it sponsored affirmative marketing
s e minars for realtors and a highly successful South Suburban Housing Conference.
The center recognized that forces outside of the community contributed to the problems of balanced demand within it.
Whites need to be made aware of the social and economic advantages of living
in an integrated setting. Blacks must learn that their housing options go beyond
those of easily discernible "open .. communities- that, in fact, all cormnunities are
"open" and most do house some minorities.
Although integration has become a local priority and determination is strong
for the maintenance of a stable community, several unresolved problems remain.
The unified school district which includes PFS (201-u) also includes the predominantly
all-white rural commun i ties of Cre te and Monee. Early in the 76-77 school year, the
di s tric t r e c e ive d notification f rom the State that it was out of compliance with the
A-16 0 guilde lines regarding l e ve l s of school integration. Hickory Elementary School
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in PFS had a 34% minority population, greater than the 15% plus or minus variance
among schools permitted by the state. The District's five other elementary schools
had virtually all-white populations. The State mandated desegreagion. After four
months of work, an Ad Hoc Committee of the School Board recommended a redistricting
plan and alteration of school attendance zones. Feelings were high in PFS, as the
community's children would be attending five different elementary schools. Crossdistricting was proposed so that the entire district would share in the resolution.
At the May 16th meeting of the Board, the proposed plan held a place on the agenda.
In a move which heightened the anger of PFS residents} the Board amended the proposed plan and adopted another.
Many PFS residents felt the move was racially
motivated and demands for suing the district, de-annexing from it and other equally
extreme suggestions were made. A citizen's committee was formed to study ways PFS
residents could organize for excellence in the schools.
It is not clear at this
time what the final outcome will be. What is obvious at this point, however, is
that the school district's situation is having and will continue to have major
impact on local housing patterns and outside perceptions of PFS. A desegregated
system - one in which minority children are attending schools in predominantly
white areas will aid in the perception by outsiders that these too, are "open"
communities. Those perceptions will go a long way in creating a unitary housing
market - a market where all people of all races are seeking housing in all areas
of the housing market. The creation of such a market is essential if PFS is to
maintain its multi-racial character.
It will, in fact, enable this to happen.
Another concern relating to the continued existence of PFS as a stable,
multi-racial community is its relationship to the Federal Government as a New
Community. The bureaucratic wheels grind slowly, and seemingly continual changes
in major administrative staff create delays and problems in communication which
hinder, the efforts of the local government to respond to the immediate needs of
the community.
Promises made by one administrative staff are not always implemented by the next. And it frequently requires a long "start-up time" to bring
new prople to a level of awareness attained by previous staff. Though problems
remain, positive steps have been taken to insure PFS future as a stably integrated
community - not the least of which is the determination of the people within the
community, both black and white. As one long-time resident put it, "We made it
before; we'll make it again!"
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Planning for wtJ;lt "~-q s to b e Park Forest began in the Fall of
ACB- VILLAGE
19!~5.
rrincipal in f.he de·v eloping companv were Nathan Manilow
dn d Philip M. Klutznick, the latter having been Commissioner of Public Housing
Ad minist rclt ion dur 5.n g World W<1 r ll. The company, American Community Builders
(ACB), aJso included .l f ·rro1u Loebl, Sam Beber, and Carroll Sweet. Construct ion c ommenc ed in l94 t~, \vith townhouses and then conunercial bui l.dings.
Park
Forest was incorpornt e d ~ s a Village on February 1, 1949, only six months
after its first residents moved in.
These events took place at a time of a great housing shortage and pent.:..up demand. The townhouse building was followed in 1951 with the start of singlefa mily home construction. Many of th£: buyers of the single family units were
" g raduates" from the townhouse r e ntals.
As dema nd [or housing was great, the developers could choose
·PENT-UP DEMAND
from particularl y ''w2ll qualified" renters and buyers and Park
Forest quic kl y developed the reptltation of a town full of people with a pioneer
spirit, and a little later, the town of "I.he_Q_r:_ganization Man" of William H.
Whyte.
COMMISSION ON
A resident of Park Forest, Mr. Thomas Colgan, addressed a letter
HUMAN RELATIONS
to the Village Board of Trusees whi c h was received at its
meeting of J une 26, 1951. This ~~s the summer of the "infamous
Cicero ri o ts'' and the first i n quiries regarding rental housing were received
by ACB from Negroes, possibly ~ ncouraged by the American Friends Service Committee.
In the lett e r, Mr. Col gan, affiliated with the American Friends Service
Committee, called upon the Village to form a conunission on human relations to
study racial discrimin<J tion in Park Forest and advise the Board. About a
dozen others wrote supporting letters expressing general concern regarding the
need for study, preparedness, and fairness.
The Board authori.zed the creatton of the Commission on Human Relations (CHR)
by a Resolution (making references to ethical and legal principles of treatment
for all citizens) on July 24, 1951, appointed membership (by Henry X. Dietch,
Vill a ge President) on August 21, 1951, and the CHR held its first meeting on
September 14, 1951.
Ed rl y meetings of tlte CHR were used to discuss what issues would be studied.
The CHR he0.rd from the Anti-Defamation League, the Chicago Commission on
Human Relations. the Il li.nois CHR, participated in "Brotherhood Week" and
e ncotira g ed the Village Lo include minority candidates for Village staff position~_; anJ for th e schools to d i") likewise with teacher positions.
The CHR
felt th;~t its conl'erns s hould he. ''inter-faith as well as interracial cooperat iuit."
i\ mn u )', t h e do mi.n :.mt con ce rns that wE·r e vo iced was possible future
h)tu;i n;·. i ntt' ).:, r ;tt i~ln, i. e . Nt::g roes moving to Park Forest.
In Spring of 1952
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\ .ltli<L n Han ·i Lo w's r (-~: u ;:q: k ~: a~ ·' ' Clli c .:1 go !lousing Confe ren ce panelist were re~ · · r-!c>•! to t L•.' C il !\.
"! .- , , ,~ ! n~,-,. lt :Jd repor t E~ dly s~Ji..-1 th a t it v.ras hi s des ire to

i1u.i.l d houses f· or ~ lt yn n c~\.Jh c n Asked a bo ut hous e s for Negroes, he responded
by sa y i.ng tli ;lt Negro e s prefe r to live with other N":'gr oe s and that Park
f·'o r c ::; t woul(i not chang e t.h.1t si.tu.:Jtion.

7he Oc t o be r 24, 1952 CHR minutes concern themselves with a proACB POLICY
pus.J.l inac..le by Nr. Klutznick who had asked the CHR to "ascertain
the s e ntiments of leaders o f prominent organiza tions in the community before
he wou t d d ec id e whether or not Ameri<-:an Community Builders could shoulder
the risk involved in a ccepting such (Negroes) applications." The CHR and
theVi l lage Bo a rd decided "that it is not the role of the Commission to act
as a poll-taking or gA nization for ACB which is well staffed and well-equipped
to obtain such in f ormation itself; that the Connnission, as a Village organization, is not in a position to take an activist position in the
matter of acceptance of Negroes as tenants but it is rather their NEUTRALITY
position to insure that no incidents occur when the first move-in
c~ ccu r s ."
Alsoy the CHR nixed the idea of a community conference which might
stir up controversy and t o tell Mr. Klutznick that he must make his own dec ision on the matter. The CHR decided that its policy would be "to work
towa rd democratic conditions for residence in the Village of Park Forest.''
Th e CHR inv es ti ga ted allegations that the police had possibly
RIGHTS OBSERVANCE
harassed Ne gro visitors of Park Forest residents. With regard
to KJHl znick's decision, according to the 12/19/52 CHR minutes, ACE intended
to process applications from Negroes like all others, but if such applicants
met ACR standards, the matter would be turned over to the Board of Trustees
for its consideration.
It was no ted that the Village's ''powers could not be
used to prevent the attainment of c ivil rights to individuals~u Cooperation
\o.'as promised, espe c ially as it pertained to urging municipal (particularly
pol ic e ) responsiveness in the e vent that problems might arise. The CHR also
prepared to send out informat i on that would reassure white residents concerned
about possible devaluation of property related to Negroes moving in. Human
relations training was em phasized for police officers. Three Negroes made
ap plication for t he police department, with one showing up to take the
e x a mina tion. He did not pass but was to be notified for a subsequent test.
It wa s 1953 when the CHR was reconstituted and reorganized as a body that was
c learly advisory to the Village Board and not an independent agency. This
fo llowed criticism concerning the CHR "negotiating" directly with the dev·e loper
.: 2 nd c ha r g es of CHR radicalism. The winter of 1953 also brought Dr. Edward
Pa ttulo, Ph.d. to the attention of the public, when he wrote a letter published
i.n th e Park For-est REPORTER, asking 11 \vhy are there no Negroes in tm"n?"
Bc tw L~cn 1955 and 1958 the CHR w-as rather inactive, the first
TESHIMA
bla c k family not ye t ha v ing moved to Park Forest. In January
f '1 58 , Vi llage Pr e sident Robert A. Dinerstein met with the reconvened CHR to
Jis ctlSS an Lllinois CHR and AFSC proposal to participate in a South Cook
County human relations c ouncil. At the same time, Harry Teshirna, a Nisei who
had himself encountered little enthusiasm from ACB when he moved to Park
Forest in the early fifties, was working with a small group of friends and
j_n CLJmmunic a tion with AFSC, the National Confe rence of Christians and .Jews
~nd loc al Unit a ri a n Church's Soc ial Action Committee to interest Negro families
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l o s e c k ho u s in g ia Par k Fo r e s t.
~.J- c• r

Yea r s later, the CHR wo uld honor him for his

k.

The CHR r e st a t ed i t s P')sit i on o f "non-a ctivism" a nd " r i ghts observance" when
t he fi r E; t mo"e- in wou l d o c cur. A July 13, 1959 "s ca ·r e " in the Eas tga te section of the vill ag e ov e r a po ssible s a le o f a house to a Negro family
prompted th e P r t~s :i.den t a nd Board of Trustees and Village Manager John Scott
to issue a 7/ 27/5 9 directive to Village employees (attached) informing all
that a Negro r e sident's rights would b e respected regardless of personal attitudes. That d e al \vas no t consummated, a pparently because of neighborhood
pressure on the wo uld-be seller. It was decided that the neighbors of the
Ne gro mov e -ins should be called upon by teams of two to provide them accurate
in f orma tion rega rdin g th e mo v e-in. The Negro family should be contacted to
let its memb ers kn ow of sup port and of community resources.
At the Jun e 25, 1959 me0 t in g of the CHR, members discussed conPLAN
vers a tions they h a d had with Dr. Charles Wilson, a Negro \.J ith a
Plt . D i n ter e s t e d in pu rc h a sing a home in Park Forest.
On September 24, 1959,
Dr. ~vilson h.1 d no t yet moved in when theCHR presented "A Program of Ninority
Gr oup Re s id e nce in Park For e st - a Report to the President and Board of
Tru s te e s .~:
The em phasi s would be on a low news profile and high local communic ation with n e ighbors and local movers and shakers, profitting from 1957
mistakes ma de in another new town, Levittown, Pennsylvania, viewed by some
a s a s i st e r c ommunity.
FIRST BLACK
( 3 75 Wi l s h i r e Stree t y sold to him by Be rt Growald, a recent past
RESIDENTS
memb er of t h e CHH, wh o \vas tran sf e rr i ng from the area) a nd the
pla n wa s a c tuat ed . Th er e was r e acti on f rom some of the neighbors and the
member s o f t h e Boar d o f Trus t ees h eard from many resid ents both pro and con, at
its meetin g of J a~ u ar y 12 , 1960.
In De c ember of that year, Dr. Wils on move d to a Park Forest home

A Ri c h Town s hip (P a rk Forest) high school cl a ss c o nduc t e d a n a ttitudinal survey
wi thou t the pri or knowl e d ge of Village officials and received the f o llowing
r e s po nse f r om Wil s on ' s nei ghb or s : Are you a gains t the move in? Yes 27, No 34;
Wou l d yo tl make f riend s ? Yes 29 , No 32; Do you respect his rights? Yes 59, No 2;
Ar e they e qua l? Yes 50, No 9; I f more move in, would you move out? Yes 30,
No 2G ; Do yo u fea r pr o pe rty va lu e fallin g ? Ye s 35, No 28.
T h ~:.~

Bo a1~ J.

n =
. . . ma in e d

: u1d

o t~ d e r

w:1s

r es trained a nd the Village's posture in support of law
f irm and generally won praise in the next few months. From
l at:e 195 9 unt il l a te 196 2, the CHR had been stably chaired by H. Thurber
St owell.

·rhe Wil son family transferred ~way from Park Forest in 1962 .

From 1953 through
1959, each Vill a ge election c a mpaign had included questions relative to what
th(' Vill a ge i·JO uld do when the first Negro moved in.
Thereafter, the question
would not ar is e . The 1960 a ttempted organization of a white power group
(Po. rk f or es t He s id e nts Asso c iation led by Herschel \~ard) gained little sympathy
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(ridiculed by journalist Mike Royko) and soon would be abandoned.
Late in 1962 ar. Terry Rubhins, " a Negro gentleman" employed by a chemical
firm (whic:h had other of their employees residing in the village) was seekin.g
l1ousing in Par k Forest. He encountered resistance f rom the townhouse rental
managers (who "were unable to entertain his application.") Harry Teshima
encouraged Mr. Robbins to purchase a home. He bought at 273 Blackhawk Diive.
Again, the plan was actuated and negative reactions were discouraged. (One
rea c tion of a next door neighbor was to paint one side of his fence black,
\.Jhile leaving the other side wh i te. Village Manager Robert G. Pierce had one
o f. his employees repaint the fenc e white be f ore the Robbins family could see what
was intended as an insult.)
Harry Teshim.:.-1. brought sc~~veral other black families to Park
ANTI-CLUSTERING
Forest, most of the ear l.i ~:=s t ones buying Veteran Administration
and Federal Housing Adm i nistration foreclosures. These units were covered
by the federal executive or der prohibiting discrimination a gainst minorities.
Mr. Teshima also discouraged some black home-seekers from selecting houses
that were in close proximity to other black-occupied units. He was successful in several but not all instances. Others offered similar assistance, such
as Bill Berry, then executive director of the Chicago Urban League.
In the early sixties, following his 1955-1961 stint as Village President, Mr.
Din ·2rstein chaired the CHR, ~.;ith Bernard G. Cunningham having assumed the
Village presidency . The program of response and record keeping continued. As
many of the tmo~nhouse units were reorganized as federally insured cooperatives,
black f a mi l i e s began to be accepted for membership.
By the end of May 1964, the twel f th black fam.ily had become residents of Park
Forest, all but the Wilsons remaining in town. By July of 1965, there were
33 black far:1Llies in residence spread throughout the village, with an almost
even split between multi-family and single-family occupancy. Church support
had been gained through the efforts of Rev. Gerson Engelmann, the minister
of Faith United Protestant Church, Rev. Nicholas Brewer, United Protestant
Connnunity Chaplain, Rabbi Minard Klein, and others.
7

Many of the sales were made without realty company involvement or by Jackson
Gray, a black Chicago Heights real estate broker.
LIMITED AFFIRMA~
The Village's official posture continued to neither encourage
nor discourage minority move-ins. Based upon advice from human
TIVE MARKETING
relations experts, President Cunningham wrote to all Park
Forest real estate brokers in October of 1965 encouraging them to give special
care to the sale of homes in close proximity to black occupied homes (which
w~re listed in his communication).
Real estate people were being encouraged
not to let these homes remain vacant and to encourage majority purchases, although the latter was not spelled - out in precise language. Clergy representatives received copies of the correspondence, as was often the case. They
were expected to and did play supportive roles with respect to welcoming new
black members and calming other members who required reassurance.
By the end of 1965, 1.25% of the cooperative homes families were black, .25%
of t~ e singl e -family homes families were black, and just over .50% of all
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Park Fo rest famiJj_ c-~s were b.lack. The trustees and police c hief were no longer
making regular nei ghborhood call s r egarding new move-ins, as that task was
given to the CHR a lmost exclusively. Most Park Foresters reacted with
ac ce ptance and were assured that all was in order. It was also during 1965
that the first b 1f1ck fumilies moved into Flossmoor and Homewood.
Move-ins and move-outs were tracked systematically into 1968, when in June
of that year JlO Park Forest families were black. By the end of September
that number was 144 (56- homes; 80- co-ops; 8 - rentals). Another memorandum
was sent to area realtors specifically promoting the sale of properties near
black occup i ed homes to non-minorities in order to avoid "clustering."
During the late sixties there were many disturbances on the national scene
Among the responses were the passage of
Resolutions of various bodies supporting the adoption of fair housing legisl3tion; e.g. th e Chic:] g<' H.::u : Association's Resolution of 2/16/67, also adopted
on 3/14/67 by the Chi c a go Mortgage Bankers Association.

l,vhich need not be referenced here.

In late 1967 the Villag e of Park Forest was considering whether
ORDINANCE
it should adopt an ordinance. Trustee Mayer Singerman was the
proponent, praising the symbolic as well as the practical value. Some others
f e lt that things were going well enough and that an ordinance might serve to
polarize the community. Some wanted an ordinance that would cover brokerassisted sales and permit owners to discriminate. The CHR served to clarify
the issues and to drav. th e alternatives, after having its own vigorous debate
over whetl1er to recommend an ordinance (favored by Chairman Dinerstein) or a
notice of intent resolution (a lesser action). In November of 1967 the CHR
recommended a comprehensive fair housing ordinance for Park Forest. The
Village Attorney Henry X. Dietci1 's opi.nions buttressed the CHR recommendations,
as they had the earli ~ r pro-open housing postures of the trustees. The final
dectsion was left to th e Roard of Trustees, which, after considerable "executive session debate,'' passed (by what Village President B. G. Cunningham felt
was a surprisingly solid 7-0 vote given earlier discussion) a rather comprehensive fair housing ordinance on January 29, 1968. The CHR was given the
r o le of ordinance enforcement, making it an administrative-quasi-judicial
body. Later that year Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated and the
federal fair housin x legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title VII,
became law.
7
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Through 1969 the Village continued to collect data on black residency in
Park Forest.
TI1is was considered to be a n appropriate way of minitoring
co mpli ance with Villa ge policy and the l aw.
Information regarding the
families of bla c k mo v e-ins was less regularly collected; few neighborhood
visits for reassurance were made. They no longer seemed warranted.
Soon
it was decided that the collection of information on individuals might be
considered an infringement of their rights or dignity, and it was decided
to discontinue the practice and treat individual black move-ins without
any special regard. The 1970 Census found Park Forest 2.4% black.
It was about this time that developments in territory adjacent
to Park Forest began to attract the concern of the Village.
Excerpts from a report by Harry Teshima made to the CHR in January
1972 provide a background:

BEACON HILLSFOREST HEIGHT

Beacon Hills and. Fores t Heights is a community of 542 homes located in
the far southwest corner of the City of Chicago Heights.
It is adjacent
to Park Forest but is separated from Park Forest by the busy E.J.&E.
Railroad track that is fenced along both sides.
It is a long narrow
.area about 1100 fe et wide by 5800 feet long.
It is bounded along both
lon g sides by railroad tracks, on the western end by Western Avenue,
and on the eastern end by an undeveloped Forest Preserve area.
The
community is isolated from the surrounding communities with only three
streets that enter the area.
Although the area is in the City of Chicago
Heights, it is in the same school districts that serve Park Forest.
The Beacon Hills development was built by Andover Construction Company
(a subsidiary of ACB) and occupies the \vestern half of the community.
This development was started in 1960 and the approximately 270 homes
were completed in 1963. The original buyers were all white.
Shortly
after the homes were completed, many homes were abandoned and ended on
the FHA foreclosure list.
Black buyers first purchased some of the
foreclosed homes in 1963. By 1965 there were dozens of additional houses
on the foreclosure list.
There was concern that the area would go through
a racial change and become a Black Ghetto. However, by 1969, just prior
to the start of the Kaufman and Broad operation, the housing situation
began to stabilize. At this point the population was about 25% Black
and the vacancy rate was low.
It was still a community that was struggling
to remain an integrated area, and it appeared that there might be a chance
for success.
Kaufman and Broad started the Forest Heights development in late 1970,
covering the eastern half of the area.
In less than one year they built
and sold some 270 homes.
Their sales were 90% to Black buyers and 85%
in low income subsidized mortgages.
Their sales promotion was largely
directed to Black buyers through the Black media.
This policy not only
produced a Black Ghetto in the new Forest Heights area, but also started
the exodus of Whites from the original Beacon Hills area.
Presently,
the make-up of the combined Beacon Hills-Forest Heights area is about
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85% Black, 7% Chicano and 10% White. The new Forest Heights area now is
over 99% Blacks. Kaufman and Broad has successfully created an instant
new Black Ghetto in a new suburban area. HUD was a partner to the
operation and did absolutely nothing about this situation. In fact, it
was instrumental in this operation since it permitted Kaufman and Broad
to have over 90% of the mortgages in low income subsidized mortgages,
when even the more common 50% ratio would have been too high.
Kaufman and Broad with HUD approval used up every square foot of land
for homes to sell and did not leave any space for community facilities,
recreation space, church space, etc. They did not even attempt to maintain improvements existing in the Beacon Hills area. The Beacon Hills
development provided streetlighting and paved driveways. Kaufman and
Broad's Forest Heights does not have any streetlighting and the homes have
soft gravel driveways.
At present, th e re are some 30 houses abandoned and boarded up in the
Forest Heights section. This is more than 11% of the development, which
is not even one year old. The Beacon Hills area has 20 homes that are
vacant and boarded up. Many of these homes have been vandalized and
would require extensive repairs to make them saleable.
Efforts by Mr. Teshima, by Harriet Marcus, as a CHR member and reporter for
the Park Forest STAR, and representatives of the Beacon Hills-Forest Heights
community, working with HUD, the City of Chicago Heights, and others served
to somewhat improve the lot of BH-FH residents. By this time the CHR had
begun to have a sli ghtly more activist orientation. The CHR was now assisted
in its work by the newly hired assistant to the Village Manager for Community
Relations, Don DeMarco.
From 1969 through 1972, considerable tension had built up concernTENSIONS
ing the Beacon Hill-Forest · Heights (BH-FH) situation and conflict
between students from the area with each other and with Park Foresters at the
two Park Forest School District #163 junior high schools and at Rich Central
High School (Olympia Fields) of District #227. The matter of class integration on top of race integration complicated the picture very considerably.
The older Village line of "these-new-residents-who-happen-to-be-black- arejust-like-you, me, and-the-rest-of-us-Park Foresters" did not seem applicable
nor effective.
The CHR, with the cooperation of .the Police Department, established a "Rumor
Control" answering service to enable citizens, news personnel, public officials,
and school personnel "to report incidents~ check out rumors and obtain other
information relevant to tensions in the community." Rumor Control never received much information. Several of its few calls were to learn if there were
"any new rumors going around." For about 18 months the police did keep a
special human relations blotter. mostly devoted to interracial incidents.
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During 1972, School Distr ic t # 227 was be g inning to learn now to
CONFLICT
deal with its new Black s tudents. Dr. Arthur Friedman, an outResolut i on
side psycholo gi s t, conducted a special assessment of the situati o ns, made recommendations and identified community and area resources, including those fro m Park Forest and the CHR.
Especially valuable in this
process was Mr. William McGee (a Black man who had formerly been a school
principal at a Black Chica go Heights school and who was the human relations
expert working out of the Cook County Superintendent's office) was soon hired
by S.D. #227 to be the assistant principal for Rich Central (and for a time,
its acting principal).
This served to ease the concern of Eastgate and
Lincolnwood residents who also send students to Rich Central and had been
concerned about their property values.
During 1971 and into 1972, School District #163 was voluntarily planning to
deal with the segregation within the district that had occurred as a result
of the happening s described by Harry Teshima.
The d istrict went to considerable length to obtain c itizen input, majority and minority, Park Forest and
Chicago Heights, for pl a n development. Much effort was put into in-service
training for school personnel, recruitment of additional minority personnel,
and communications with the public. This effort was skillfully led by Supt.
Ivan Baker.
Upon the re commendation of the CHR, the Village Board adopted
DESEGREGATION
a Resolution on 5/22/72. The Board pledged "all the resources of
this government in providing an atmosphere wherein the school districts may
meet their responsibilities" and went "on record in support of School District
#163 in its efforts to desegregate-integrate in the best tradition of conscious
decision making by responsible Park Foresters."
The School District 11163 Scho ol Boa rd ado pted a two-phased plan:
(1) Magnet
school/voluntary reassignment of Park Foresters to the Beacon Hill School
and BH-FH students to the Park Forest elementary schools; and (2) failing
enough volunteers to implement the magnet school plan, automatically going
to an alternative, grade reorganization (some schools becoming 1-3 primary
buildings and others 4-6 intermediate buildings, with a re-definition of
school neighborhoods) and use of two-way busing. During the summer of 1972
there were insufficient numbers of volunteers for the magnet plan and the
grade reorganization plan was executed when the new school year began. Close
communication was maintained between the schools and both Park Forest and
Chicago Heights municipal officials,' especially the police. Except for a
couple of bus drivers who had trouble with their routes (getting ' lost), the
process went rather smoothly. District administrators and parents rode buses
Juring the f irst days and communication was kept open.
The first school election after desegregation found two incumbents defeated
in a close r a ce by opponents of busing.
In the next election, held the following year, three candidates supporting the desegregation (now successfully
implemented) defeated three anti-busing opponents by a 2 to 1 margin.
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The S.D. 0163 schools continue operating today under grade reorganization
and conflicts have greatly dissipat ed (possibly due to good management,
acculturation, assimilation, respect for differences, experience succeeding
together with increasingly more confident teachers) and achievement scores
have improved s ignifi ca ntly for the BH-FH students and slightly for Park
Foresters. The distri c t, however, is losing white students, especially in
the primary grades as Park Foresters do not move away and as their children
get beyond primary grade ages. Also, family size is decreasing for Park
Forest, as it is in the nation.
Only a ve ry few white Park Foresters moved from S.D. #163 because of desegregation (busing), some of them moving to other integrated sections of Park
Forest served by other districts (194, 201-U, and 162).
Realtors have
stated that some home sa les have been more difficult to make in the S.D. #163
area ~s a result o f some newcomers' distaste for busing their children away
from the immediate n e i ghborhood.
I n mid-1971 the Park Forest residents of Eastgate, immediately
EASTGATE
s outh of BH-FH, were expressing alarm over minority clustering
in their ar ea. They feared that their neighborhood would be slated to become
the next BH-FH. Members of the Village - Board and CHR met with residents at
the school in that neighborhood. Village President Ralph Johnson provided
assurances that Village servic e s to the Eastgate neighborhood would not be
permitted to deteriorate a nd would, in fact, be intensified. Realtors were
alerted to citizens concerns, ~ven though several Village officials felt that
some of the East gate residents were "alarmists."
In the summer of 1972, the CHR held the first of its three Responsible Housing
Practices Day. Th i s brought together elected and appointed State and Federal
officials to Park Forest to discuss the impact of subsidy program administration on the lives of intended beneficiaries and the community. Park Foresters
\.Jere developing an appreciation for the bigger picture and more liberal
people were recognizing that they had some interests beyond the altruistic
ones connected with equal access. Federal involvement in the
local housing market ha d been slipshod and damaging to them.
OUTSIDE INFLUENC
(Black and White and other), and many persons uttered words to
the effect that Park Forest must not be allowed to be done in by outside influences. The Village became a regular housing correspondent with HUD, the
Illinois Housing Development Authority, Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission and others, especially including elected officials. The Village
a lso decid ed that the few "abandoned homes" in Park Forest, predominantly in
Eastgate, des e rved extr a ordinary Village attention.
The Village also joined National Neighbors, an organization of neighborhoods
and communities seeking to promote integration and avoid segregation. It was
also during thi$ period that the State Legislature adopted a Bill (H.B. 3636)
which pre-empted the licensing of certain professionals, ~eal estate brokers
and salespersons, as the sole pr~serve of the State, thereby abridging the VillagE
home rule powers, which led to litigation and an Illinois Supreme Court decision that is soon expec ted. I n the meantime, the Village's ability to
regulate Realtors has been hampered.
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In November of 1972, the Village also spelled out its commitment to affirmative action for equa1 opportunity for Village employment. It was more than
two years later that an ordinance prohibiting discrimination by other Park
Forest employers was adopted.
In October of 1972, the CHR had a meeting with the realty community (32
people representing 21 of the 40 Park Forest licensed forms). It was at
this time that the realty local professionals were con f ronted with the term
"racial steering." Most of the brokers and salespeople said that they were
not familiar with the term, which means discouraging whites from moving into
areas where minorities reside and influencing Blacks to choose locations where
other Blacks are in residence. l~en its meaning was given, most said that
it was not really illegal, was not going on in the area, or was
a phantom of someone's imagina~ion.
Most of the real estate
ILLEGAL STEER
representatives stated that it was their firm belief that any
segregation or racial transition results from economic factors or free self
choice and that any suggestion to the contrary is an insult. They suggested
that much of Park Forest's loss of attraction among whites was caused by the
happenings in S.D. #227 and S.D. #163. They expressed considerable reluctance
to show minorities houses in non-traditional south suburban neighborhoods, because it would not be fair or safe to those minorities or the salesperson.
Whites were shown in areas where their investment would be protected and
where they wanted to live.
It was also at this meeting where the need for a housing counseling center
to assist incoming families was discussed. Some of the realty representatives
were in favor of this idea and others felt that it would be an infringement
on their own legitimate interests and prerogatives.
In December of 1972 the question of requiring the inspection of
RE-OCCUPANCY
housing units betwee n occupancies and the issuance of CertifiPEID-UTS
cates of Occupancy was raised, this was a way of assuring the
maintenance of the aging housing stock. In the months to come, the proposal
was set aside because of substantial opposition, to be considered again a
couple of years later and once again in 1977. The CHR has supported this
program, but it has not been popular with some landlords and homeowners who
"resent the municipal intrusion into (their) business."
In April of 1973 the Village concerned itself with real estate
SOLD SIGNS
"sold signs," which sometimes remained up long after houses were
sold, giving the impression that Park Forest houses "were not moving." The
Village soon limited sold signs to 14 days after a firm commitment on financing had been obtained, thereafter the sign (for sales with sold notation
affixed) would be removed.

\.JEST L INCOLNW(
At about the same time, Village President Johnson was besieged
with distressed calls from residents of the West Lincolnwood
area, an area of homes considerably more expensive than those in Eastgate.
Three adjacent houses had been gold to Black families in a 90-day period
and a fourth was on the market ~nd being shown to Blacks (and was shortly
tl1ereafter sold to Blacks). At a meeting held at Village Hall with complaining
West Lincolnwood residents and with representatives of the realty firms in-
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volved in the listing and sales, residents complained to the Village about
c lustering. They wanted to know what had happened to the anti-clustering
policy (which one person called the "black per block program"). They
charged panic-peddling and block-busting and said that Park Forest had become a "soft touch for colored." A real estate representative, speaking for
himself and others, said that the clustering was the fault of the Village
because the Village no longer supplied Realtors with information as to
where minority residents are located and Realtors are, therefore, no longer
in a position to avoid clustering.
President Johnson promised an investigation regarding illegal racial steering and panic peddlin g (which was done without uncovering anything actionable)
and encouraged the neighbors not to panic and sell out - that a solution
would be fashioned. The real estate community was then asked to develop
white traffic that was at least proportioned to the Black traffic looking at
homes-in that area, in order to minimize the chance of building a mini-ghetto.
The cluster has not increased in size since that time.
Up to this point informal discussions relative to integration management or
integration maintenance, mostly involving the Asslstant to the Village Manager
for Integration Maintenance, had not sparked significant interest. At this
time and afte~ it was different. Many people, among them folks who considered
themselves anti-racist and pro-integration, were quite concerned but had
previously avoided voicing those concerns because they did not have terms
that did not sound racist. The estimated 6-7% Black population, promising to
rise and cluster and cause alarm after a number of years of quiet confidence,
ended the period of benign neglect and ushered in the era
INTEGRATION
of positive racial color consciousness and broad, general
MAINTENANCE
support for avoidance of resegregation. ~Vhat means were to be
used to gain integration maintenance, however, was a matter of
occasional opinion differences worthy of later note.
ln late May of 1973 a special Rules Committee meeting of the Board of Trustees
was called to hear from the Village staff, the CHR, Harry Teshima, housing
activists from Evanston and Oak Park and from the Leadership Council for
Metropolitan Open Communities' regional housing coalition project. Various
suggestions (auditing real estate brokers, generally promoting the Village and
physical maintenance, organizing block clubs, ordinance revisions banning for
sale signs and solicitation, housing counseling, etc.) were recommended.
Affirmative marketing, especially with regard to continuing to attract whites
was identified as the key by Harry Teshima, who, along with others recommended
that Village officials closely track what was happening in the town and .in the
housing market and not allow the town "to turn."
Within a few days a committee of the Village Board had ''integration maintenance recommendations." The committee urged a reaffirmation to open housing
and a new ordinance specifically prohibiting racial steering. Tbe new ordinance would create a Fair HousingReview Board and make the CHR advisory and
an initiator of complaints. It also called for testing or auditing real
estate brokers, providing homeseeker counseling, provision of promotional
aids and more cooperation and communication with the real estate community.
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It further provi ded for establishment of an up-to-date listing
of all existing Park Forest housing by race and a listing of
a ll Park Forest housing that comes upon the market.
Agreement

"POSITIVE RACIAL
COLOR CONSCIOUSNESS"

was rea c hed on most of the rec orrnnendati ons, but on the record
keeping (known as the "racial map") opposition quic kly erupted. There had been
very little time in developing the plans and very little input from Blacks. A
rumor developed that the Village was planning to physically mark the homes
of Black residents. Others did not believe that but said that the map was
an affront to Blacks - that it was racial stigmatization. A Jewish resident
suggested that such record kee ping smacked of Naziism.
While not many spoke on the mat·ter, some who did were emphatic and opposed.
Among them was one member of the CHR, Mr. William Simpson. The Village Board
decided in July to re sc ind i ts decision to create the map on racial census
for t.he time being and order the map project "put in the drawer." The decision was apparently based upon the feeling that the several benefits of such
record collection would likely not outweigh the turmoil and misunderstanding
in the community that would grow out of controversy and mistrust.
Auditing, the anti-racial steering ordinance, and plans for counseling and
promotion proceeded during the next several months. The auditing was organized
by the Assistant to the Village Manager for Community Relations in cooperation
with the Leadership Council. Henry X. Dietch, Village Attorney, was the principal ordinance drafter. The counseling issue, together with the abandoned
housing issue, became the matters of study for the Village's Ad Hoc Housing
Corporation Committee, chaired by Mayer Singerman, former trustee.
Through the first half of 1973 this committee of Park Forest
F S S H S
citizens considered the best way for the Village to take care of
its concerns (abridgment of minority housing opportunity in various communities
of the area and reg ion) within and without Park Forest. It finally recommended
the establishment of a non-profit housing corporation, somewhat independent
from the Village but having ties and support. The Village, in mid-1974,
called a meeting of interested residents, which later organized a stee~ing
committee to form a corporation, the Park Forest Area Housing Council, quite
independent from the Village, except for requiring Village funds. The PFAHC
became the Far South Suburban Housing Service in mid-1975, this name change
reflecting its area concerns. Affirmative marketing and integration maintenance, along with housing rehabilitation, continue to be this organization's
primary programs. The Housing Service, in cooperation with two other similar
agencies, has begun to hold a series of seminars for local realtors, concentrating on techniques of affirmative marketing for integration and its maintenance. These seminars appear to improve rapport between "the conununity" and
the realtors.
The auditing of realty firms (i.e. determining the difference in quality,
content, and quantity of information and service given clients that could
only result from a difference in · the clients' race) confirmed that racial
steering was, in fact, happening with regularity. The real estate community
was then confronted by the Village with evidence, warned to stop racial
steering, and told th at future audits evidencing such steering would lead
to law suits. The Real tors said they had no invidious motives and that any
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steering that might occur happens without the knowledge of all responsible
company principals. Other broker.s threatened to sue if their salespersons
had their time occupied by non-bonafide buyers (auditors). The Village said
that principals must be responsible for their agents and that auditing
would proceed,.
In the fall of 1974, the Village proceeded to file five racial
LITIGATION
steering suits against five firms. The suits were brought in
Federal Court alleging violations of the Federal Fair Housing Laws. Coplaintiffs with Park Forest were Park Forest South, the Leadership Council,
and several south suburban residents, some auditors and some not. Two cases
were settled by consent decrees drawn up by the plaintiffs' attorneys. They
did not involve admissions of guilt but did call for remedial actions and a
small monetary settlement. The .settlement Accord was then used as the
basis of voluntary agreements reached with several other brokers. The other
three cases are stilJ pending on the Court's calendar.
Also in 1974 the Village commissioned Mayer Singerman, former trustee and a
communications professional, to author a communication to Park Forest residents to explain Park Forest's posture, policy, and program with regard to
integration maintenance. The product of that effort is "Living Together,"
a pamphlet distributed to every Park Forest residence.
Promotional assistance to market Park Forest was a matter
PROMOTION
assigned to an ad hoc communications committee, including several
Park Forest communications professionals: Mayer Singerman, Robert Wolf, Ed
Kirk, Ben Leibson, Bob Madlock~ and two CHR members. This committee produced
a number of recommendations which were fon.;arded to the Village Board in May
and June of 1974. The committee suggested the basic parameters of the task
and recommended that community research be conducted in order that perceptions
regarding Park Forest might be tested and the "quality of life," especially
related to social and racial relationship, might be professionally assessed.
Some of the members of the committee then assisted the Village Board and
Manager Robert Pierce in the selection of Richard D. Jaffe, a prominent social
and market researcher. The Jaffe firm interviewed a scientifically drawn
sample of 300 Park Foresters during 30 days in June and July of 1974. He
found Park Foresters predominantly to have quite positive attitudes about
their town, its various services, their neighbors, and showed confidence in
Park Forest's chances of maintaining integration. A number of recommendations
were also included.
The results of the Jaffe study were quite encouraging and the Village provided the study to about seven public relation-communications firms and requested presentation ideas for promotional material, especially slide films
and brochures. C-M Film Productions was awarded a contract to produce a
motion picture film appropriate for use with real estate brokers, major
corporation personnel directors and other metropolitan opinion makers. They
were also charged with production of a promotional brochure. The film was
shot during mid-summer 1975, was delivered late in the year, followed soon
thereafter by the brochure. Both. have been used as intended, except that the
film has not been easy to show to corporate executives and has had mostly
local showings. Also, as a part of the promotional effort, the Assistant to
the Village Manager for Community Relations approached the League of Homen
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Voters about submitting a 1976 application for the National Municipal League's
All-America City Award.
The Village was one of 18 finalists in the nation
and was optimist ic ally e xpecting to receive this awa rd in early Spring of
1977 and to use it t o f urther build a "positive self-fulfilling prophecy"
with the help of two corMlunications/public relations firms, Robert Wolf and
Associates (local) and Morton Kaplan Associates (downtown).
In late April
the winning of the coveted designation was announced and plans to maximize
favorable media coverage were being put in gear.
In 1973 three of Park Forest's five housing cooperatives began
CO-OPS
to express concerns through their management agent about shrinking wl1ite traffic, demand and residency/increasing Black traffic, demand and
residency as well as clustering. Minority percentages were in the low to
high teens and clustering seemed to threaten that racially identifiable cooperative courts were imminent. After consultation with the community relations division of the Village Manager's office, the cooperatives adopted an
integ~ation maintenan c e policy and procedure.
Advertising changes were made
to attract additional majority group traffic and a plan for soliciting the
cooperation of incoming members to take units that would help distribute
ma j orit y and minority families so as to avoid racially identifiable courts.
Also with regard to this situation faced by the three cooperatives there arose
the issue of alleged steering of Blacks away from another of the cooperatives
toward these three co-ops and to the townhouse area that is a rental operation.
The allegations were investigated and substantiated, leading the CHR to bring
a complaint before the Fair Housing Review Board, which conciliated the matter.
Concerns that have arisen regarding the single-family area have tended in the
mid-1970's to center around fears that certain blocks "were going to turn
black" because three or four Black families were already in residence and
houses that went on the market in close proximity to the Black neighbors were
disproportionately shown to Blacks. These concerns have been shared by some
Blacks as well as Whites.
Investigations into these situations often found
that neighbors' observations regarding the racial composition of theparties
being shown the houses in question were not accurate.
In other instances
the observations were quite accurate, but there was no good evidence of
illegal racial steering, but that instead self-steering (not illegal, though
still a problem) seemed to be a factor.
These kinds of situations were most often dealt with by conAFFIRMATIVE
tacting the listing broker and urging him to make his salespeople ~~RKETING FOR
and cooperrating brokers aware of the imbalance in the traffic
INTEGRA. r~INT.
and the concern of neighbors and, further, to work affirmatively
to develop a more representative or proportional majority traffic.
Brokers
were never told to stop showing certain houses to minorities, but they were
urged to show minorities other comparable housing options as well - options
within and without Park Forest, especially in areas where minority traffic
was deficient.
Brokers were urged to monitor their traffic and become aware
of racial skewing of demand for various sub-areas in the market. The emph~sis
now was focused not only on the racial composition of the present population,
but also on current demand (offers to purchase or rent) and traffic (showings).

Brokers wer e encouraged to try to get one hundred percent of the market
(majority and minority) competing for one hundred percent of the housing
supply. This~ of c ourse, takes a c ountering of self-steering, which is
viewed as a present ma nifestation of past discrimination.
(The effects
of discrimination on people's mind-sets do no t end by simply outlawing discrimination.) These efforts to keep majority and minority homeseekers
from foreclosing . non-traditional options were termed "affirmative marketing.''
\.Jhere concerns of neighbors were not shared with the Village - where incipient
minority ra c i a l clusters or exclusively white blocks were not yet perceived
to be worthy of alarm; nothing was done, as the Village nor the real estate
community kept accurate, systematic records of residency, demand, and traffic.
Noting this and the value of such records of residency for legal compliance
purposes, as well a s for program evaluation and planning, the CHR unanimously
recommended in earl y 1977 that the Village Board authorize the collection of
these data for the Far South Suburban area.*
The Village Board debated the
matter and decided against such record collection by a 4-3 vote.
Some of the
old concerns were again raised, especially those relative to the use and
access to the statistics, as well as the political wisdom of taking an action
that has potential for community polarization.
Over a number of years, particularly during the 1970's, Park Forest officials
have come to "appreciate" the impact on Park Forest of the policies and
practices of other area and regional jurisdictions with regard to exclusion
of minorities and of moderate income persons. Also, if Park Forest South is
thought (incorrectly) to be mostly Black and to be bankrupt, that not only
softens demand ther e , especially by whites, but it has a spillover effect
on its close neighbor with a similar name.
If Crete and Arlington Heights
avoid housing Bla c ks., d e mand from Blacks must be concentrated on those "progressive c ommuniti e s."
I f the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission in
reviewin g app l ic at ions for. federal funds (A-95 comment
and review proc es s) fails to negatively comment on applicaBIG PICTURE
ti o ns fr o m j urisdicti ons that refuse to provide a diversity
of opp o rtunities, that damages Park Forest.
If NIPC does become responsive,
in part because o f the exhortation of Park Forest, and then is punished by
other corranunities that want to protect their "right" not to include certain
populations, then Park Forest's successes might only be transitory. These
recognitions have prompted the Village Board to become an even more vigorous
regiona l advocate for the fair share shouldering of social and economic responsibility and inclusiveness.
The Village of Park Forest's posture with regard to the real estate community
(and also appraisers, lenders, and insurers) and that community's attitude
toward the Village continues to indicate cautions and reservations.
Community imperatives and commercial imperatives seem not always to be in conformance; however, some success and better communication have considerably
e ased tensions.
Park Forest is estimated to have a Black population of nine
percent, or just slightly above that figure.
Other non-white population is
in the are a of 1~ % . Almost 90% of Park Foresters are white and whites continue
to demand houses in Park Forest, including those being sold by Blacks. The
r ate of r a cial tr a ns i tion has slowed perceptively since the early seventies.
~·,

F' tnd in t h e :1p pe nd i x t he CI-H< t s o utline o f the Vil lag e's HAINTENANCE OF INTEGRATION
PROG RAM, e spe c ial ly th e s e c ti on o n "proposed meas ur ement s ." Also att a ch e d i s a staff
memorandum di s cussin g ben e fits of r a ce / r esid e n c e in f ormation collection.

Retaining most of the Park Forest share of the white traffic ' while gainin g its
share (plus) of the Black traffic has resulted in property value increasRs
which have outstripped most area communities. There also is no corrununity
in the area without some minority population.
Blacks and other minority
people have mor e and mor e viable housing option from which to choose. No
longer e1re there only e1 few communities that are considered sufficiently
"safe."
As an indication of eased tension there is the example of the
SOME SUCCESS
Village's ordinance to regulate real estate listing solicitation.
It is the product of late 1976 and early 1977 Village-Realtor cooperation
and compromise.
Tt permits solicitation, while several other co~munities
have not.
It provides some restraints and checks benefitting the Village
and tends to increase Village and realty sales agent contact. Also facilitating Realtor-Village communication is the Village-Realtor joint committee
which regularly brings representatives of the two local Boards of Realtors
and the Village together to promote understanding and the exchange of information.
After some success with a d hoc planning designed to maintain
PLANNING
integration or combat resegregation, the Village decided in
1976 to work toward creating a more long-term and studied approach. Park
Forest applied jointly with Richton Park for Comprehensive Planning Assistance
(701) funds for preparation of a plan and implementation strategy to prevent
resegregation. This partnership between the two municipalities was predicated
on earlier joint planning projects; however, Richton Park withdrew its backing
for the application, after its elected officials apparently concluded that
Richton Park's interests would not be furthered by a plan to develop racially
represent a tive demand for housing in all area towns.
Park Forest South was
solicited to join with Park Forest and the application was funded. The planning
work is proceedin g during 1977.
It should help provide a framework in which
to marshal resources and proceed in the years to come.
CONCLUSION:
Pa rk Forest is an integrated community; that is, one in which people of different rac e s, ethnic g roups, religions, and economic means interact, cooperate
a nd compete in relative harmony. The cooperation in affording equal access
to housing, services and facilities is deliberate.
It is also planned and
po sitively valued and viewed as sometimes fragile and threatened because of
Lhe pervasive national and regional dual housing market, which sends whites
nnd non-whites to live ·apart and in suspicion.
The Village of Park Forest has eschewed a static definition of integration
<Jnd notions of fixed "tipping points." It has, instead, employed a process
or m<Jrket definition of housing integration; i.e., a situation in which persons
of all races, nationalities, and religions are competing for (Park Forest)
housing - and they are competing in numbers reflective of the total area
population seeking housing of kinds and price available. Park Forest is committed to open housing, but distinguishes this legal concept from the market
and community goal of integration (maintenance). While the goal is almost
universally shar ed by Park Foresters, there are differences with regard to some
of the means.
It is Park Forest's heritage that it has profitted from the art
of reasonin g about matters of opinion. The dialectical approach to differences
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on means should also profit from that heritage and the willingness to deal
creative ly with the challenges of the urbanization of suburbia.

)
Donald L. DeMarco/hco
April, 1977
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Instructions to Village Employees
For Answering Questions With Respect to Local
Residence of Members of the Negro Race
These instructions have been issued with the approval of the Village President
and every member of the Board of Trustees:
The Constitution of the United States and of the State of Illinois
establish that there can be no question as to the policy of the
VillageGovernment in the event that a Negro family should make its
home in Park Forest. However, in view of the questions sometimes
. addressed to Village personnel by individuals who are disturbed by
rumors they have heard, this short statement has been prepared as
a guide in reply i ng to these inquiries.
It is probable that a variety of opinions on this subject are held
by the individuals who make up the staff of the Village Government.
It is important to remember that as public servants, it is absolutely
nece ssary to support the policy of the Village Government even though
it may not conform entirely with personal opinions.
The Village Government must extend equal services and protection of
the law to all its citizens without any discrimination between them.
The Village Government neither encourages nor discourages the residence
in the Village of members of the Negro race. However, the Village
Government carefully investigates all information which reaches it,
s o that preparations can be made to avoid any undesirable incidents.
In the event that a Negro family should make its home in Park Forest,
the Village Government will assure that family the same protection of
the law that is afforded to any other resident or property owner in
the Village.

July 27, 1959
Pa rk For e st, Illinois
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P~OGI0J.l

A

OF HINORITY GP..OUP nES IDE!TC~ IN PL\UK FOP-EST

A Rcpott to the

President and Doard of Trustees·

by the Cotnr:\ission on Human Relations

Hi'.i'P-ODUCTION

The Cou.r:1ir>sion on Human r..clations is charc;cd uith the ccncral rcnpon::;ibility of
ac:qu:tint inc i{!;c l f uith the fitatu~ of minority eroup rcprcsa.ntat ion in P.Jrl~
forest and any problcn~ of n covernmcntal nature nttcnclnnt thereto. It is further
charccd, from time to time, as it seems advisable or as directed by the Board of
T~ustec~ to recorrn1cnd to the noard of Trustcec certain policies or cour~cs of
action relative to it::; area of

re::;pon~ibility.

Park Forc::;t nou h.1.::; n rll ixturc of religiou~ and a fairly high degree of racial intcgratio~.
The major area o f non-integration in the Village involves Nceroe::;.
The present report denls prirn.:n:ily llith this araa of minority group residence
P.1rl~ Forest .

in

.A [ tcr nany monthc of study, thorou 0 h rcvieuG of the litcrntu1:e available on the
subject, nnd intervi~1s with persons who have done pertinent work in this area,
the Co~is$ion submits thin report to the toard of Trustees to ussint in rcvicuing the posciblc dcvclopracnts uerc a Uegro fnnily to move into Park Forest
nn<.l the Villaf;e processes that might be affected by such a situation. Let it be
naid nt the outset that it is the Cor:unission's opinion that a rcvieu of these
program~ should be ronde periodically, probobly . once a year.

THE PRESEHT S ITUATIO!'·l

As rentioned above, P.:1rl: Fore st nm-1 has a fnirly high degree of rclicioun a·nd
raci.:1l integra~ ion. Houc v cr , no racmbers of the Hcr;ro race nrc tnm-1n to be living

here. If the pattern::; evident in other ports o£ the country arc repeated, intccration of Nccroes into Park Forest is likely to occur. The public is ucll a\1are,
fro;n GCncr.;.l prc::;n intorr.1:1t ion, of situation::; \7hcrc hL:.Il1Cln richt.::; ucrc denied,
property values destroyed, and n6ighborhood . bittcrncss developed after IJcgrocs
rnoved into formerly all-l~litc neighborhoods.
The Corn:nission has .::;tudicd the various item~ of literature available on pertinent
in~t~nccs of this type nnd h~s received first-hand ~ccounts froc responsible
per~ons uho \Jc-::-c close to the actual h.1ppcninr;$.
Scldow are tHo co;~"-nunitics to
b ~ found th.1t nre sufficiently alike to be nble to draw heavily on one for solutions to prol>lcws of the othct·. This has been true in the courzc of the Cor..oission'::; .::;tudy, "here cnch of the municipaliticc differed in one or more sicnificant
".JY ~

fro;n Parl: Forc::;t.

It i~ extremely difficult, o f c ourse, to ~cnGure each of the contributinc f.1ctor~
in public or n c ir;hbo:..·hood rc:1ction. · And even if a rc3::;o:1ably accurate evaluation
o f the r:w.jo :c contributory clemente is r.1.1clc, such cl::O the CO>iii':Jission ho~ attc~l.ptcd,
it i~ doubtful \·ll)ctllct- tho~c clemente uould cot:1binc in proper propol."tion in
.:1nothc r ncizhl.>orhoocl r.o a:; to rnal;.e group rc.1c t ion prccl ic table. For thi~ rcazon
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it c~nnot be said \lith ccrt~inty that integration would or would not Lc
pli::;hcd in P3rk ForeGt uithout incident.

~c co ~

Since uc muDt de.1l in future events and prob~biliticr;, '\7C prc !": cnt o ur r c. c o;-:~1.1cnd .1 t io:1 ::; in a flexible outline uhich covers some of the contingencies.
Thi .s report
rcpre!::cnts present l·~ rrO\rledgc and judc:;ment.. It is offere d a s a. point of dcpi.lrtu :- e,
~o th.:1t the Doa1:d of T1:ustces and the Cornmi::;sion may be mu tually :informed, acreed
:as to dcsirabl~ actions, and as prepared as possible to meet this situation if
and Hhen it ariccs.

VI Ll AGE POLICY

The role of 17\Unicipal [;OVcrn>11ent mllSt be to assure equ.:1l appliciltion of lm1 to nll
pcr;,ons. This is ir.1plicit in t he oath that each elected offici.~l tal~c~ to uph old
the Con~titutior, s of the United States and the State of Illinois.
It is e:cplicitly
st:1tcd i_n the "Statemen t o f Policy uith Respect to Local Itesidence of llcmbcl'S of
t he Hegro Race" issued by the Villnge in July, 1959, for the zuidancc of vill.:1gc
cr.~ployecs. ~ (h copy of thi:; policy statement is .:1ppendcd to this report.)

I.

IHFOPJU\I'IOH

A.

'Ih c Villa~c ccvc r nmcnt Ghould keep infonacd of any contemplated or actual
rc.:-tl cGtatc tran:;[:ctionr> t7hich mi ght. immediately or ultim.:1tely involve
!~cero fnr.tilieG.

t.

".lhc

Corrmi~~io n

on Hur.un

Rc~lations

should continually h.cep abreD.st of

cl~

devclopnents in intcr-rQcial housinc and anolyzc situations 'Thich ninht
be pertinent to this vill~cc.
II • . APPLICATION Of l .AH

A.

~nd intcllicent police action
£ami ly r.:ovinc into Park Force t,

Prompt, efficie n t
~

H Q~ro

vital in the event of

1.

No [.!Ction (otlrer than emergency) ulll be tnken in connection uit h .J
racial problem c~ : ccpt under the direction of the Dir e c t or of PuGli~
S.:1fcty.

2.

It is nccc.sGary that all reeular and auxiliary personnel in the Police
Deportment be civen special in!.ltrli.Ction in method!; o f hnndlin;:: l.ntcrrftcio.l hou s in ~ incid e nt$.

3.

Th(~

Pol ic e ·Departme nt r.hnll u:;e bol:h its regular nnd nux i liDl:'Y police
fo r ces, os deemed advisable by ils director) to police 3ny i n t er-r~cia

situation .
should be

t.

i~

If

loc~ l

f ~ rcc~

prove

inndcqu~tc,

State police

force~

rcquc~t c d.

Knoolc d~~ c o f :1 nd f0 rai.li .:1r it:y Hi t h S t.:.~c L-.n is .1nd Villa e; c o rJ in.:1 ncLs .:1PiJli
cabl e to int c ~-r a ci a l ~itu ~ tion s in i mperative · for all pcrconncl directly
c o nc e r ned .
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I II.

TPE 1·:-EIC!l:GJ:-'..HOOO

t...

The F.:1mily.
If the famil.y h:)r:; <.11rcaJy moved in or if \JC .:lrc. .satisfied thJt. a ll'.-:ln~~lct. .icn
has been con::>Ul:U~.:ltcd, .:lrr-nngcr;lt.::nt.:s nhould be: made i:o:

1.

IJ.

2.

Assur-e tbc1a of the good Hill of the vill~[~C eovcrrunerlt .
Asl'r. then to l(CCp in touch '..rith the Com."Uission on HLU'"'l1..:'1L1 n.clntion~ or
police in the event o( qucotions or pr o blems.

The

I~cighbors.

The vi lla~c r;overr:mcnt shall be prep.:1rcd to hold mcetinr;s of the ncighboFhood, .:lS the uoa.nl of Trustees deems nc.lvis.:lblc, to give f.:ictuiJ.l infol."m.:l·
tion concer~ine:
1.

F.:1mily DatcJ.

2. ·Property Values

....

r"

3.

Currenc llurnors

4.

Prevalent Fears

f-.cal · Est.:J.tc.
Uo;,t of th e s.::tlcs of real estate in Parl~ Forc::;t arc h.1.ncllcd uy loc.:\1 co:;1pc1nics.
Vill.:~.ec official~_; \Jill diGcut.:s uith the rcoltors H~ys of 1~ccpin~,
ti nc i ~;h ben:- hood frt.:;::t r,o i.nr; into .n G tar;c of trans it ion to ~r.:. <.111- Nccro
scgrcg.:~t::ecl orca r~thcr th::u1 .1n intcr;r:~t<~d ;).l"\!0. .
In the C:')ent of a Ncr;ro
move- in, i~ i!.i reconu:1ended Lh~1t th~ realtors m.J.l~c every effort to cnccur<.lgc
~ucccccling

sales in the

~rca

to non-Hc3ro families.

~

IV.

r!uUL IC

n.EUT IOIIS

The vi 11:-tr,c novernr:~ ,~nt is i.ruare th.::~ t there nrc n\.any apscc ts to the que.:.; t ion
of intcr--r~ci.-:11 n~ighborlwod::; Hhich ;Jl"C not prop e 1·ly the concern of r.;overnNcnt.
Variou::; ch '-tcc.h. and civic group~ hc.vc conc.erncd thcr<\!'Jclvcs uith 5o~c
of t:hc!.~ c f.Jcct~:. 'th·~ Cor~u7l.i.ssion on Uun.:1n t.clatio;1s, Hith the pr i or cor. :::: cnt
of the o:J.J.rd o[ '.L 'l· astccs , shouJ.d r:-t<"lint:.~in tho::;e cont£lcts ar<1:Jn!j c:Hrrcl: .::nc!
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CURRENT MEASUREMENT

PROPOSED MEASUREMENT. In addition to the current informal
measurements, we propose the following formal ones .

Informal feedback from housing management, rental, co-ops.
Sporadic comments, observations and judgments from real
estate, results of auditing, observations and judgment
from professional staff.

Obtain as ac curate statistics as possible for the South Sub urban Area: 1) Current racial composition (Black, White,
Other) for each municipality in the area and the ar ea as a
whole (from realtors, municipalities, statistics), 2) Numbe rs
of people by race looking for housing in the area , 3) Numbers
of people by race why buy in the area .

In formal feedback ... Sporadic comments ... School
statistics, observations and judgment from professional
staff ... Awareness of level of comfort of various
races ... Absence of conflict.

To determine racial distribution i n Park Forest on a periodic
basis, collect data by race on who is asking, being shown
housing , or buying, renting, leasing, etc.

------------------------------------------------------------~~-------------------------------------------------- - ----------------

In formal feedback ... Sporadic comments ... Results of
auditing ... Observation and judgment from professional
staff.
a) Informal feedback ... Sporadic comments ... Results
of auditing, obierv . . . . prof. staff ... observation
and judgment of Commission on Human Relations.
b) Informal feedback ... Complaints or absence of complaints ... Concerns of local citizens ... Observa.
prof. staff ... CHR ... Awareness of level of comfort
of various races ... Absence of racial conflict.
Informal feedback ... Sporadic comments •.. Complaints
or their absence and concerns of local citizens ...
Observations of prof. staff ... CHR ... Measure of
people's perception (Jaffe) ... Awareness of level of
comfort.
Informal feedback .•. Sporadic comments ... School statistics ... Observations of professional staff ... CHR
... Measurement of people's perception ... Awareness of
level of comfort •..
Informal feedback ... Sporadic comments ... Observations
of professional staff ... Property inspections by building commissioner ... Annual beautification awards.

For #3-7 we are pr oposing that data be obtained on a formal
and regular basis, in addition to in formal procedures currently in use. It should be noted t ha t the data collected
for objectives 1 and 2 are applicable in dealing with objectives 3-7.

Repeat Jaffe-type report at periodic in t ervals .

' i<~: !.~:·~-~--J~ ·:_,_·~~-·i_~_'!-~S - ------------------------- ~- C U RRENT ACT1VI TIES aimed at a_chieving t~_C!....:~~ _c)_~_\_t_i_~~~--"------- ·-·---

.;. nd rna intain in the South Suburban
normal demand for housing
~ith r ega rd to race insofar as economic circurr.stan c~s permit.

Auditing, complaints and suits fil ed by the Village, information and
education for housing mana gement peo ple; co unseling; promotion of
the Village gener a l ly ; affirmative marketing*; cooperation with
surrounding communities.

2.

Pr omot e ra cially integrated neighborhoods
(i n c lu ~i n g blocks and courts) and discourage
r ac ial c lustering within Park Forest.

Auditing; complaint investigation and conciliation; information and
education for housin g mana gement people; gaining information and
understanding from housing sales and management people; counseling.

3.

Promote o pen housing image for communities in
the surr ou nd in g area.

Auditing; complaints and suits filed by the Village; counseling;
affirmative marketing; cooperation with surrounding communities.

4.

Enforcement of open housing laws.
a. Pr o tect community rights.
b. Pr o tect individual rights.

a)
b)

5.

Build and maintain confidence that community
and individual rights are protected.

Information and education for housing management people; gaining information and understanding from housing sales and management people;
counseling; public information.

6.

Promote Park Forest as a workable, racially
integrated and stable community.

Information and education for housing management people; gaining
information and understanding from housing sales and management
people; promot io_n of the Village generally; affirmative marketing;
public information.

7.

Maintain (and improve) physical appearance of
the village.

Purchasing housing rehabilitation and related counseling services
from FSSHS; residential and non-residential code enforcement.

'i c' r· rc: ~

area

~

r·

~ ~~ :istically

Auditing; Village complaints and suits.
Complaint investigation and conciliation.

*

Affirmative marketing may be defined as: 1) marketing to achieve
racial balance; or 2) marketing to achieve unitary housing
market; or 3) marketing to correct underutilization of the
housing market by either majority or minority.

January 19, 1977

MEMO TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:

PRES IDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES
ROBERT G. PIERCE , VILLAGE MANAGE R
DONALD L. DE MARCO , ASS'T TO VILL. MGR. FOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS.

SUBJECT :

BENEF ITS OF RACE/ RESIDENT INFORMATION Cl
WITH INTEGRATION MAINTENANCE .

~LECTION

IN CONNECTION

As race/re sidence record c ollection is a politically s ensitive issue, it is
this writer's understandin g that the Village Board des ires some further
exposition on the pro jected benefits of such information development, especially
as compared to the current "prohibition" on developing this information.
Before enumerating benefits, I would like to call attentio n to an excerpt
from a statement made before the U.S. Senate's Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affair s 3/12/76, by J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney
General , Civil Rights Division, U.S. Justice Department :
"The keeping of racial records is a fo rm of affirmative action necessary
to correct the effects of prior d iscrimi nation .
I n such circumstances,
it is not unlawful to be aware of race, for nondiscriminatory purposes.
Offerman v. Nitkowski, 378 F. 2d 22 (2nd Cir. 1967). Federal law does
not bar the collection of racial information for a legitimate purpose,
such as data gathering . Tancil v. Woolls. 379 U.S. 19 (1964), affirming
per curiam, Hamm v. Virginia State Board of Elections, 230 F. Supp. 156
(E.D. Va. 1964) {three judge court).
Racial record keeping of this kind,
done pursuant to a federal program to determine compliance with the law,
is not, in our vi ew, prohibited by various state laws which may prohibit
racial notations or records in an effort ~o prevent discrimination.
Contractors Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor,
442 F. 2d 159 (3rd Cir. 19 71) cert. den. 404 U.S. 854 (1971).
If
periodic compliance reviews by the appropriate enforcement agencies are
done, racial records will not be permitted to become d evices for discrimination."
Park Forest as a part of t h e South Suburbs of Chicago, like most other areas
of our country, has suffered from being a part of the dual racial housing
market. Though Park Forest's history does not suggest that its part in the
dual market process was a willing o ne, it was nevertheless affected by the
process - fir s t by the exclusion of minorit ies and more recently by the
steering-in of minorities and steering-out of whites. The effects of past
discriminatio n continues to impact on Park Forest.
Mr. Pottinger maintains tha t "racial record keeping is a form of affirmative
action necessary to correct the e ffects of prior discrimination". He says
"necessary" rather than d esirable. That position was arrived at after considerable counse l from majority and minority group persons knowledgeable in
technical matters of equal opportunity.
More specifically, some of the benefits and uses of race/residence record
collection regarding (a) current residence pattern, (b) current housing demand
{purchase offers and apa rtmen t applications, (c) current housing traffic (who

]
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is looking) are these:
1.

Records can reveal trends (racial skewing of demand, for instance) which
can be addressed prior to the full development of a minority (or
majority) racial cluster or mini-ghetto. Efforts can be systematically
made to promote housing traffic where it is racially under represented
as opposed to the ad hoc fashion of current efforts.

2.

Records provide an improved base of statistical evidence for purposes
of litigation (or for prompting compliance through a conciliated settlement, working from a position of strength). For example, the Village may
be able to show that in virtually all situations where two black families
live within a certain distance from houses for sale that those houses are
twice as likely to be sold to blacks as comparable houses for sale in
less proximity to black families.
This pattern or practice can then be
addressed as such, with an appropriate remedy rather than a case by case
basis approach.

3.

Records provide an ability to respond to citizen alarms and concerns with
more precise, accurate information than is now possible. Citizens tend
to feel reassured if they sense "that Village Hall has a firm handle on
things". They do not get that feeling when ~"ley have more information
(sometimes not accurate) about their neighborhoods than does Village Hall.

4.

Records ar e the key ingredient of any program that purports to be "positively color-conscious," as any intelligent program of integration maintenance must be.
The Village has been in the position of urging real
estate brokers to "drive toward a unitary housing market without the use
of a roadmap," in effect to do something the Village has chosen not to do.
The Village's credibility with real estate brokers and salespersons may
be expected to take a significant jump if the Village takes an "eyes open"
approach towards assisting the real estate community to work toward Village
expectations. Further, the regular exchange of information would not only
well serve Village monitoring needs, but also serve to heighten racial
awareness by realty professionals in the sense that the cumulative effect
of their actions will be known to them and they get a glimpse of "the
big picture".

Most of the other benefits are variations of the above listed four, which can
be capsulized as (1) planning and systems implementation, including evaluation; (2) compliance; (3) response to citizens; and (4) realtor relations
relative to affirmative marketing. Whether the benefits of a first order
commitment to a program of integration maintenance (as distinguished from
placing a positive value on integration as a goal) outweights the political
flak which must be expected if such a commitment is made - that judgment
is one for the Village Board of Trustees.

DLDM:hco
cc :

Commi ss ion o n Huma n Re l at ions
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IMPACT STATEMENTS:

A GENERAL THRUST

Environmental impact statements and financial impact statements
have become quite common in the lives of government and business.
Other kinds of impact statements are being developed and promolugated
as means to focus attention and resources.
The promotion and institutionalization of integration (maintenance) or racial diversity
impact statement are in the interest of those who would enjoy integrated living in a stable, unitary housing market.
All levels of government should be pressed to require such integration impact statements to be prepared and made available to
public interest groups prior to adopting legislation which might
impact on the racial composition of communities.
Likewise, developers of residential, educational, commercial, or industrial property
should be required to focus on the racial impacts of their projects.
This is a logical extention of the positive racial-consciousness
approach to promoting equal of opportunity and equity in race relations.
As impact statement will not likely be popular with many local governments, developers, and some racial groups, such impact statements will
only come into use if they are mandated.
Their mandated use would
most likely stem for the issuance of guidelines from a federal agency
with review provision at the regional level, probably as part of the
A-95 process.
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DEVELOPING A REGIONAL APPROACH TO MAINTAINING INTEGRATION

Park Forest and Park Forest South have been called "islands of equal
housing opportunity in a sea of closed communities". Clearly, if Park Forest
and Park Forest South are viewed by the major community building actors and
members of the marke tplace as one of the few places in Chicagoland where
middle class minority families will feel comfortable living, their perceptions
will be changed into minority housing demand.
Contrarywise these same actors
tend to diminish majority demand. Cn e can say that if "unnatural forces" cause
minority people to look in and purchase housing only in selected communities
which have a reputation for accepting minority households, those selected
communities have little hope of maintaining integration. The minority demand
for suburban housing is too high to have it channeled into just a few communities. On the other hand, if the minority demand were spread among all the
suburban municipalities, no place would need to be concerned with the maintenance of integration and, indeed could profit economically from the increased,
balanced demand.
Unfortunately some municipalities have a reputation of actively excluding minority households, while others "enjoy" de facto segregation.
Since, according to federal law, all municipalities are fair housing communities, there are no legal barriers to minorities living in any municipality.
However, current housing p ractices demons trate that there are many towns in the
Northeastern Illinois area which house few minority families.
In response to
this situation the Village s of Park Forest and Park Forest South are developing
a strategy to "take the pressure off" the few truly open communities by opening
up housing options for minorities in other communities.
Central to this advocacy approach is · a campaign designed to make other
agencies, both private and governmental, aware that the two Villages value
integrated living and that they are committed to expanding the housing options
of minority persons.
These values have also been stated by Congress when they
require that the Housing Element of the 701 Comprehensive Planning Assistance
program provide for, "the elimination of the effects of discrimination".
Furthermore, the Office of Management and Budget requires that applications
for federal grants be assessed to, "the extent to which the project contributes
to more balanced patterns of settlement and delivery of services to all sectors
of the area population, including minority groups".
Thus far, implementation of the regional advocacy approach has been limited to encouraging the Nort heastern Illinois Planning commission (NIPC) to adopt
housin g criteria for assessing applicant's requests for federal funds.
As the
A-95 review agency, the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission serves as an
advisor to the f e d e ral government on the funding of a wide array of programs.
More than $1 billion in federal grant applications pass through the commission
each year when NIPC does not endorse an application, that application is in
t r ouble.
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Realizing the importance of NIPC the Village Boards of Park Forest and
Park Forest South jointly passed a resolution that encourages NIPC to, Q)
"look very critically at alL proposals which exacerbate racial and economic
opportunity inequities or fail to positively address obvious deficiencies in
need consistent with NIPC' s own plans, and @ give careful attention to the
civil rights and equal opportunity objections of individuals and organizations wishing to make the A-95 process an important tool in the fight for
social justice and community responsibility".
(See Resolution Attached)
The results of this 11 A-95 11 attack led . by Park Forest and Park Forest
South, along with several other municipalities and public interest groups,
were rewarded when the NIPC Board adopted Interim Criteria for suburban
housing.
Later NIPC listed the names of 53 Chicago area suburbs that did
not meet the criteria. According to the interim criteria, any suburb that
provides more than 5,000 jobs should have one low or moderate income housing
unit for every three jobs and a minority population of at least 2 per cent.
Although the list is not presently used in its deliberations, it is hoped
that the list will be used to give priority for federal money to suburbs
that have achieved diverse housing, a method that is used in Hartford, Conn.
and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Kale Williams, Director of the Leadership Council
for Metropolitan Open Communities, said of the NIPC criteria, "I think it's
a step in the right direction. Of course, I wish they'd gone further.
This A-95 attack has sparked a continuing controversey over the role of
NIPC in planning for the region which is at present unresolved. The Illinois
Municipal League is among those identified with moves to punish NIPC for
performing its A-95 duties.
Many Chicagoland municipalities which are now
or will soon house significant numbers of minorities and low and moderate
income persons have yet to identify their interest in this issue.
They will
be relatively disadvantaged by the continuing ability of many of their
neighboring communities to avoid the provision of diverse opportunities.
Nevertheless, opponents have rather effectively characterized NIPC as a wouldbe regional government threatening to end local control to everyone's detriment.
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, Park Forest's future as a stable, integrated community is directly
linked to a balance d distribution of housing opportunities throughout Northeastern Illinois; and
WHEREAS, the Federal Office of Management and Budget through the A-95 process
has authorized the Northeastern Illinois Pl.anning Commission to review and
comment on applications for a whole array of projects; and
WHEREAS, Circular A-95 requires that regional planning agency review projects
as to " ... the e xtent to which the project contributes to more balanced patterns
of settlement and delivery of services to all sectors of the area population,
including minority groups;" and
WHEREAS, the Comprehensive Ge neral Plan adopted by NIPC calls for a housing
market operating without discrimination and for the provision of housing
opportunities for varied income levels on a widespread basis and for
housing in proximity to employment opportunities; and
WHEREAS : the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission does not have an
adopted policy concerning applications for federal funds and a community's
c ompliance with regional housing objectives:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Park Forest President and Board of
Trustee s urge the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission to (1) look very
c ritically at all proposals which exacerbate racial and economic opportunity
inequities or fail to positively address obvious deficiencies in need consistent
with NIPC's own plans; and (2) give careful attention to the civil rights and
equal opportunity objections of individuals and organizations wishing to make the
A- 9 5 process an important tool in the fight for social justice and community
r e s p onsibility.
BE IT FURTHE R RESOLVED that copie s of this resolution be distributed to the
f o llowing: James J. McClure, Jr. ~ Pre sident, Northeastern Illinois Planning
Commission: James Lynn, Director, Office of Management and Budget; Daniel
Wa lker, Governor, State of Illinois.
Adopted this

day of

, 1976.

APPROVED:
ATTEST:
· village President

Village Cl e rk

RGP : sl d
10 - 22-7 6

Another attempt to increase housing options for minority families throughout the suburban housing market was initiated in 1975. At that time the Park
Forest Area Housing Council, (now the Far South Suburban Housing Service),
submitted a proposal to the Ford Foundation for a region-wide affirmative marketing program.
The Housing Council's proposal is described in the paragraphs
below:
Purpose
Purpose of the Park Forest Area Housing Council is to see that good housing
is consistently available to all who want it, on an equal opportunity basis,
throughout the far south suburbs of Chicago.
The media communications program, for which we are requesting funds from the
Ford Foundation, is based on our belief that only when all municipalities in ou·r
area are perceived as being "open" do any of the municipalities have the opportunity to become racially stable. Stability relates to the consistency of good
housing throughout the entire area, just as it relates to the consistency of
equal opportunity.
The community with which the Council is concerned encompasses the entire
south suburban area because we believe it cannot be limited more tightly than
that. The perception that a single municipality in a suburban area is committed
to equal opportunity in housing has meant historically that the single municipality is "going black".
On the other hand, we cannot now take on a larger community, for example
the entire Chicago metropolitan area, simply because we do not have the resources.
Therefore, realizing that we are not an island, and that what happens in
one municipality in our community must affect the other municipalities, we have
developed a proposed media program.
Media Program
The Park Forest Area Housing Council was formally established in May, 1974
to take the steps necessary to assure that good housing is consistently available to all who want it throughout the suburban community. The Council has
initiated steps through which to achieve this goal:
Most important is a media program dealing with integration and integration
maintenance which is based in part on developing the perception that all municipalities in our area are "open" and can be both open and stable. The measure
of success of the media program of the Park Forest Area Housing Council will be
the number of municipalities that are perceived to move away from a "closed"
image toward an "open" image.
Many who hear or see our message will be active homeseekers. Those who are
minority people looking for good housing values in the south suburbs (and some
who are majority) will see our message as a direct offer of information and perhaps help and will contact the council through the address and phone number listed in our commercial message.
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The Council, through its e xecutive director and his volunteer assistants,
will gather the following information about the homeseeker:
A.

Specific housing needs.

B.

Knowledge of housing availability in our community.

C.

Knowledge of and background in home ownership.

D.

Income and housing budget.

E.

Knowledge of supplementary costs of home ownership(taxes, maintenance, etc.)

F.

Special n e eds and desires.

G.

Information on pre vious contact with real estate people and local listings.

After receipt of this information, the Council will provide the following
service and counsel:
A. Provide information on the housing choices available in the south suburbs,
if needed.
B.

Put the homeseeker in direct contact with an individual real estate
salesperson who both adheres to our goal and who sees that cooperation
with our efforts is in his/her own best financial interests. If necessary,
a Council member will accompany the homeseeker to the real estate office.

C.

Provide contact (again in person if necessary) with a lending institution
that meets the criteria above.

D.

Inform the homeseeker of his/her rights under law.

E.

Provide follow-up counseling both before and after home acquisition,
if necessary.

F.

Maintain liaison with municipal administrators to make sure that there
is no problem after move-in.

Obviously, not all who seek and hear our message will be minority homeseekers
or those majority homeseekers who are specifically interested in rooving to "open"
towns.
A media program that works here can be successfully applied to any part of
the country with a similar problem - perceptions of "closed" towns restricting
housing choices and therefore working against racial integration. The components
that will b~ needed to apply this program successfully elsewhere include:
A.

A case s tudy based on a working program, which we will be able to offer
a s a result of funding.

B.

An a ctive group s uch as the Park Forest Area Housing Council.
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C.

A school, preferably a college or a university, with a communication
program that can absorb some of the production responsibility, and
that has a commitment to its community.

SUMMARY

The Park Forest Area Housing Council is a diverse group of individuals with
one cohesive purpose: to work toward the consistent availability of good housing,
on an equal opportunity basis, throughout the south suburban community. The media
program alone will not bring this about.
It will, however, perform a very basic
role, that of helping us to educate the public that only if all municipalities are
perceived as open - as they all in fact are by law - will any municipality have
th e opportunity to be truly stable.
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DEVELOPING A "FAIR SHARE" CONCEPT

Opportunities for minority families in the housing marketplace are
artificially restricted in the Northeastern Illinois area, as elsewhere.
Minority households are clustered in a few neighborhoods and suburbs.
These areas can be viewed as "Islands of equal opportunity in a sea of
closed colnmunities".
Figure R-1 shows a hypothetical region in which there
is one area of truly equal housing opportunity.
This "island" is surrounded
by large areas which are closed to minority households. Middle and upper
income minority families moving out from the city to suburban locations are
encourged to find housing in the "island of equal opportunity". This demand
can lead to concentration of minorities.
The regional approach to integration maintenance suggests that if integration is to be maintained in the few truly open communities, minority
demand ' for suburban housing must be spread out among all suburban municipalities.
Figure 1-· ,-J shows how the housing market might operate if minority
households freely competed with majority households for housing throughout
the region.
The pattern of minority settlement in the Chicago area would be
different if the dual housing market were not operating. The dual housing
market segregates housing demand into areas of race. Professor Pierre deVise,
at the University of Illinois- Chicago Circle, has assessed the extent of the
dual housing market through a listing of actual and potential black population
in a color-blind housing market.
Table R-1 lists the major municipalities
in the Chicago area along with their total population, black population, and
potential black population. The potential black population shows how many
blacks could be expected to live . in each municipality and community area if
black and non-black households settled in a color blind housing market.
Clearly there is a disparity between the actual black population and the
potential black population. This difference may be viewed as a measure
(of the extent of) the dual housing market.
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Actual and Potential Negro Population in a Color-Blind
Housing Market for Municipalities of 2,500,
Chicago Standard Consolidated Area: 1970

Total
Population

County
Municipality
Cook

~sip

11,141
64,884
7,701
2,712
22,096
6,152
52,502
22,958
12,522
9,307

Arlington Heights
Barrington
Barrington Hills
Bellwood
Berkeley
Berwyn
Blue Island
Bridgeview
Broadview

20,284
11,799
3,634
32,956
10,069
3,366,957
40,900
9,187
67,058
6,920

Brookfield
Buffalo Grove
Burnham
Calumet City
Calumet Park
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Chicago Ridge
Cicero
Country Club Hills
Countryside .
Crestwood
Des Plaines
Dixmoor
Dolton
East Chicago Heights
Elk Grove Village
El rnt-/OOd Park .
Evanston
Evergreen Park

2,888
5,543
57,239
4,735
25,937
5,000
24,516
26,160
79,808
25,487

Flossmoor
Forest Park
Franklin Park
Glencoe
Glen vi ev1
Glem'lood
Hanover Park
Harvey
Harwood Heights
Hazel Crest

7,846
15,472
20,497
10,542
24,880
7,416
11,916
34,636
9,060
10,329

.

Actual Negro
Population
Number
%

Potential Negro
Population
Number
%

0.2
0
0
0.4
0.6
0
0
3.5
0.1
4.3

1,058
3,244
593
68
598
418
8,033
4,270
1,352
1,024

9.5
5.0
7.7
2.5
9.8
6.8
15.3
18.6
10.8
11.0

0
0
0
0.1
0.1
32.7
17.4
0
0
0.1

1,785
389
458
4,900
1,460
732,325
6,421
955
13,143
436

8.8
3.3
12.6
14.9
14.5
21.8
15.7
10.4
19.6
6.3

4.6
0.1
64.9
0.2
97.1
0.1
0
16.1
0

225
449
4,007
743
2,360
940
250
3,008
10 '136
2,566

7.8
8.1
7.0
15.7
9.1
18.8
1.0
11.5
12.7
10.1

5

0.2
0
0
5.1
0
0.4
0
30.9
0.1

3

0

180
2,816
2,096
299 .
821
423
679
_5,992
1,033
806

2.3
18.2
10.2
2.8
3.3
5.7
5.7
17.3
11.4
7.8

22
27
1
12
141
2
8

812
9
397
6
3

0
33
11
1,102,620
7,100
0
5
9

0
254
47
3,071
42
4,855
27
5

12,849
5
13
5
7
539
17
31

o-

10,711

0
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Actual and Potential Negro Population in a Color-Blind
Housing Market for Muriicipalities of 2,500,
Chicago Standard Consolidated Area: 1970

County
Hunicipality

Total
Population

Actual Negro
Population
Number
%

Cook (Cont.)
--m-ckory Hi 11 s
Hillside
Hoffman Estates
Hometown
Homev1ood
Justice
Keni l\'lorth
LaGrange
LaGrange Park
Lansing

13,176
8,888
22,238
6,728
18,871
9,473
2,980
16,773
15,626
25,805

2
0
14
1
12
11
27
424
4
15

Lemont
Lincolnwood
Lyons
Markham
Matteson
May.>.Jood
Melrose Park
Midlothian
Morton Grove
Mount Prospect

5,080
12,929
11,124
15,987
4,741
30,036
22,706
15,939
26,369
34,995

3
35
1
7,981
12,416
149
186
4
14

Niles
Norridge
Northbrook
Northfield
Northlake
North Riverside
Oak Forest
Oak La\·m
Oak Park
Olympia Fields

31,432
16,880
27,297
5,010
14,212
8,097
17,870
60,305
62,511
3,478

18
0
39
14
6
0
0
6
132
13

Orland Park
Palatine
Palos Heights
Palos Hills
Palos Park
Park Forest
Park Ridge
Phoenix
Posen
Richton Park

6,391
25,904
9,915
6,629
3,297
30,638
42,466
3,596
5,498
2,558

1

1
15
26
1
0
694
27 '
3,151
43
0

Potent1al Negro
Population
Number
%
1,173
773
1,268
841
1,227
1,250
63
1,354
339
2,580

8.9
8.7
5.7
12.5
6.5
13.2
2.1
8.1
2.2
10.0

564
284
1,435
1,631
498
4,337
3,635
1,721
1,081
1,820

11.1
2.2
12.9
10.2
10.5
14.4
16.0
10.8
4.1
5.2

0.1
0.3
0
0
0
0
0.2
0.4

2,043
1,038
764
155
1,592
729
1,590
4,463
8,939
45

6.5
6.1
2.8
3.1
11.2
9.0
·8.9
7.4
14.3

0
0.1
0.3
0
0
2.3
0.1
87.6
0.8
0

473
1,477
357
663
132
3,094
2,216
647
753
251

7.4
5.7
3.6
10.0
4.0
10.1
5.2
18.0
13.7
9.8

0
0

0
0
0.1
0.1
0.9
2.5
0
0.1
0.1
0.3
0
49.9
0
41.3
0.7
1.1
0

0
0
0

lr3
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Actual and Potential Negro Population in a Color-Blind
Housing Market for Municipalities of 2,500,
Chicago Standard Consolidated Area: 1970

County
Municipality
Cook (Cont.)

~verdale

Total
Population

Actual Negro
Populatio~

Number

%

0.1
0.3

River Forest
River Grove
Riverside
Robbins
Ro 11 i ng Meado~Js
Rosemont
Sauk Village
Schaumburg
Schiller Park

15,806
13,402
11,465
10,432
9,641
19,178
4,360
. 7,479
18,730
12,712

17
45
3
3
9,436
23

Skokie
South Chicago Heights
South Holland
Stickney
Stone Park
Streartl\1ood
Summit
Thornton
Tinley Park
Westchester

68,627
4,923
23,931
6,601
4,451
18,176
11,569
3,714
12,382
20,033

107
6
12
0

Western Springs
Wheeling
Willow Springs
Wilmette
Winnetka
Worth

DuPage
Addison
Bartlett
Bensenville
Bloomingdale
Carol Stream
Clarendon Hills
Darien
Downers Grove
Elmhurst
Glendale Heights

Potential Negro
Population
Number
%

97.9
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0.2

754
818
1,479
908
1,600
1,400
645
162
637
775

4.8
6.1
12.9
8.7
16.6
7.3
14.8
2.2
3.4
6.1

2,219
32
264
12

0.2
0.1
0.1
0
0
0
19.2
0.9
2.1
0

3,912
734
1,938
673
677
1,127
2,349
375
1,139
801

5.7
14.9
8.1
10.2
15.2
6.2
20.3
10.1
9.2
4.0

12,147
14,746
3,318
32,134
14,131
11,999

10
7
1
81
117
1

0.1
0
0
0.3
0.8
0

404
· 1,106
388
1,093
532
1,452

3.3
7.5
11.7
3.4
3.8
12.1

24,482
3,501
12,833
2,974
4,434
6,750
8,077
32,751
50,547
11,406

26
36
2
35
40
2
0
62 .
170
34

0.1
1.0
0
1.2
0.9
0
0
0.2
0.3
0.3

2,350
277
301
164
350 .
304
388
9,696
.3,227
696

9.6
7.9
2.3
5.5
7.9
4.5
4.8
7.8
6.4
6.1

6

3
16
21

0
3

0.
0
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-25Actual and Potential Negro Population in a Color-Blind
Housing Market for Municipalities of 2,500,
Chicago Standard Consolidated Area~ 1970

County
Municipality

Total
Population
.

.

.

..

Actual Negro
Population
.Number
%

Potential Negro
Population
Number
%

DuPage (Cont.)
Glen Ellyn
Hinsdale
Itasca
lisle
lombard
Naperville
Oak Brook
Roselle
Villa Park
Warrenville

21,909
15,918
4,638
5,307
35,977
23,885
4.118
4,583
25,891
3,854

77
78
0
11
14
43
5
0
16
4

0.4
0. 5.
0
0.2
0
0.2
0.1
0
0.1
0.1

1,402
1,003
278
371
2,497
1,553
119
289
2,149
351

6.4
6.3
6.0
7.0
6.9
6.5
2.9
6.3
8.3
9.1

West Chicago
Westmont
Wh.eaton
Winfield
Wood Dale
Woodridge

10,111
8,482
31,138
4,285
8,831
11,028

10
591
4
0
84

0.1
0.1
1.9
0.1
0
0.3

1,082
1,009
2,491
193
636
496

10.7
11.9
8.0
4.5
7.2
4.5

74,182
8,994
24,059
2,920
55,691
9,115
3,278
4,833
12,928
4,289

4,867
445
7
1
2,671
189
121
0
12
29

6.6
5.0
0
0
4.8
2.1
3.7
0.1
0.7

10,979
1,115
2,478
318
8,576
857
433
498
1,422
468

14.8
12.4
10.3
10.9
15.4
9.4
13.2
10 .. 3
11.0
10.9

West Dundee

3,295

4

0.1

376

11.4

lake
---pJ)ti och
Deerfield
Fox Lake
Grays Lake
Gurnee
Highland Park
Highwood

3,189
18,949
4,511
4,907
2,738
32,263
4,973

0
26
1·
0
3
574
66

0
0.1
0
0
0.1
1.8
1.3

434.
623
623
510
252
1,613
751

13 . 6
3.3
13.8
10.4
9.2
5.0
15.1

6

Kane
----p;lJro r a

Batavia
Carpentersville
East Dundee
Elgin
Geneva
Montgomery
North Aurora
St. Charles
South Elgin

0

-

...

-26Actual and Potential Negro Population in a Color~Blind
Housing Market for Municipalities of 2,500,
Chicago Standard Consolidated Area: 1970

County
Municipality

Total
· · · · · Population
. ..

--p.ctual Negro
Pop_ul ati on ·
%
. . . Number

Potential Negro
Population
Number
%

Lake (Cont.)
--rake Bluff
Lake Forest
Lake Zurich
Libertyville
Lincolnshire
Lindenhurst
Mundelein
North Chicago
Park City
Round Lake Beach

4,979
15,642
4,082
11,684
2,531
3,141
16,128
47,275
2,855
5,717

20
340
0
16
3
0
14
7,836
4
2

0.4
2.2
0
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
16.6
0.1
0

179
704
355
993
25
113
1,403
6,760
274
675

14.3
9.6
11.8

Round Lake Park
Wauconda
Waukegan
~Ji nthrop Harbor
Zion

3,148
5,460
65,269
4,794
17,268

2
2
8,421
2

0.1
0
12.9
0.4
13.6

390
595
10,051
580
2,711

12.4
10.9
15.4
12.1
15.7

McHenry
Algonquin
Cary
Crysta 1 Lake
Harvard
Lake in the Hills
Marengo
McHenry
Woodstock

3,515
4,358
14,541
5,177
3,240
4,235
6,772
10,226

1
1
1
3
0
0
0
10

0
0
0.1

369
410
1,323
761
295
610
711
1,421

10.5
9.4
9.1
14.7
9.1
14.4
10.5
13.9

Will
Bolingbrook
Crest Hill
Crete
Joliet
Lockport
Ne\'/ Lenox
Park Forest
Plainfield
Romeoville
Steger
~Ji 1mi ngton

6,483
7,460
4,656
80,378
9,985
2,855
2,667
2,928
12,674
8,104
4,335

0
0.2
0
11.8
1.1
0
1.1
0
0
0.2
0

493
1,044
438
12,149 .
1,268
314
269
372
1,153
1,199
637

7.6
14.0
9.4
15.1
12.7
11.0
10.1
12.7
9.1
14.8
14.7

2~345

1
11
1
9,507
107
0
30 .
0
3
13
1

·0
0

0
0.1
0

3.6
4.5
8.7
8.5
1.0
3.6
8:1

It has been traditionally accepted (and we do not dispute) that
are as that house high percentages of persons with fewer resources and
options (lower income families, elderly persons, families headed by
women only, as well as minorities) tend to be least attractive to
those portions of the population with greater resources and options.
Housing demand from advantaged persons may be viewed as a key to the
avoidance of poverty impaction (in isolation) and resegregation.
Chicagoland areas that require stimulation in that regard can be
identified by the maps which follow.
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RACIAL SEGREGATION: BLACK
AREAS WITH GREATER THAN 10%
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
1970
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RACIAL SEGREGATION: SPANISH-AMERICAN
AREAS WITH GREATER THAN 10%
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
197Q
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HOUSING VALUE (GENERALIZED)
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
AREAS WITH HOUSING VALUE GREATER
THAN $30}000 IN 1970
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mirHLY RENT
NORWEASTERN I UJ NO IS SMSA

AREAS WIW r1JNTHLY RENT GREATER
1HAN $~ IN 1970
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FAMILIES WITH A FEMALE HEAD
AREAS WITH MORE THAN 10% OF THE
FAMILIES HEADED BY A FEMALE
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
1970
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POVERTY
AREAS WITH MORE/THAN 10% OF THE HOUSEHOLDS IN POVERTY
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
1970
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Areas of poverty
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THE ELDERLY
AREAS WITH 10% OF
THE POPULATION OVER 64 YEARS
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS SMSA
1970
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
AN ANALYSIS OF SURVEYS

Citizen participation in any planning process is at best difficult. Citizen
participation in a planning process which includes value judgements concerning integrated living is a potentially explosive topic. Yet citizens need to participate
in the planning process.
Individual concerns need to be solicited and digested.
In order to assure that citizen comments be as constructive as possible, survey
instruments were used to gauge public opinion. An analysis of surveys taken in
1973 and 1974 was supplemented by recent surveys of key target audiences such as
the Real Estate Industry and local School Districts.
Attitude surveys concerning racial integration are generally rare. Fortunately several surveys of the Park Forest - Park Forest South area are available for
analysis.
The oldest survey was taken in 1973 by the Center for Urban & Regional Studies
at the University of North Carolina. Their survey, financed in part by the National
Science Foundation, had one question concerning income and racial mix in neighborhoods.
The residents of Park Forest and Park Forest South were much more accepting
of both low and moderate income black families than were the residents of neighboring South Suburban Communities (Richton Park and Lansing) and the North Western
Suburbs (Elk Grove Village and Schaumburg). It is also interesting to note that the
respondents in the ·North Western Suburbs were less accepting of low and moderate
income families of all races than the residents of South Suburban Communities.
See table S-1.
Later, in 1974, Richard D. Jaffe and Associates was commissioned by the Park
Forest Village Board to conduct a follow-up survey on Park Forest aimed at sensitive
community concerns including integration and neighborhood stability. Much of the
information contained in the following section was derived from the Jaffe report.
To gain some insights into how the residents of Park Forest feel about their
community they were asked, "Now, thinking about problems we have here in Park
Forest--what do you think are the most important problems we have in Park Forest?"
Twenty-five per cent of the respondents could not think of a problem, but of the
other 75 per cent, integration problems were rated as third most important after
youth, and school problems.
Almost 10 per cent of the respondents mentioned integration as a problem, but their responses indicate that the concern is mainly that
of having an integrated community and how other people will be able to handle it as
well as how the Village will handle the concepts of integration and the population
flow into the community.
Very few comments were expressed negatively.
The respondents were also asked how they felt about the Park Forest schools
being integrated. One-third liked it very much, over one-third liked it somewhat,
and almost one-quarter disliked the idea of integration in the school. Around 7 per
cent indicated that they did not care one way or the other.
One area of community ignorance is its knowledge of the degree of racial
mixture.
The respondents were asked to tell us the percentage of population they
think is black in Park Forest. Table S-2 indicates their response.
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u~IVERSITY

OF NORTH CAROLINA - NEW COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT SURVEY RESULTS
TABLE

s - 1
Percent of Respondents

Park Forest
South

Richton Pk

Park
Forest

Lansing

Elk Grove
Village

30.5
22.6
84.2
69.1

29.9
7.8
64.9
27.6

20.0
16.3
65.2
50.2

Schaumburg

13 New
Communities

HHAT DO RESIDENTS THINK ABOUT
RACIAL, INCOME, ~~ HOUSING
MIX IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD?
Feel groups would not harm
neighborhood
Low income white families
Low income black families
Moderate income white families
Moderate income black families

34.4
29.5
81.2
75.0

36.6
18.9
81.5
63.1

25.3 21.5
61.5
47.3

24.1
18.6
64.9
49.3

Feel groups would not harm neighborhood
Respondents were asked whether homes for each type of family would greatly improve, improve, not affect, harm, or
greatly harm their neighborhood. Neighborhood was defined as the area within a half mile of respondents' homes.
Family t ypes included those with incomes ·under $5,000 a year (low income) and those with incomes of $5,000- $10,000
a year (moderate income). Percents indicate the proportions of respondents who said that housing for such families
would "greatly improve," "improve," or "not affect" their neighborhoods .
SOURCE:

Community Profile Reports 112, 10, 11.
Center for Urban & Regional Studies
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill (1973)

-2-

It would appear that community perception is low and the fact that 10 per
cent of the population sees the community as having 25 per cent or more black
families indicates that the communication level in the community is not adequate.

ES'l,IMATED DEGREE OF RACIAL HIXTUHE
TABLE

Estimated
Percent Black

S - 2

With
Don't Knows

Without
Don't Knows

Under 5 per cent
*
5-9 per cent .

10.3

12.2

24.0

28.3

10-14 per cent

18.7

22.0

15-24 per cent

22.0

25.9

9.7

11.4

25 per cent or more.
Don't know . .

15.3

Total

100.0

*

99.8

Actual per cent, of racial mixture

The residents of Park Forest appear to be realistic and capable of dealing
with many of their problems. They would not feel uncomfortable if a black family
would move on their block, and in fact, 60 per cent indicated they have black
families on their block already. Less than 5 per cent indicated that they would
be uncomfortable.
In addition, the survey found that while 13 per cent feel that the rac1al
balance will remain the same in the next five years, some 50 per cent feel there
will be some more blacks, but not many, and 36 per cent see Park Forest with a
large number of black families.
They see the communities around Park Forest
moving much more slowly than Park Forest toward integration. This perception,
according to the North Carolina Survey, appears to be true. Half of the respondents feel it will be slower, only 15 per cent feel it will be faster.
The awareness of integration and the ability to accept is also indicated
in the question we asked about racial composition. When asked if 10 per cent of
Park Forest were to be black, w~uld this affect his decision to remain, and 97
per cent s aid no. We then increased the number to 25 per cent and 81 per cent
said no to moving.
This indicates a fairly strong holding power within the
community.
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The awareness of hous i ng and racial composition is transferred to education
and racial composition. When aske~ those parents with children in schools, what
percentage of their school is black: 5 per cent said 50 per cent or more;
22
per cent said 20 to 50 per c e nt; 26 per cent said 10 to 20 per cent; and 48 per
cent said under 10 per cent.
Racial contact is good, with 73 per cent of the families indicating that
they have been to small social affairs or dinner with a black person in the past
few years. At the same time there are 12 per cent of the families who feel intermarriage should be outlawed.
Owners of homes and renters see Park Forest as being less integrated than
cooperative and condominium owners. This may be a relationship to fact rather
than imagery.
Thirty-eight per cent of the owners of homes and renters believe
that Park Forest has a black population under 10 per cent, while only 12 per cent
of the cooperative and condominium owners believe it to be that low. This levels
out when one looks at the total population who believe the black population is 19
per cent or less.
Generally, newe r families are also the most inclined to be positive about
integration in Park Forest and as the family stays in the community, a feeling
of cynicism sets in about the future of the community. One of the reasons for
the results shown in Table S-3 is the resident's attitude toward school integration. While 80.0 per cent of the newest residents feel positive about school
integration, only 55.8 per cent of the oldest residents feel as positive. In
addition, older r e sidents assume that the Village of Park Forest will have a large
number of black families (52.5 per cent) as compared to 17.8 per cent for the
newer families, in the next five years. Furthermore, thirty per cent of the older
families will be inclined to move if 25 per cent of the community of Park Forest
were black, while only 11 per cent of the newer families feel this way.
This is
equally true of objections to sending children to schools with 25 per cent black-31 per cent older families and 17 per cent younger families.
This shows that
there is a tendency for the older families to be more insulated from socialization with black families than newer families.

TABLE

S - 3

Time in Community

Per Cent
Reflecting
Cynicism

Under 1 year

13.3

1-2 years

17.4

3-6 years

29.4

7-12 years

40.4

13 years or more

47.5
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The survey attempted to gain some insights into the small percentage of
the population which expressed' some racial bias. Jaffe & Associates constructed
a scale from three positions--the subjective opinion of the interviewer who was
asked to record after the interview whether the respondent expressed racial prejudice during the interview; the attitudes toward the integration of the Park
Forest schools; and the item on socialization with a black person at a small
gathering.
Respondents who expressed some racial prejudice tended to view Park Fo~est
less favorably as a "very good place to live", but did not indicate any immediate
plan for moving.
The older residents of Park Forest, those who have been in the community
the longest, tend to be more prejudiced than the newer residents, but they all
came from substantially the same areas before they moved into Park Forest. They
all view the services of Park Forest equally, with the least ~ount of difference.
The more prejudiced respondents feel it is not as safe to walk around at
night than those who are least prejudiced.
The more prejudiced also feel that
Park Forest will not be as good a place to live in the next five years.
There is no difference in the estimate of percentage of black population
which would indicate that the prejudiced do not have a more distorted view than the
unprejudiced.
The prejudiced population tend to feel they have less influence on the
local government, but vote in the same proportion as the unprejudiced.
The more prejudiced feel that Park Forest will have a large number of
blacks in the next five years, and would be more inclined to move if Park Forest
would have 25 per cent blacks in the schools.
The awareness of the level of integration in Park Forest can be summarized.
It would appear from the finding that over half of the respondents in the
sample assumed that the Village of Park Forest has a population of over 10 per
cent black families, slightly less than a third assumed that black population
is over 15 per cent; and almost 10 per cent of the population assumed the black
population to be over 25 per cent of the total population. This does not include
the 15 per cent segment who responded that they did not know the percentage of
the black population.
There is a concern that families have about a large racial change. Some
36 per cent of the respondents felt that Park Forest would have a large number
of black families in the next five years.
It would appear that Park Forest has a greater chance than most communities
to have integration without panic and flight.
Almost all of the residents of
the community live within a block of existing black families, with 70 per cent
responding that they have a black family on their block and 92 per cent responding that there is a black family within a three-block-radius of their home. They
generally feel that schools are being well integrated, and 70 per cent indicated
that they like the way it is being integrated. They have a desire to stay, and
a general satisfaction with most of the services.

-5-

In Decemb e r of 1976 th e Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission· distributed a questionnaire to various groups concerned with housing.
Some of the
questions were race related and concerned neighborhood stability.
It may prove
useful to outline the questionnaire responses which link racial change to
neighborhood stability.

Neighborhood stores ahd commercial facilities often close or relocate because their
owne rs fear new racial and ethnic residents?
STRONGLY AGREE

65 %

NO OPINION

14 %

STRONGLY DISAGREE

2%

Racial, ethnic, and economic integration causes community and neighborhood decline?
STRONGLY AGREE

18%

NO OPINION

11 %

STRONGLY DISAGREE

71%

Neighborhoods and communiti e s to survive should have only people of the same
e conomic racial or ethnic character in them?
STRONGLY AGREE

8%

NO OPINION

6%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

86%

Preferences for federal grants should be given to communities which are trying
to achieve a diversity of economic, racial and ethnic residents?
STRONGLY AGREE

78 %

NO OPINION
SOURCE:

8%
STRONGLY DISAGREE 14%
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission

The questionnaire results suggest that there is a significant population
(at least those respondents on the NIPC mailing list) that support integrated
living and feel it should be supported by the federal government. On the other
hand, these same people feel that integration is viewed with alarm by most
members of the business community.
In an effort to _have imput from key actors concerning integrated living,
special questionnaires were designed and distributed to important organizations
having a key role in the segregation-resegregation process.
The responses from
Real Estate Firms, Financial Institutions, Schools, Municipalities and Community
Groups follow.
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MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT INPUT ON INTEGRATED COMMUNITIES

The planning staff distributed an open ended questionnaire to the 35
communities that are members of the South Suburban Mayors and Managers
Association. An open ended survey was used because the staff wanted community
leaders to respond in their own words to questions related to maintaining
stable integration.
The results of this survey were disappointing despite the fact that at
least ten south suburban municipalities are presently undergoing racial resegregation only two surveys were returned. Although, their feelings are
speculative, it would appear that community leaders in almost all south
suburban municipalities are reluctant to consider stable integration as a
priority policy item.
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LENDER IMPUT ON THE FAR SOUTH SUBURBAN HOUSING MARKET

Recent research by Calvin Bradford a professor at the
University of Illinois suggest that investment decis~ons
made by Financial Institutions have a great impact on
neighborhood stability and revitalization.
Twenty South
Suburban Financial Institutions including Bank, Savings &
Loans, and Mortage bankers were asked to respond to questions concerning their investment decision.

Response to the questionnaire was very low (10%) with
only two responses.
With such a small number of respondents an in depth analysis would be inappropiate.
From
the comments on the two questionnaires returned and the
low overall response rate, it would appear that lenders
feel very uncomfortable discussing racial integration and
the housing market.
This may be the result of a recent
State of Illinois investigation into redlining by Financial Institutions.
It would appear that lender will
only reluctantly address problems concerning neighborhood
stability.
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EDUCATOR INPUT ON INTEGRATION-HOUSING AND EDUCATION

Since integration is often lost in the
classroom before the housing market, and since
schools are widely thought to be great determiners of community attractiveness, the following eight questions were asked of 46 south suburban school superintendents and principals,
including some from Park Forest:
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EDUCATOR INPUT ON THE INTEGRATED COMMUNITY
The Villages of Park Forest and Park Forest South are conducting a study of the
housing market of which the villages are a part, especially concentrating on the
factors involved in resegregation and how to avoid it. As schools are relevant
to the issue, your voluntary assistance in responding to the following opinion
items will be appreciated.
This study is partially supported through a Comprehensive Planning Grant from the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, under provisions of Section 701 of
the Housing Act of 1954, as amended.
Please circle the letter before the best answer as you see it.
1.

In your opinion, what is the impact on quality of educational experience of
racial integration or desegregation?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.

In your opinion, what is the cause of racial transition (resegregation) of a
school, as distinguished from stable integration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3.

No impact.
Improves quality.
Dilutes quality.
Depends on school system's response and whether its integration or its
desegregations.
Depends on the socio-economic status of the minority and majority.
Other; explain:

Massive black move-in.
White flight.
Unresolved racial tensions.
Expected (or actual) rise in discipline problems at the school.
Expected (or actual) fall in achievement levels of the school.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, what is a school system's proper role with regard to promoting
an integrated community and avoiding resegregation?
a.
b.
c.

-d.
e.
f.

None; that's a concern for other institutions, e.g. Village, real estate.
Providing a quality education for all, with special emphasis on the needs
of minority students.
Providing a quality education for all, with special emphasis on needs of
students who are underrepresented in the classroom (as compared with their
proportion in the larger society) .
Educational decisions ought to be made only after giving full consideration
to their impact on community integration or the loss of it.
Strict compliance with equal opportunity laws affecting education do not
allow for vigorous pursuit of the interests of integration.
OtheT; explain:
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4~

In your opinion, what is an optimally integrated school situation?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5.

In your opinion, black students in a predominantly white school system ...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

6.

should be treated the same as whites.
should have special allowances made for them if they come from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
should be given special consideration in terms of academics, but held to
behavioral expectations of the predominant group.
should have standards and values of the whole school adjusted in order to
reflect their proportionate presence.
should, along with their parents, be given their independent choice regarding same or different treatment.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, "average white parents" will take their children out of a
desegregated school ...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

7.

One that is inclusive of all racial and ethnic groups in whatever numbers
happen to live in the district.
Integration is not school responsibility; desegregation according to State
guidelines may be, however.
One where each school is a microcosm of the region.
One where people of various races cooperate with one another regardless
of racial composition.
One where middle class values predominate but where there is acceptance of
minority values and rights.
Other; explain:

when they believe that school officials are "catering to blacks" and not
maintaining discipline.
when the black percentage in the school gets "too high," no matter what
the discipline or achievement developments.
when their child claims to have been victimized in a racial hassle or
fears same.
when they sense that the school has lost prestige.
only when they move for altogether non-racial reasons, and not before.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, racial record keeping and a colorconscious approach to equal
opportunity ...

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

are mandat e d by law in education and desirable in dealing with housing
questions, e specially as they impact on classroom racial composition.
are infringements on individual rights and dignity and ought to be
avoided where possible.
are necessary in order to avoid support for racial isolation in neighborhoods and in schools.
are euphemisms for discrimination against minority and/or majority group
people.
discriminate against some people; which ones:
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f. .

8.

Other; explain:

Please describe, as you see it, the relationship between the handling of racial
issues by schools and an integrated housing market, one where people of all
races are competing for housing in numbers which reflect their presence in
the region.

The following identifying information is optional; however, your expert opinions
are being solicited; therefore, identification would be appreciated:
Name:

Date:

Title:
School System:
Work station or school:
School (system) racial composition: %white

%black

%non-black minority

Your town of residence:
Other information which you feel describes you more fully than the above:

- On behalf of the Village of Park Forest and Park Forest South, THANK YOU.
return to 200 Forest Boulevard, Park Forest, Illinois 60466.
Donald L. DeMarco
Assistant to the ViL Mgr.
for Community Relations

Dudley Onderdonk
Village Planner

Please

Kathy Cardona
Planning Assistant
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Sixteen responded, most of them identifying themselves in some fashion, if
only by an envelope with a school's return address; some represent mix race
schools and a smaller number do not.
With respect to the first question regarding the impact of racial integration or desegregation on the quality of education, eight said the impact is dependent upon whether the system is integrated or desegregated, there being an important difference.
Evidently the first is viewed as "natural" and gradual and the
second as sudden and a contrived (if necessary) solution to discrimination,
which is not the fault of the schools.
Three answered that quality improves, and
two said it depends upon the socio-economic status of the majority and minority
group involved.
Racial transition (question 2) was attributed to white flight by twelve,
to massive black move-in by four, and to unresolved racial tension by three.
Three cited discipline problems and two said achievement level reductions.
(More than one answer had been selected by two respondents) .
On the question of the schools proper role with regard to promoting an
integrated community and avoiding segregation (question 3), there was no real
pattern of agreement.
Optional school integration (question 4) was similarly without a plainly
discernable pattern in the responses.
Treating black students the same way white students are treated drew eight
positive responses to the question about blacks in a predominantly white school
(question 5).
Other suggested that individuals were treated according to their
own individual needs.
Three felt that academic expectations should be adjusted,
but that predominent group behavior expectations should prevail.
With regard to when "average white parents" take their children out of a
desegregated school (question 6), six responses were marked for two answers:
"too high black percentage" and "when their child claims" to have been victimized
in a racial hassle or fear same.
The other responses also got some play.
Racial record keeping and a colorconscious approach to equal opportunity
(question 7) was viewed by seven as mandated by law and desirable.
Five
said they were necessary to avoid racial imbalance in neighborhoods and schools.
Two said they are euphemisms for discrimination against minority and/or
majority and another two said they were infringements on individual rights and
dignity and ought to be avoided.
Sensitivity and communication were prescribed as the necessary ingredients
in the relationship required of both schools and the housing markets as they
impact so heavily upon one another.
A couple of the respondents said there
is no essential relationship.
Others left the question 8 blank or offered
comments somewhat unrelated to the question, which was apparently not well
worded.
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REAL ESTATE BROKER INPUT ON INTEGRATION

The opinions of Real Estate Brokers on
questions about equal opportunity in housing,
about integration, segregation and affirmative
marketing are, of course, of considerable
concern to any study of the housing market.
Sixty seven realty company principals and
fifteen management agents for apartment complexes were mailed the following questionnaire:
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REAL ESTATE BROKER INPUT ON THE FAR SOUTH SUBURBAN HOUSING MARKET

The Villages of Park Forest and Park Forest South are conducting a study
of the housing market of which the villages are a part, especially concentrating on the factors involved in resegregation and how to avoid it.
The study is partially supported through a Comprehensive Planning Grant from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, under the provisions
of Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954, as amended:
Your assistance by responding to the following opinion items as convenience
permits will aid the villages by providing a local real estate industry
perspective to the study. Your voluntary cooperation will be appreciated.
Please circle the letter before the best answer as you see it. This is not
a test.
1.

In your opinion, what is the impact on property values in a formerly all
white area when some blacks move in?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.

In your opinion, what is the cause of racial transition (resegregation),
as distinguished from stable integration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
3.

No impact.
Values increase.
Values decrease.
Values might go either way.
Values increase if white demand is maintained and tend not to if
whites lose interest in ' the area.
Other; explain:

Massive black move-in.
Redlining by lenders and insurers.
White flight or panic selling.
Illegal racial steering.
Self-steering by prospective buyers and renters because of racial
factors.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, what is the real estate community's proper role with
regard to promoting integration and avoiding resegregation?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Should not be involved because of civil rights liability.
Should promote white housing traffic and demand where it is underrepresented or "soft".
Should prorrote black housing traffic and demand where it is underrepresented or "soft".
Both "b" and "c".
Should not address the question, but should positively promote all
areas as good places to live.
Other; explain:
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4.

In your opinion, what is an integrated housing market?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

5.

In your opinion, introducing the first black family onto a block or to a
neighborhood
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

6.

Lawful.
Unlawful.
Mandatory.
Permissable, but should be avoided.
An appropriate tool for monitoring the effects of affirmative marking.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, equal housing opportunity is:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

8.

is block busting and, therefore, a violation of fair housing law.
is commendable as a move to promote an increase of black demand where
it has been lacking previously.·
should be avoided if the realty agent feels that the black family
will be harrassed or made to feel unwelcome.
should be accompanied by assurances to the family that it will be
well received.
is asking for trouble, one way or another.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, racial record keeping by realty firms is:
a.
b. ·
c.
d.
e.
f.

7.

One where blacks and other minorities are free to move.
One where people of various races live.
One where people of all races are free to compete for all housing.
One where people of all races are actually competing for housing
in all sectors.
Integrated housing does not exist; however, markets of racial change
do exist because of free access laws.
One where people of various races live together, getting along and
cooperating.
Other; e xplain:

the same as affirmative marketing.
provided when parties act without racial malice.
a way of guaranteeing desegregation.
has come to be equated in the marketplace as code words for "soon to
be black".
a legal concept with a poorly understood meaning.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, being aware of the race of customers:
a.
b.
c.

is something that usually cannot be avoided.
should be avoided if at all possible.
is necessary in order to effectively carry out affirmative marketing
policies.

lD7

d.
e.
f.

9.

may be unavoidable, but should not be compounded by making written
racial notations.
does not matter.
Other; explain:

In your opinion, affirmative marketing ...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

is advertising and selling so as to promote traffic and demand where
it is racially under represented.
is providing information that will enable minority buyers to make a
free choice of housing location.
is being especially careful not to violate fair housing laws.
is anoth e r term which has come to mean "preference for blacks".
means being positive about people and housing.
Other; explain:

10. In your opinion, who should be concerned about affirmative marketing:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Government at various levels.
Government at the local level.
The real estate industry.
Lenders.
None of the above.
Other; explain:

11. In your opinion, which of the following is most influential in determining
the racial composition of a community?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Real estate agents . .
Lenders
Appraisers.
Municipal government.
Schools.
Other; explain:

12. In your opinion, a racial "tipping point" ...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

is reached at or before 10% black population.
is reached at about 20% black population.
is reached at about 35% black population.
is reached at about 50% black population.
is not an applicable concept relative to integration vs. resegregation.
Other; explain:

1 3 . In your op inion, the south suburbs' image
a.
b.

i s a good on e .
s uf fe r s compa r e d with the northern and the western suburbs.
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c.
d.
e.
f.

gets tied up with the image of the south side of Chicago.
is quite reflective of the realities.
is unclear.
Other; exp lain:

14. In your opinion, Park Forest and Park Forest South
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

will both very likely be stably integrated for many years.
will both likely resegregate within 10-15 years.
one will resegregate; one will not.
are properly approaching the achievement and maintence of a functionally integrated housing market.
many remain attractive to whites if other area housing options are made
attractive to blacks.
Other; explain:

15. Please describe the far south suburban housing market in terms of housing
values, prices, racial characteristics, and any one or two other variables
which you consider to be important.

The following ide ntifying information is optional. Remember, this questionnaire
is not a test. Your expert opinions are being solicited;. therefore, identification would be appreciated:
Name:
Date
Title:---------------------------------------------------------Firm:
Firm's number of agents and/or employees:
Number of firm's offices:
Your town of residence:

-----------------------

Other information which you may feel describes you more fully than the above:

On behalf of the Village of Park Forest and Park Forest South, THANK YOU.
Donald L. DeMarco
Ass't to Vil. Mgr. for
Community Relations
DLDM:hco

Dudley Onderdonk III
Village Planner

Kathy Cardona
Planning Assistant

11/ll/76
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Only eight responses were received, five from resale realtors who
disclosed their identify, one from an anonymous broker, and two from
identified rental agents.
Six out of the e ight agreed that property values in formerly all
white areas increase when blacks move in if white demand is maintained
and tend not to if whites lose interest in the area (question 1) .
Self-steering by prospective buyers and renters because of racial
factors is the prime cause of racial transition (resegregation) according
to six respondents (question 2).
Five of the respondents hold the opinion that the real estate community should not address the question of promoting integration or avoiding resegregation, but should merely be positive about all areas; too
adding that the reason for this stance is civil rights liablities
(question 3) .
Regarding the matter of what integration in the housing market means
(question 4) , five said it is a place where people of various races live
together, getting along and cooperating. Two said integration does not
exist.
Regarding the question (5) of introducing the first black family
onto a block or to a neighborhood prompted four answers of "other",
indicating a distaste for the question and all the alternative responses.
Four answered that racial record keeping by real estate firms is
unlawful (untrue) and none said that it is lawful. Three did say it was
an appropriate tool for monitoring the effect of affirmative marketing
(question 6).
Housing equal opportunity is provided when parties act without racial
malice according to five respondents (question 7). Two said it's a code
work for "soon to be black", and two said it's a legal concept with a
poorly understood meaning.
Being aware of the race of customers is unavoidable for half of the
eight and is considered necessary to effectively carry out affirmative
marketing by two.
Three say it does not matter and another two say the
unavoidable should not be compounded by making written records (question 8).
There were two p ositive responses to advertizing and selling so as to
p romote traffic and demand where it is racially under represented as a
de finition for affirmative marketing, the same number as for a meaning
associated with providing information on free choice to minorities (question 9).

On question 10 about who should be concerned about equal opportunity,
four of the respondents checked a through d.
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Regarding who is most influential in determining the racial composition
of a community, three cited real estate agents. The others split among our
offered, answered or supplied their own such as "buyers" or "sellers"
(question 11) .
Two respondents felt that a racial "tipping point" is reached at, or
before 10% of the population is black. Another two said that point is
reached at 20%. One, the only black broker in the group, said 35% is the
tipping point. One said the term is not applicable, and the other one said
that it is reached when the people in the area feel it is reached (question 12).
The image of the south suburbs (question 13) was not thought to be
good by any of the respondents.
Seven said it suffers compared to the
northern and western suburbs. Checking more then one response, two respondents felt that the south side image is tied-up with that of the southside of Chicago and another two indicated that the image reflects reality.
Question 15 dealt specifically with Park Forest and Park Forest South.
Two respondents felt that both would very likely be stably integrated for
many years; none felt both would resegregate within 10-15 years; but two
felt that one of them would (Park Forest South). Four said that both towns
would remain attractive to whites if other area housing options are made
attractive to blacks.
In describing the south suburban housing market in terms of value,
prices, racial characteristics and other variables, the respondents, in
several instances, noted their years of experience doing blisiness in the
area and their confidence in their ability to predict what will happen in
the market. Several made reference to their own lack of bias. A couple
wrote of rising concerns about crime and school problems. One complained
about being tested by fair housing auditors.
While the return on the questionnaires sent out was minimal, numerous
discussions with area real estate brokers tend to confirm that the responses
of these eight respondents are typical.
If anything, they may be more
enlightened than the average broker's responses.
If that is a true statement, it is then also an indication of the very considerable gulf between
the current mindset of the real estate community and the mindset, and
even store of information, which would be desirable in promoting integration and avoiding segregation.
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TOP

No. l reason for white population panic is deterioration of
the school system; No. 2 is increased violent crime.
Go about
racially related matters without public notice.

HEMISPHERE

This area provides most for ones housing dollar.

S&L CENT.2l

Word of mouth stories among whites result in many south suburban
(mixed) areas appearing less attractive to them.

L. QUICK

Integration controlled by economics, minorities go where minority
oriented financing (FHA & VA) is available.

GAAY

Best housing values are in south suburbs, racial characteristics
move as lowest price houses move in the various subdivisions.

HOWARD

Park Forest racial, ethnic, and economic balance is unique and
desirable; must be retained.

NCE

Foresees town of Park Forest South going all black with next 5
years because of stigma already attached to town.

..
FUND FOR AN OPEN SOCIETY

National Office
9803 Roosevelt Blvd
Philadelphia, Pa. 19114

.

(215)

677-7901

Washington Office
1914 Connecticut Aven., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202)
234-7551

Established in March, 1975, by Morris Milgram and James Farmer as a non-profit
mortgage company to promote and help maintain stable integrated neighborhoo~s
- to provide financial incentive in the form of financially advantageous loans
to persons making pro-integration housing moves.

..

..

Goals:

1.

To help neighborhoods become interracial.

2.

To help existing interracial nei g hborhoods maintain stability.

3.

To strengthen acceptance of integrated housing .

4.

To help solve the problem of segregated schools by breaking down walls
o f residential segregation .

..
PROGRAMS:

..

HOW:

'•

OFFICERS:

..

MORTGAGE LOANS, MOSTLY IN PHILADEL:HIA AND D.C. APPLICATIONS
ACCEPTED FROM OTHER PARTS OF THE COUNTRY - SOMETIMES TIED IN
WITH A LOCAL GROUP, LIKE HIF .

a.)

Can lower the cost of loan.

b.)

Can help reduce downpayment to 5% of purchase
price on homes costing over $20,000.

c. )

Interest rate probably will be 1/4% lower
than the going conventional rate.

Progr·am Director: Caroline Isard
Chairman, Board of Directors: James Farmer
President, Board of Directors: Morris Milgram
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NORTH SHORE 1NTERFAITH HOUSING COUNCIL
1125 Wilmette Avenue Hilmette, Illinois 60091
II

PURPOSE:

ALLEVIATION of discrimination in housing patterns in the
North Shore suburban area of Chicago on the basis of income, race or
ethnic heritage (a) by expression of religious concern, community
education, collection and dissemination of data, including the
need for low and moderate income housing in the North Shore suburban
area; (b) by coordination and assistance of the housing efforts of
various religious congregations and denominations on the North
Shore; and (3) by initiating, financing and operating specific
projects, as approved by the member congregations, to further
charitable, religious and educational goals of a greater North
Shore suburban community without discrimination in housing occupancy,
whether economic, religious, or racial."

ESTABLISHED:

March 23, 1973.

ACTIVITIES:

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION: Work with groups to get subsidized housing
for the elderly into the North Shore suburbs, by political action
aimed at zoning changes.
Successful.

EDUCATION:

Of Section 8 benefits and prov1s1ons. Developed and printed a
"Citizen's Guide to Rental Assistance" in an effort to inform
eligible residents and workers in the area of the opportunity to
participate in the program. Panel discussions, presentations,
etc. on matters re: housing.

HOUSING REFERRAL:

Under study.

1CO

HOME INVESTMENTS FUND
116 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60603

641-1035
ESTABLISHED:

1968

PURPOSE:

a.

To encourage and assist the integration of housing in urban
and suburban communities, including the stablization of
previously integrated neighborhoods.

b.

Words to the effect that HIF can buy and lease housing.

SERVICES:

Counseling I Housing Referral
Financial Assistance I Counseling
Employer Fair Housing Program
Community Profiles
Anti-discrimination work.

PROVISO HOUSING CENTER
P. 0. Box 86
Maywood, Illinois 60153
PURPOSE:

To create and maintain intercultural, interracial communities by
offering equal housing opportunities for all people throughout
Proviso Township.

INCORPORATED:

July, 1976.

PROPOSED SERVICES (CENTER IS NOT FUNCTIONING):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Counsel prospective residents.
Assist employers in finding employees housing close to work.
Keep information on practices of realtors and lending institutions regarding equal opportunity housing.
Maintain real estate information.
Provide referral information.
Provide information regarding positive values of open housing.
Provide forum through which people can offer ideas and advice, kno ledge and support of those purposes.
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NAME & ADDRESS

Kale Williams, Director
Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities
407 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60605

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

Chicago Metro Area
Established 1966

PURPOSE

To establish, promote and report upon education and action
programs necessary to achieve fair housing in the Chicago
Metropolitan Area.

GOAL

A single housing market in the Chicago Metropolitan Area
free of racial and economic discrimination.

SERVICES

1.

Legal Action: To enforce fair housing laws.
a. Auditing real estate industry.
b. Countering red-lining.

2.

Technical assistance to integrated communities facing
resegregation.

3.

Education of legal profession.

Affiliated with Home Investments Fund (HIF) and Metropolitan Housing Development
Corporation (MHDC).
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NAME &

ADDRESS

Joelyn Chiero, Director
Minority Information Referral Center
694 Lee Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

Suburban industry and intercity minority workers.
established in 1973.

PURPOSE

To lessen geographical and psychological distance between minorities
in urban core and suburban industry.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.

NAME &

Lois Gungel, Director
Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference
1400 East 53rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60615

ADDRESS

The Center was

The placement and counseling of minorities in suburban jobs.
The placement and counseling of minorities in suburban housing.
Serving as a housing advocate for minorities.
Monitoring housing practices.

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

Hyde Park and Kenwood neighborhoods.

PURPOSE

The Conference is established to assemble, correlate and disseminate
information with respect to living standards, social conditions and
morale of residents, the quality and availability of private, community and government facilities and services, the physical condition
and use of private and public buildings, streets and land in the
Hyde Park-Kenwood neighborhood; to plan, study and test measures for
maintenance and improvement of the same; to train teachers and community leaders in the aforementioned matters. The educational and
scientific activities shall be carried on through cooperative progr~ms
with residents of the neighborhood, regardless of their race, creed,
or national origin, and in cooperation with other educational, scientific, religious and charitable organizations.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Started 1949.

Focus community attention on issues.
Provide opportunities to celebrate and enjoy unique community.
Educates and communicates information about services, possibilities, issues.
Provide problem solving capacity.
Provide a vehicle by which residents examine alternatives, seek
consensus, speak out on behalf of community.

Spin-offs:

Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Health Center.
Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Development Corporation.
Child Care Task Force.
Whistle Stop Crime Prevention Program.
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ADDRESS

Bobbie Raymond, Director
Oak Park Housing Center
1041 South Boulevard
Oak Park, Illinois 60302

AREA &
PEOPLE SERVED

Oak Park.

PURPOSE

Creation of a stable, integrated community, one in which racial change
would act as a positive rather than as a negative force in the years
ahead.

NAME AND

Opened May 1, 1972.

Blacks where there is a deficiency of blacks, whites where there is
a deficiency of whites. Also, creation of a climate in which interaction with people of other races is seen as an enriching experience.
SERVICES

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

AND
ADDRESS

NAME

AREA &
PEOPLE SERVED

Promotion of Oak Park and Public Relations.
Housing counseling referral and placement.
Education and information.
Cooperation with real estate and management firms.
Concern with maintenance and redevelopment in the community.

Kay Esperson, Director
West Suburban Housing Center
525 Hillside Avenue
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
Started in 1975.

PURPOSE

"To encourage the promotion of equality of opportunity for minorities;"
"minority" includes all races, elderly, women and low-income families.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cooperates with local industry to help people find housing.
Serves as a clearinghouse for information about subsidized housing.
Provides housing counseling and referrals.
Provides escort services.
Serves as a resource center for education and information.
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N~E&

ADDRESS

Renee Paczesny, Director
South Suburban Housing Center
1048 Ridge Road
Homewood, Illinois 60430

AREA &
PEOPLE SERVED

South Suburban Chicago.

PURPOSE

The SSHC is dedicated to promoting and encouraging racial and
economic diversity in neighborhoods of the south suburbs.

SERVICES

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Community education and information including:
Housing costs by community.
Community profiles.
School District information.
Available transportation.
Financial counseling.
Legal follow-up.
Referral to other network housing centers.
Housing counseling.
Integration maintenance - equal access to total south suburban
housing market.

N~E

&
ADDRESS

National Neighbors
17 Mapelwood Mall
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

National Neighbors is a federation of multiracial neighborhood organizations from all over the country. National Neighbors was founded 1970.

PURPOSE &
GOALS

To foster and encourage successful multiracial neighborhoods.
To achieve a single housing market - meaning there must be equal opportunity for whites and minorities to move into any community.
To support quality public education and improve the image of integrated
public education.
To achieve adequate public services for all neighborhoods.
To bring about integration of non-integrated neighborhoods.
To achieve greater participation by members of minority groups in the
implementation of multiracial living.
To encourage an economic mix in all neighborhoods.
To achieve better ethnic and racial understanding through planned intergroup contact.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Clearinghouse for individuals seeking to move into interracial
neighborhoods.
Publications and materials useful to interracial neighborhoods.
Newsletter published five times yearly.
Field services.
Annual conference.
Representation of the interests of interracial neighborhoods.
Program aimed at impacting real estate industry- consultation
services, technical and legal assistance.
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ADDRESS

Mary Meyer
Calumet Park Housing Center
12446 South Loomis
Calumet Park, Illinois 60643

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

Calumet Park since 1974. (A service of the Calumet Park Community
Improvement Association.)

PURPOSE

To assist in stablizing the village.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.

NAME &
ADDRESS

Marlene Sirilo, Director
Far South Suburban Housing Service
3850 Sauk Trail
Richton Park, Illinois 60471

AREA & PEOPLE
SERVED

Far South Suburbs of Chicago, established in 1975.

PURPOSE

The protection of housing values throughout the far south suburban
area.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.

NAME &

NAME &
ADDRESS

Housing counseling and referrals.
Advice concerning financial assistance.
Education.
Realtor contacts.

Acquisition and rehabilitation of blighted housing.
Housing counseling, referral and placement.
Education and information.
Working toward equal opportunity in housing.

Kathy Cardona, Director
Park Forest South Community Information Center
850 Exchange Ave.
Park Forest South, Illinois 60466

ARE-A & PEOPLE
SERVED

Park Forest South and other south suburbs.

PURPOSE

1.
2.

3.

SERVICES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Established in 1976.

To project a positive image of PFS by compiling and disseminating accurate information;
rro foster growth throuoh the establishment of a village housing
referral service;
To work witl1 other metropolitan housing groups, area realtors,
and village residents to insure the stability of PFS as a multiracial community.
Housing counseling , referral and placement
Monthly newsletter
Education
Advocacy
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MODEL OOCUMENTS

The following section contains Model Documents that may serve
as useful guides.

•

Model Affirmative Marketing Agreement

•

Statement by J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney General,
u.s. Justice Department.

•

Model Fair Housing Ordinance (Park Forest)

•

Model Regulation of Solicitation Ordinance (Park Forest)

e

Model Intent to Sell or Rent Ordinance {Bellwood, Illinois)

•

Equal Opportunity Housing Under the Law- current legal requirements

•

Balanced Development Zoning Ordinance (Aurora, Illinois) , pending
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MODEL AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING AGREEMENT

WHEREAS, racial segregation in housing results in separate and unequal societies
to the eventual detriment of all; and
WHEREAS, racial segregation has in the past been fostered by among other forces
the real estate industry, mortgage lenders, and various levels of government; and
WHEREAS, racial segregation continues as a consequence of among other things
steering of majority and minority group persons, and is illegal discrimination; and
WHEREAS, the present enforcement of laws prohibiting housing discrimination
based on race are necessary for the protection of individual rights and can serve
the interest of integration but have not sufficiently promoted and maintained
functionally integrated housing markets, thereby failed to fully remedy the effects
of past discrimination; and
~1EREAS, the avoidance of segregation and resegregation requires planning and
implementation beyond the enforcement of prohibited acts, including affirmative
marketing, defined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
11
as:
A program which should include efforts to reach those persons who traditionally
would not have been e xpected to apply for the housing. For instance, for housing in
a white suburban area, special steps may be needed to make its availability known
to minorities; similarly, if the housing is located in an area of minority concentration, special steps may be needed to make its availability known to whites;" and

WHEREAS, Affirmative Marketing is a legal, prescribed approach to develop a
housing market in which persons of all races are well and fully represented, within
economic means, in competing for housing throughout each portion of the housing
market; and
~1EREAS, Affirmative ~1arketing requires special efforts to develop housing
traffic and demand where it is racially underrepresented - majority or minority in order that a unitary housing market might come into existence; and

~~IEREAS, Affirmative Marketing, if it is to be both effective and non-discriminatory,
requires careful racial record keeping with respect to housing traffic and demand
as well as current residency; and

in the State of
------------------------------ , a real estate firm
' a non-profit Illinois
-------------------------------------------------, desires to enter into a mutual under--------------------------------------------------standing relative to affirmative marketing efforts to be conducted by the realty
WHEREAS,
Illinois and
corporation which purpose is

firm and by the non-profit corporation and by the two together:
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements contained herein, the
parties hereto agree as follows:

1.

Realty agrees to inform its customers
and clients of housing options throughout its service area.
a.

Taking special care to make majority group persons (whites) positively
aware of housing opportunities in areas where they are presently underrepresented in the current housing demand;

b.

Taking special care to make minority group persons (black and other nonwhites) positively aware of housing opportunities in area where they are
presently underrepresented in the current housing demand;

c.

Monitoring its own agents to assure that each is working to develop housing
traffic for company and non-company listing in furtherance of the establishment of a unitary housing market.

2.

Realty agrees to maintain racial records
by which it will monitor its affirmative marketing performance.

3.

Realty agrees to utilize the counseling
services of
to assist in its efforts to
encourage its customers to consider housing options which they seem to be
foreclosing because of perceived racial factors.

4.

(a fair*housing organization) agrees to
provide counseling services described in three (3) above.

5.

(*) agrees to provide consul---------------------------------------------------tation and training to
------------------------------------- Realty in connection
with one (1) and (2) above.

6.

(*)agrees, in the event that
Realty is questioned regarding a matter of possible
racial discrimination, whether in pursuance of the policies set down herein
or not, to inform the inquiring parties of
Realty's
cooperation in promoting an equal opportunity housing market through affirmative marketing. The names of such inquiring parties shall be forwarded within
48 hours to
(*).

-----------------------------

7.

Realty and
( *)
agree to file copies of this agreement with the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities and Horne Investments Fund, which along with the
principal parties hereto have been instrumental in establishing this agreement.

8. The parties hereto agree to review affirmative marketing performance on a
regular basis and not less than at six (6) month intervals, giving attention
to desirable revisions as dictated by the development of ·fair housing law and
the relevant market.
9. Nothing stated herein shall be construed to abrogate the obligation of all
parties to observe all applicable fair housing laws.
,
-------------------------------, 19
----------------------------- -------

10. The term of this agreement shall begin
shall continue until

1976 and
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have each caused this Agreement to be signed on
its behalf by its duly authorized officers.

Date

Date
ATTEST:

DDLDM:hco
10/12/76

Excerpt from a statement of 3-12-76
by
J. Stanley Pottinger, Ass't Attorney General,
Civil Rights Division, U.S. Justice Department
before the
U.S. Senates
Committee on Banking, Housing, & Urban Affairs

The keeping of racial records is a form of affirmative action necessary
to correct the effects of prior discrimination.

In such circumstances, it is not

unlawful to be aware of race, for nondiscriminatory purposes.
Offerman v. Nitkowski, 378 F . 2d 22 (2nd Cir. 1967). Federal
law does not bar the collection of racial information for a
legitimate purpose, such as data gathering.

Tancil v.

Woolls. 379 U.S. 19 (1964), affirming per curiam, Harnm v.
Virginia State Board of Education, 230 F. Supp. 156 (E.D. Va. 1964)
(three judge court) .

Racial record keeping of this kind,

done pursuant to a federal program to determine compliance
with the law, is not, in our view, prohibited by various state
laws which may prohibit racial notations or records in an
effort to prevent discrimination.

Contractors Association

of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor, 442 F. 2d 159
(3rd Cir. 1971) cert. den. 404 U.S. 854 (1971).

---- ---

If periodic compliance reviews by the appropriate
enforcement agencies are done, racial records will not be
permitted to become devices for discrimination.
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FAIR HOUSING ORDINANCE
Village

ARTICLE XII.
Section 2-257.

of Par k Forest

COMMISSiqN ON . HUMAN RELATIONS.
Commission; term of office; _q ualificat-ions for membership.

There is hereby c·reated a Commission on Human Relations consisting of thirteen (13)
residents of the Village, who shal l each . serve for terms of three (3)
years. ·. tlJe Chairman and Vice-Chairman shall be annually designated by the President· and Board of Trustees. The terms of office for the initial appointments shall
be: five .(5) members for three (3) years; four . (4.) members for two (2) years; and
fo~r _(4) members for one (1) year.

memb~rs,

Section· 2-258.

Purpose of ·commission.

The vurpose of the commission shall be t o f oster, encourage and stimulate the improvement of human relations among and between citizens of all races~ colors,
creeds, national origins and economic and educational levels so ~s to provide all
individuals with an equal opportunity to grow, participate ·a nd share to the best
of their ability in the economic, educational, political, social and judicial
systems.
Section 2-259.

Duties and Functions. ·

The pr~ary function of the Commission shall be to improve human relations in the
Village. Its duties shall include but shall not be limited to:
a.

Advising the President and Board of Trustees on: human . relations matters;

b.

Serving as an educational arm of the Vil l age in fiel.d s of human relations to
all persons, areas, groups and .institutions 'in the Village;

c.

Acting as a bridge between Village government, citizens, and citizen groups;

d.

Performing as a catalyst in improving human relations and equitable living
conditions;

e.

Carrying on research and studies in the field of human relations in an effort
to equalize opportunities and lessen prejudice and discrimination based on
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, .age or marital status; and

f.

Performing an advocacy role by assisting and encouraging citizen~ and non- ·
citizen residents in the pursuit of their rights . under the laws of t_he State
of Illinois, the United States of America, and the ordinances -of the Village.

The Commission shall meet regularly and adopt its own rules of procedure_, ~d all
meetings shall be held in accordance with said rules. The Commission shall submit
to the Village an annual report and such special reports as it may ·fram time to
time deem advisable. · The Commission· shall perform such further duties as may be
assigned to it by the President and Board of Trustees.
Section 2-260.
When authorizP-rl hy the Preside nt and Board of Trus~e~s hy appropriate resolution,
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the Commission may require by subpoena the attendance and testtmony of witnesses
and the production of documentary evidence relating to any matter under .investigation and hearing. The chairman may sign a subpoena which may be· served by any
police officer of the Village of Park Forest, or by any p~rson lawfu~ly autho~ized
to serve a subpoena under the laws of the · State of illinois. The.. attendance of
witnesses or the production of documentary evidence may be required at such designated place of the hearing within ·the Village ·and before the Conmission as a M1ole,
or before a duly constituted subcommit.t ee· of the Commission. Witnesses summoned
before the Commission, .or a subcommit·tee of. the · Commission, shall be p'a id the same
fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in the Circuit Court of this State.

\

.

In case of disobedience by a person to the subpoena,' the Commission may petition
the Circuit Court of Cook County for an order requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses, for the production of documentary ·e vidence, or both. The Chairman of the Commission or the commission member conducting the hearing is hereby
authorized to administer oaths and is required to provide for the preservation of
all testimony taken.
ARTICLE XV.

FAIR HOUSING ·REVIEW BOARD.

Section 2-325. Creation; Term of Office; Qualification for Membership. There is
hereby created a Fair Housing Review Board consisting of nine persons, residents
of the Village, who shall each serve for a term of three years. None of the· members of such board shall be members of any other commission or board of the Village.
The Chairman and Vice Chairman shall be annually designat·ed ·by the President · and
Board of Trustees. The terms of office for the initial appointments shall be three
members for three years; three members for two years; and three members for one
year.
Section 2-326.

Duties and Powers of· the Fair Housing· Review Board.

a.

The Board shall receive and investigate complaints charg~ng discrimination in
housing as set forth in Chapter 24% of the Code and shall seek conciliation
of such complaints and seek compliance by violators;

b.

It shall hold hearings, make findings of fact and recommendations in accordance
with the provisions of Chapter 24~ as applicable;

c.

It shall adopt,
cedures;

d.

It shall have power to administer. oaths and to take sworn testimony at hearings;

e.

It shall have power to subpoena witnesses and pertinent documents, and its
subpoena power may be enforced by proper ·petition to any court of competent
jurisdiction;

f.

It shall have discretionary .authbrity to hold meetings which are closed to the
public, but only for the purpose of concfliat'ing complaints of discrimination;

g.

It should make an annual report to the President and Board of Trustees concerning its activities and shall communicate its recommendations related
thereto.

promulgat~,

amend and rescind rules and regulations of pro-
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REAL ESTATE
ARTICLE I.

AND

HOUSING

PRACTICES

IN GENEML

Section 24j-l.

Definitions.

For the purpose of this Chapter, the following words and phrases shall have the
meaning respectively assigned to them:
BOARD means the Fair Housing Review Board of the Village.
COMMISSION means the Commission on Human Relations of the Village.
LEASE includes sub-lease, assignment, and rent (or rental), and includes any contract to do any of the foregoing.
LENDING INSTITUTION means any bank, insurance company, savings and loan association, other person in the business of lending money or guaranteeing loans, any
person in the business of obtaining, arranging or negotiating loans or guarantees
as agent or broker, and any person in the business of buying or selling loans or
instruments for the payment of money which are secured by title to or a security
interest in real property, but shall not include any religious institution or
organization nor any charitable or educational organization operated, supervised
or controlled by a religious institution or organization.
NATIONAL ORIGIN includes national origin and ancestors.
OWNER means any person who holds legal or equitable title to, or owns any beneficial interest in, any real property or who holds legal or equitable title to shares
of, or holds any beneficial interest in, any real estate cooperative which owns
any real property.
PURCHASE includes any contract .to purchase.
REAL ESTATE BROKER means any person who for a consideration sells or offers for
sale, buys or offers to buy, or negotiates the purchase or sale or exchange of real
property, or '~ho leases, or offers to lease, or rents or offers for rent, any real
property, or negotiates leases thereof, or of the improvements therein for another
or others, or who employs any person as a real estate salesman to perform any of
the above acts.
REAL ESTATE SALESMAN means any person licensed as a real estate salesman in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 114\ of the Illinois Revised Statutes, or required thereby to be so licensed.
REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION means the purchase, sale, exchange or lease of any real
property and an option to do any of the foregoing.
SALE includes any contract to sell, exchange or to convey, transfer or assign legal
or equitable title to or beneficial interest in real property.
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ARTICLE II.

REAL ESTATE BROKER

Section 24\-2.

License Required.

·•

-·

,

\, I

\

a.

It shall be unlawful to carry on the business of real estate broker:/ ·c iirectly
or indirectly, in the village without first having obtained a Vill.age real
estate broker's license, · or to.· violace the te.rms of any such license/ ·~en so
granted.
·

b.

It shall be unlawful for any real estate broker to erect or maintain· ·any sign
on any real estate without first having obtained a Village real estate broker's
license •

..

Section 24\-3.

Application.

Applications for such licenses ·shall be made to the Village Clerk in writing,
signed by the applicant if an individual, and signed by all the partners of a
partnership, or by a duly authorized officer thereof if a corporation, verified by
~ath or affidavit, and shall contain the info~ation required by this chapter, and
such other information as may be required by the board in their discretion after
said application has been submitted to the Village Clerk.
- ..
Section 24\-4.

Revocation.

The President shall have the ·power to revoke all licenses issued under this ··article,
l-7henever a licensee, directly or indirectly, shall be guilty of:- ·
·~
..

· ;.

a.

Making any substantial misrepresentation, or engaging in untruthful advertis-

b.

Making 'any false promises of a character likely to influence, persuade, · or induce action contrary to the best interest of .the Village and preservation of
property values in the village, or

c.

Pursuing a continued and flagrant course of misrepresentation or the making of
false promises through agents or salesmen or advertising or otherwise,. or

d.

Any misleading or untruthful advertising, or using any trade name or insignia
of membership in any real estate organization of which the licensee is not a
member, or

e.

Acting for more than one party in a transaction without the knowledge of all
parties for whom he acts, or

f.

Failure to furnish copies upon request of all documents relating to a real
estate transaction to all parties executing the same, or

g.

Paying a commission or valuable consideration to any person for acts or
services performed in violation of this .article., or

h.

Having demonstrated unworthiness or incompetency to act as a real estate
broker in such manner as to endanger the interests of the public, or

i.

Employing any person as a salesman on a purely temporary or single deal basis

ing, or

... ..
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as a means of evading the law regarding payment of conmissions or any of the
provisions of this Chapter, or
j.

Displaying a "for rent" or "for sale" sign ·on any property without the written
consent of an owner or his duly authorized. ·agent, or advertising that any
property is for sale or for rent in a newspaper or other publication without
the consent of the owner or his authorized agent, or

k.

Failing, within a reasonable time, to provid·e 'information requested by the
Village President as a result of a formal or informal complaint to the Village,
which would indicate a violation of this Chapter, or

1.

Being found by the Commission or a Court of competent jurisdiction to having
acted in a discr~inatory manner in real estate transactions contrary to the
provisions of this Chapter, or

m.

Disregarding or violating any applicable provision .of this Code, or

n.

Any other conduct, whether of t he same or a different character from that
hereinbefore specified which const i tutes dishonest dealing.

ARTICLE III.

DISCRIMINATION

Section 24\-16.

Prohibited.

No owner, lessee, or sub-lessee of real property, real estate broker or salesman,
lender, financial institution, advertiser, or agent of any of the foregoing, shall
discr~inate against any other person because of . the religion, race, eolor, sex,
age, marital status or national origin of such other person or because of the religion, race, color, sex, age, marital status or nation·a l origin of the friends or
associates of such other person, in regard to the sale or rental of, or dealings
concerning real property. Any such discrimination . shall be considered an unfair
real estate practice. Without limiting the foregoing, it shall also be an unfair
real estate practice and unlawful for any real estate broker or other person to:
a.

Publish or circulate, or cause to be published or circulated, any notice, statement or advertisement, or to announce a policy, or to use any form of application for the purchase, lease, rental or financing of real property, or to make
any record or inquiry in connection ~nth the prospective purchase, . rental or
lease of real property, which ·expresses directly or indirectly any limitation,
specification or discrimination, or any intent to make any such limitation,
specification or discrimination.

b.

Deceive, or overcharge any person for real property in the village, or to make
any distinction, discrimination or restriction against any person as to the
conditions or privileges of any kind relating to the sale, rental, lease or
occupancy of real property.

c.

Discr~inate

or to participate in discrimination in connection with borrowing
or lending money, guaranteeing loans, accepting mortgages or otherwise obtaining or making available funds for the purchase, acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, repairs or maintenance of any re·a l property in the village.
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d.

Solicit or to enter into an agreement for the sale, le·a se· or listing for sale,
or lease, of any real property within the village on · grounds of loss of value
due to the present or prospective entry into any neighborhood of any person or
persons of any particular race, color, religfon, sex, age, marital status, or
.national origin or· ancestry.

e.

Distribute or cause to be di·s tributed , written material or ·statements designated
to induce any owner of any real property in the village to sell or lease his
or her real property because of any present or prospective change in the race,
religion, color, sex, age, marital status, or national origin or ancestry of
persons in the neighborhood .• ·

f.

Make any misrepresentations concerning the 1isting for . sale or the anticipated
listing for sale or the sale of any real property for the purpose of_inducing
or attempting to induce the sale or listing for sale of any real property by
representing that the presence or anticipated presence of per~ons of .any particular race, religion, color, sex, age, marital status, or national · origin in
the area will or may result in the lowering of real property values in the
block, neighborhood -o r area in which the property· is locate~.

g.

Refuse to sell or rent real property because of race, color, religion, sex,
age, marital status or national origin .

h.

Refuse to show to any person who has specified his needs, and affirmed his
ability to finance the purchase or lease of real property, the list or other
records identifying all real properties reasonably meeting such specifications.

i.

To discrtminate in the sale· of insurance in connection with real estate or the
appraisal of real estate or to differentiate in ·lending in connection with
mortgage loans to be secured -by real estate in the village because of race,
color, sex, age, marital stat-us, or national origin of the persons living in
the village or in the particular neighborhood of the property to be used· as
security for the loans· or because of prospective or presen~ changes in such
categories of such persons living in the village or in the neighborhood of the
property to be used as security for the sale mortgage loan. ·
For the purpose of this section differentiation in lending shall include:
1.

Refusal to make loans; or

2.

Differentiation in the type of loans including i~terest
buyer or seller, duration and amount of loan; or

3.

Influencing appraisals in connettion with loans; or

4.

Delaying processing of loan applications.

Section 24%-17.

~ates,

charges to

Limitations.

a.

This chapter shall not apply to the rental, -leasing or other arrangements for
the use of any room in any owner occupied single family dwelling.

b.

Nothing in this

Chapt'~r ,:;hAll .h:tr any rel:f gf ous or denomlnat.ional

institution
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or organization or any charitable or educational · organization operated, supervised or controlled by or in connection with·· a religious organization from
limiting living accommodations or giving preference with respect thereto to
persons of the same religion or denomination.
c.

Nothing in this Chapter shal l require an owner or others to offer for sale or
lease real property to the public at large where any applicable Federal, State
or local laws or ordinances provide othen~ise.

Section 24-}-18.
All persons affected by the provisions of this Chapter shall be required to maintain
records, relative to the purposes and policies herein expressed, in accordance with
such procedures and pertaining to the activities of such persons in the rental or
sale of property, as may be determined by the Village Manager and approved by the
President and Board of -Trustees. Such records shall be open for inspection by
persons designated by the Village Manager at any t ·ime during regular business hours.
Such persons shall be required to furnish information from said records in the form
required from time to time by the Village Manager with the approval of the President
and Board of Trustees. Such records shall he maintained from and after the enactment of this amendment and continuously thereafter with respect to any particular
business, profession or occupation affected by this Article.
ARTICLE IV.
Section 24\-25.
a.

:oL1plbH1.ts and Enforcement.

Proceedings under this Article shall be commenced by the filing of a complaint,
within 60 days of the alleged violation, with the Village Manager or his duly
authorized assistant for such matters. The complaint shall contain a short and
plain statement describing the grievance alleged, the name and ad~ress of the
person charged and shall be signed by the aggrieved party or the Commission on
~-!uman Relations by its Chainnan or Vice Chairman, as author1.zed.
Tha azr;rieved
. ·party may be assisted by members of the Commission on Human Relations.

b.

After . the
assistant
certified
and shall

complaint is filed, the Village Manager or his duly authorized
shall, within 5 days, serve a copy of the· complaint personally or by
mail with return receipt requested, on the person or persons charged
furnish copies thereof to the Fair Housing Review Board.

c.

If the Village Manager or his duly · authorized assistant determines that the
allegations, as stated in the complaint , if true, would constitute a violation
of the Code, he or his duly authorized assistant shall investigate the camplaint. If it is found by that investigation that the allegations appear to
be supported by the facts, a time and place shall be set for a conference and
the- parties notified. At such conference, the Village Manager _or his authorized assistant shall interview the complainant and the person or persons
against whom the complaint has been filed and shall attempt to resolve the
same by conciliation.

d.

If the Village Manager or his duly authorized assistant are unable to conciliate the complaint within 14 days of the filing of the complaint, they shall
immediately notify the Chairman of the Fair Housing Review Board, and such
Board shall promptly hold a hearing on the complaint.
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e.

If, in the discretion of the Village Manager and in an emergency situation,
immediate court action is necessary, he may at any time direct the Village
Prosecutor to file a complaint in any court of competent jurisdiction for a
fine, injunction, or other appropriate relief. Such action may be taken even
though administ rative hearings on the complaint are ·still ·pend1ng .before the
Board.

f.

At hea+ings ·c onducted by the Board~ ·not · l e:s a·· than three of the same members of
the ·B oard must: be present at all times. only those members · who · have attended
all h~arings may participate in the final determination of the complaint. At
the conclusion of the hearings , the Board shall render a ~itten report with
findings of fact and recommendations which shall be served by certified mail,
· return rece.ipt requested, upon ·the complainant and the respondent or the.i r
. atto~neys when represented by counsel. Such decision of the Board must receive
the affirmative consent of a majority of those members of the Board ·who have
been present at all the hearings above referred to. Such report shall be
rendered on or before sixty (60) days after the date of the. first hearing, unless such time has been waived by agreement of the complainant and the respondent . or their attorneys and accepted by the Board. Nothing in this section
shall preclude a complainant from withdrawing a eomplaint · at any time after
filing.

g.

The Board shall be empowered at the conclusion of such proceedings, and as part
of its report, to recommend to the Village President that. he suspend or revoke,
for a period not to exceed one year, the license of . any person to whom-there
was issued such a license by the Village, and who shall have been a respondent
to any proceedings thus filed and found guilty · of violat·ion of · any applicable
discriminatory provision. Any person whose license has · been suspended or revoked, or any complainant aggrieved by. the decision of the Board, shall have
full right to appeal in accordance with procedures specified in the Administrative Review Act of Illinois. Otherwise, the order of the ·Board shall be final
and conclusive. It shall serve a copy thereof upon the respondent, and any
appeal may be taken thereafter .•·.
·

h•

In addition thereto, the Board may request that the President and Board of
Trustees direct the Village Attorney to fi:le with · the State of Illinois a
complaint against any person found guilty of violating any provision of this
Code, seeking suspension or revocation of . the license issued to such person by
the State.

i.

The Board may request that the President and Board of . Trustees notify the contracting agency of the State or any political subdivision or agency thereof
or the United States of America or any agency or · ins.t rumentality thereof. of
any V'iolations of this chapter ·by any person in the course of .p erforming under
a contract or subcontract with such agency for the purpose of . cau·s ing termination of such contract or any · portion · thereof ei-ther ·. absolutely or on condition
of compliance with the provisions of this chapter.

j.

The Board may request that ·the President and Board of Trustees direct the
Village Prosecutor to commence action in any· court· of competent jurisdiction
to recover the penalty · provided therein . or to s·e ek such· equitable· relief as
may be proper.

k.

If a respondent has been found guilty of a violation of this chapter, in accord·
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ance with the procedures specified herein, the determination of the nature and
extent of the penalty shall be vested in the entire Board.
1.

In the event of a dismissal of a complaint by the Village Manager or his duly
authorized assistant or in the event of their refusal to act on a complaint,
the complaint shall nevertheless be forwarded to the Fair Housing Review. Board
by the Village Manager together ~vith his reasons therefor~ The Board shall
review every complaint thus filed. If a majority of the Board determines that
the respondent has not engaged in any unlawful practice, it shall state its
findings in writing and dismiss ·the complaint. If a majority of: the Board determines after such review that probable cause exists for the allegations made
in the complaint, the Board shall set a date for a full hearing as above provided and follow the procedure accordingly.

m.

Any person aggrieved in any ·manner . by a violation of this chapter, who has exhausted the administrative remedies provided in this article, ·may apply to any
court of competent jurisdiction for appropriate relief from such violation,
including:
1.

An order compelling compliance. with this chapter;

2.

An order to prohibit any person found by the court to have violated this
chapter, from the sale, lease, exchange, transfer, conveyance, or assignment of any real property;

3.

Compensatory damages;

4.

Such other and further relief as may seem appropriate to the court for the
enforcement of this chapter and the elimination of violations thereof.

These remedies shall be available notwithstanding the imposition of other
penalties as are provided for violations of this Code.
HHEREAS, the Village of Park Forest is a home rule unit· as defined under the Illinois State Constitution arid as· such has the right to exercise its authority with
respect to its government and affairs; and
lmEREAS, in connection with such government and affairs, it has adopted a policy
to assure full and equal opportunity to all re~;idents of ~he village to obtain fair
and adequate housing for themselves and their families without discrimination
against them because of · their race, color, sext marital status, age, religion,
national origin or ancestry; and
WHEREAS, such policy has been and is being threatened by a practice known as
"steering" and similarly related real estate practices 't..rhich have a tendency to
prevent the fulfillment of the above referred to policy; and
lmEREAS, such practices are contrary to and affect. the Village 1 s exercise . of its
powers for the protection of the public safety, health and welfare of the persons
residing in the village and is inimical. to the maintenance and promotion of commerce, industry and good government in the village.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Park Forest, Cook and Will Counties, Illinois, as follows:
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ARTICLE V.

Section

24~-50.

The following acts are hereby prohibited and shall constitute a violation of this
Article and shall be subject to prosecution in accordance with the provfsions and
penalties provided in the Code.
lnfluenc~ng

1.

or attempting to influence prospective purchasers, occupants or
tenants to refrain from purchasing or renting property by referring to the
race, .color, sex, marital status, age, religion, national ·origin o·r ancestry
of occupants or prospective occupants of other real estate in the neighborhood.

2.

Influencing or attempting to influence prospective sellers, purchasers, occupants, landlords or tenants so as to promote or tend to promote racially
segregated housing or to retard, obstruct or discourage racially integrated
housing.
·

3.

Discriminating against prospective sellers, purchasers, occupants, landlords
or tenants, or giving differential treatment in connection with t~e sale or
rental .of property or furnishing of information or services because of race,
color, sex, marital status, age, religion, national origin or ancestry.

Section 24%-51.
The provisions of this Article shall be enfb~c-ed by complaints to the Fair Housing
Review Board heretofore created in Chapter 2, Article XV. It shall be the duty of
such BOard to receive and investigate complaints under the provisions of this
Article and to follow the procedures set forth in conjunction with complaints filed
before such Board.
Section 24%-52.
The Commission on Human Relations shall provide fo·r the exchange of information
related to the provisions of this Article among real estate brokers and salesmen,
bankers, lenders, Village officials, other municipal officials and community groups
whether within the Village or outside the Villag~.
Section 24\-53.
The Commission on Human Relations and the Village Administration shall provide
educational material and make recommendations to eliminate discrUnination and shall
take such steps necessary and proper to provide for the application of the
principles herein enunciated and set forth.
NOTE:

The Fair Housing Ordinance, Ord~ No. 649, was adopted 1/29/68; amended by
Ord. 756, 4/27/70; amended by Ord. 818, 8/12/71; amended by Ord~ 895, 896,
897, 898, 899, 11/26/73.
Section 1-7 of the Code of Ordinances of the Village of Park Forest states
as follows: General penalty for violation of .Code; continuing violations:
Whenever in this Code or in any ordinance of the village any act is prohibited or is made or declared to be unlawful or an offense, or whenever
in such Code or ordinance the doing of any act is required or the failure
to do any act is declared to be unlawful, where no other specific penalty
is provided therefor, the violation of ' any such provision of this Code or
any ordinance shall be ·p unished by a fine of not more than five'' hundred
dollars ($500.00) for any one offense.
1B9

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 24~ OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES,
VILLAGE OF PARK FOREST, COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS.
BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees, Village of Park Forest,
Cook and Will Counties, Illinois:
I.

Chapter 24~ of the Code of Ordinances, Village of Park Forest, Cook and
Will Counties, Illinois, is hereby amended as follows:
A.

II

Add the following Section

24~-5:

(a)

Each broker who expects to have agents soliciting for real estate
sales listings door to door, via the mail, and/or by telephone shall
register yearly with the Village and accompany the application for a
broker's soliciation permit with copies of the company's standard
solicitation literature.

(b)

Prior to soliciting homeowners, excluding those who have made known,
directly or indirectly, their intent to sell, the broker or agent shall
apply for an individual solicitation permit good for one month.

(c)

The individual application for
least three working days prior
include the specific addresses
the month for which the permit

(d)

The applicant shall arrange to receive the solicitation permit at
a time mutually convenient to the applicant and to the Village
/
Manager or his duly authorized assistant. At that time, a meeting
shall be held wherein the applicant shall make the Village Manager
or his duly authorized representative familiar with the language,
written and/or oral of the intended solicitation message and receive
facts and information with respect to the possible impact of the message
upon the specific neighborhood to be solicited. The meeting requirement
may be fulfilled, at the discretion of the Village Manager or his duly
authorized representative, by a telephone conference.

(e)

The Village Manager or duly authorized representative shall not prohibit
the use of solicitation language which is not in violation of the law,
but they shall counsel the applicant's use of language which might be
inadvertently suspect or misunderstood.

(f)

The Village shall not prohibit the solicitation of any particular
neighborhood, or part thereof, but may counsel the applicant
of the negative impact such solicitation will have on such areas.

a solicitation permit shall be made at
to intended solicitation and shall
and expected dates of contact within
is to be issued.

This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage,
approval and publication, as provided by Statute.
APPROVED:

~yes:
7
Nays:
0
Absent: 0
Adopted: 2-28-77
Approved: 2-28-77
Published: 3-3-77
ATTEST:
is/Kath e rin e Bader
Village Clerk

/s/ Mayer Singerman
Village President
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77-2

AN OHDINJ\NCE REQUIRING NOrriFICATION OF
INTENT TO SELL OR RENT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of ·
the Village of Bellwood, Cook County 1 Illinois, that the Bellwood Village Code, with amendments thereto be further amended
by adding the following thereto:
SECTION I: That all owners, agents, Brokers or any~ndi
vidual or legal entity having ownership or control of any
residential property which is offered for sale or rental within the Village of Bellwood, must notify the Village of Bellwood,
Department of Community Relations & Building- Commissioner \·lithin five (5) days after the first real estate listing agreement
is entered into, and or public notification of such . intent to
sell or rent is made, whichever shall occur first.
SECTION II:
That any owner, agent, Broker, individual or
any legal entity violating any provision of this article shall
be fined not less than Five ($5.00) Dollars nor more than Five
Hundred ($500.00) Dollars for each offense . . A separate offense
shall be deemed committed on each day during or on which a
Violation occurs or continues.

This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage, approved and publication as required by law.
Passed and Approved this 23rd day of March, 1977.

ATTEST:

LQl

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING

lli~DER

THE LAW

A condensed version of current legal requirements.

1

Fore1-1ord
This booklet is written to help the real estate agent. Its primary purpose is to
provide agents with a practical background in the concept of the law regarding
equal opportunity housing. Once the agent knows the concept, it is up to him or
her to work within the spirit of the ·law.
Federal Law
Federal law says housing discrimination based on race, color, religion, national
origin or sex is illegal under provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1866·, Title
VIII of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, and the 1974 amendment to the 1968 Act.
The 1968 Fair Housing Act specifically mentions the following prohibited areas:

1.

To refuse, after making a bona fide offer, to negotiate on or to sell or rent,
or to otherwise deny, a dwelling to any person because of his race, color, sex,
religion or national origin;

2.

To discriminate in the terms or conditions or privileges of the sale or
rental of any dwelling, or in providing services or facilities in connection
with that sale or rental, on the basis of race, color, sex, religion or
national origin;

3.

To tell any person, because of his race, color, sex, religion or national
origin, that a dwelling is not available for sale or rent, or for inspection;

4.

To make or publish (or to have anyone else make or pcblish) .any ad~ertisement
or notice indicating any preference or limitation based on race, color, sex,
religion or national origin in connection "1ith the sale or rental of a ch1elling;

5.

For profit, to induce or attempt to induce any person to sell or rent any
dwelling by representations regarding the entry or prospective entry into the
neighborhood of a person or persons of a particular race, color, sex, religion
or national origin. This practice is more commonly known as ''blockbusting."

State Law
The Illinois Constitution prc~ibits discriminat ion on the
protection for those with physical and mental h.,•.ndicaps.

ab~ve

basis and adds

Each real estate agent is probably already familiar with the Illinois real estate
licensing law. Part of the law that is important enough to be repeated here makes
it illegal for a broker or salesperson to:
\.

Solicit for sale, lease, listing or pur~hase any residential real estate on the
basis of loss or threatened loss in value of the property because a minority
family has moved or may move into the area.

2.

Distribute written material designed to induce o'tmers of real estate to sell
or lease their property because a minority familyhas :moved or may move into the
area.
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3.

Intentionally create alarm or fear in a neighborhood by communicating in
any way, including by tel~phone, warnings, threats or other communication
designed to induce owners to sell or lease because a minority family may move
or has moved into an area.

4.

Fail to provide requested irtformation within a reasonable ttme to the Department of Registration and Information as a result of a complaint to the
department.

5.

Disregard or violate any portion of this act or the rules and regulations
published by the department to enforce this act.

6.

Advertise or cause to be advertised in any l<my . the sale of property without
clearly disclosing the name of ·the broker or the name by which the broker
legally does business.

7.

Enter into a listing agreement that prohibits the sale or rental of property
to any person because of race, color, religion or national origin.

B.

Act as broker in the sale of any property that carries a restriction in sale
based on the race, color , religion or national origin of any potential buyer.

~unicipal

Law

Many municipalities have ordinances that provide other means for parties to take
action on discr~ination complaints.
For example, in Park Forest, Illinois, the ordinance prohibits: "Influencing or
attempting to influence prospective sellers, .Purchasers, occupants, landlords or
tenants so as to promote or tend to promote racially segregated housing or to
retard, obstruct or discourage racially integrated ·housing."
It is the effect of the federal, state and local laws that a party alleging
violation of fair housing lau has many avenues to choose from in addition to
complaining to a local board of realtors. A complaint through any one of these
avenues need not preclude action via another course.
Racial Steering
Racial steering is not mentioned as such in federal and state legislation. Nevertheless, it has been a frequent charge in complaints alleging violation of Federal
law. The U. s. Justice Department and the courts have regularly construed racial
steering as a violation of the requirement that all housing be available to everyone equally.
Basically, racial steering is any word or action by a real estate agent that is
used to influence the choice of a prospective home buyer on a racial basis.
Any action by $ real estate agent that in any way impedes, delays or discourages
a prospective home buyer from renting or purchasing so as to promote racially
segregated or resegregated housing is unlawful.
The professional real estate salesperson naturally guides or !.fsteers" every
prospective home buyer to. ensure that the real estate matches the prospect's
needs and desires. However, when the agent imposes the variable of race in
this house selection process, he or she is in jeopardy of violating the Federal
Fair Housing Act and most local ordinances, '~hich usually state:
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"It shall be unlawful ••• to refuse to negotieite for the sale or
rental of, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to
any person because of race, color, sex, religion or national
origin."
The key phrase is "to make otherwise unavailable." The statute was apparently
worded as expansively as possible to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination,
and racial steering is essentially a subtle approach to discrimination.
Racial stee-· ing can often have the same effect as outright racial rejection.- For
example, a black's opportunity for homes may be greatly restricted if he is shown
only homes in a predominantly black area or in an interracial area. If he is not
given an informed choice of comparable homes in a white area in which he might be
interested, then those homes have been mdde unavailable to him.
Hhere racial steering is practiced, the home buyer does not have an informed choice
about the neighborhood in which he may wish to live. In effect, the agent makes
the choice for the home buyer based on race, guiding him to areas where his race
is predominant or may become predominant. I~ the black is not given the same treatment and selection as the "comparable" white, the law has been violated.
Racial steering can be used against whites as well. For example, a white may be
steered away from an interracial area or one that may become interracial or a
black area, in which case that area was made unavailable to him on the basis of
race.
Here are a few of the obvious and common practices that may constitute steering:
A.

Showing homes in a black area or an interracial area only to blacks when the
agent knows of whites who might normally be interested in the area.

B.

Assuming that prospective buyers have certain racial preferences.

C.

Volunteering information to prospective buyers about the racial composition of
a neighborhood, its schools, etc., or imparting incorrect information l-lhen asked.

D.

Underselling an area through negative comments about it in order to steer a
person away from it because of his or her race.

E.

Advertising listings for an interracial area in a way calculated to attract
minority persons to it and to avoid white inquiry _for the same area.

For those interested in more detail, the Department of Justice has itemized nearly
a hundred business and sales devices used to carry out this form of housing
discrimination.
Conclusion
As equal opportunity advoeates in government and in the non-real estate private
sector gear up to promote equal opportunity, the broker and agent and also real
~state boards should look at the growing intricacies of equal opportunity require•
menta as presenting new opportunities. Those who are well versed in these requirements have additional expertise to offer clients and an advantage over those who
merely give lip service to the law.
Real estate professionals must associate themselves with the free real estate
market - free from racism, free from racial di~crimination (including steering)
and free · from the unnatural, artificial barriers that have created a closed,
forced dual housing market.
Professional brokers and agents must be willing to shoulder their share of the
responsibility for implementing equal opportunity practices.
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For real estate salespersons attempting to avoid
general cautions that should ~e helpful:
1.

r~cial

steering, there are some

Establish a written policy with respect to e~ual opportunity service.
Discussion with agents should be held as frequently as once a week to
ascertain understanding and effective adherence. Sample policy items could
include the following:
A.

That the prospective purchaser shall be shown any and all homes or other
housing that the purchaser qualifies for, on the sole basis of ability
to pay.

B.

That business procedures must not vary according to the race, color, sex,
religion or national origin of the client and/or customer. The question
each agent must ask is, "Are we d~ing t~1nt for everybody? u

c.

That even though the prospective purch~aer asks .to be sho~n1 listings in
a particular area, if the customary procedure of the broker is to show
other listings, all prospective purchasers should be shown other listings
without regard for race, color or creed.

D.

The agent must never permit the racial composition of an area to influence
his initial selection. of additional offerings made to all prospective
purchasers.

E.

The agent will shotrr all listings, Hithin the qualifications defined above,
available to him through any multiple-listing service or any other source,
regardless of race, color or creed of the prospective purchnners.

F.

Agent will use only that guidance necessary to assist a prospective purchaser in obtaining a home thnt would best fit his need and his ability
to pay, l·T ithout direct or indirect reference to race, color or creed.

G.

agent will cooperate only with other brokers or listing
that comply t-lith the terms of an equal opportunity policy
equivalent to the above.

Broker

~nd

se~ices

H.

Broker uill seek the assistance of outside experts (legal counsel, equal
opportunity enforcement agencies) when confronted with situations that
appear to have potential for racial misunderstanding and feelings.

2.

Be informed about the racial compositions of the communities in the market.
Hhen asked for information, the agent shc ~,.ld provide none that is inaccurate.
Sharing one's ill-formed impressiou3 about the racial makeup of communities
has been the source of considerable trouble. If you don't know the ans't·7er,
say so~

3~

Participate with other equal opportunity advocates in efforts to drive from
the market those brol,ers and agents who engage in racial steering.

4.

Participate with other equal opportunity advocates in promoting each and
every community as an open community, as all are by law.

5.

Deal uith each potential purchaser as if he or she 'to:ere an equal opportunity
investigator (tester, auditor).

6.

Remember that equal opportunity in housing relates to equal opportunity in
other markets, including employment with real estate firms.

7.

Invite governmental personnel to
a year.

d~scuss t~1cae

matters at meetings twice
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BALANCED DEVELOPMENT ZONING AMENDMENT

ORDINANCE NO.

AN ORDINANCE AHENDING ORDINANCE NO. 3100 OF THE CITY
OF AURORA, ILLINOIS SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR LOW- AND MODERATEINC011E DNELLING UNITS AND AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING IN PLANNED
DISTRICT DEVELOPHENTS, PLANNED DEVELOP.HENTS, AND SUBDIVISIONS
WITH 50 OR MORE UNITS.
WHEREAS, in recent years the City of Aurora has
experienced a rapid population increase due to the development

•

of vacant land either previously \vi thin the jurisdiction of the
City or later annexed to the City;
WHEREAS, there exists in the City of Aurora a serious
and worsening shortage of housing for all income groups, but
exp~cially

for low and moderate income persons, and racial and

economic segretation;
I

J

WHEREAS, racial and economic ·segregation would be accentuated by ne\v development on the periphery of the City of Aurora
if such development is not open to persons of all income levels;
WHEREAS, persons employed in such new development would
not be able to afford to live there if provision is not made for
housing for all income groups;
WHEREAS, the City of Aurora is committed, by City of
Council resolution adopted May 27, 1975, to insuring that all
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its citizens, of whatever racial ·group, _have access to d _e cent
and sound housing on a desegregated basis, and that its
less affluent citizens have access to units they can afford in
mixed-income developments:
Now, therefore, Be It Ordained by the City Council of
the City of Aurora, Kane county, Illinois as Follows:
That Ordinance No. 3100 of the City of Aurora,
entitled, "An Ordinance, To Be Known as 'Aurora
Zoning Ordinance' Comprehensively Amending
Ordinance No • . 2 2 50" ·• . • Be Amended
By -Adding the following subsections to Section 3
and ~. revising the · numbering of the succeeding .·
subsections of Section 3 accordingly . and by ·_ adding - ·
a new · Section 11 and revising the ·numbering of ·.·
existing Section 11 and succeeding Sections
accordingly:
SECTION 3 -

3.2

RULES AND

DEFINI~l'IONS

Definitions

(3)
AFFI~ffiTIVE MARKETING PLAN.
Documentation, in
narrative form, submitted pursuant to §ll.3-2, 3, or 4, showing
how the developer intends to comply with the requirements of
§11.2-7a.
(35) DESIGNATED SITES. Sites upon which low- and moderateincome or mixed~income housing is to be built, · according to the
site plan, plans submitted pursuant to §ll.3-3a and d, or final plan
(36)
DEVELOPER. The applicant for approvals pursuant
to §§15.2, 15~3~~6-7, and 15.7, whichever shall apply . and
his designees, agents, and assignees.
(37) DEVELOPMENT. The land area covered by a site plan
approved pursuant to §15.2-1, a special use permit granted
pursuant to §15.6-7, or an application for PDD zoning and a plan
description approved pursuant to §15.7.

1~

(54)
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY.
Dwelling units financed
and developed pursuant to low- and moderate-income housing
programs designed specifically for elderly persons.
(80)
LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING. Housing developed
with subsidies pursuant to §8 of the Housing and Community
· Development Act of 1974 or its predecessors or successors or
otherwise made available to persons within the income limits
specified by such Act through use of: other federal, state, ort
municipal subsidy programs; federal, state, or municipal
insurance programs; land ~rite-downs utilizing Title I of such
Act or other appropriate programs; cost reductions by the
developer; or otherwise; provided that during any time v1hen such
Act has been repealed and no successor legislation has been
adopted, the definition of low- and moderate-income persons
(called in such Act persons of lower income and very low income
respectively) contained in such Act shall be utilized as the
definition of low- and moderate-income persons for purposes of
this Ordinance. - ·
•
(83)
HINORITY PERSONS.
and Asian-American persons.

Black, Latino, Native

American ~_--_

( 84)
MIXED-UNIT SUBDEVELOPJ1ENTS. Subdevelopments which
contain both market-rate and low- and moderate-income dwelling
units.
t .

(99)
PHASE. The land area covered by a site plan
approved pursuant to §15.2-1, a special use permit granted pursuant
to §15. 6·- 7, or a preliminary plan approved pursuant to §15. 7.

(115) SUBDEVELOPMENT.
A contiguous residential _area of
land \oJithin a development designated for the construction of a
number of dwelling units for which building permits are applied
jointly or which are other\-vise designed as a functioning unit.·

*
- SECTION 11

*

*

*

*

*

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING

11.1 APPLICABILITY. The provisions of this section shall
apply to all developments of 50 or more dwelling units approved
pursuant to §15.2 after the effective date of this Amendment;
all planned developments (PDs) for which special use permits
are granted pursuant to §15. 6 --7 .-t ftcr the effective date of
this ·1\mcnclmcnt; and planned district <.levelopn1e nts (PDDs), if the
application for PDD- zoning is approved after the effective date
of this amendment, and the land within PDDs previously zoned
for \vhich no final plan had, as of the effective date of this
·runendment, been approved.
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11.2

STANDARDS.

11.2-1 At least 15% of the total number of dwelling
units in each phase of any development shall be low- and
moderate-income units.
11.2-2 The developer may build and market up to 250
market-rate units before building any low- and moderate-income
units, but thereafter at least 15% of all the units in the
development under construction or already constructed shall be
low- and moderate-income units.
11.2-3 All low- - and moderate-income units shall be
mixed with market rate units so that at least 15% but no more
than 40% of the units in each subdevelopment are for low- and
moderate-income persons. All low~ - and moderate-income units
within each subdev.elopment shall be dispersed evenly Hithin
each subdevelopment. Low- and moderate-income units may be
built in subdevelopments · containing only ~ such units if such ·····
subdevelopments ·. are necessary to meet .. the . requirement of ·
§11.2-1, provided . that such subdevelopments contain no more
than 250 units · and not be adjacent to each other or otherwise
concentrated ·in the same area.
11.2-4 Low- and moderate-income dwelling units and
subdevelopments shall be treated no less favorably than market
rate units and developments, . if any, i~ terms of design,
location, and other physical ~ttributes. In particular,
a. Subdevelopments which contain only low- and
moderate-income units shall be located on sites no less
desirable than market ~ate or mixed-unit subdevelopments and
shall be no less accessible to public facilities, public
transportation, and _shopping facilities than market or· mixed-unit
subdevelopments.

.

.

b. The number of bedrooms in the low- and moderateincome dwelling units shall, on the average, be no less than the
average number of bedrooms in the market rate units.
.
11.2-5 No more than 20% of the total number of low- and
moderate-income dwelling units may be for the elderly and at
no time may the percentage of dwelling units for the elderly
exceed 20% of the total number of low- and moderate-income
dwelling units under - construction or already constructed.
11.2-6 All low- and moderate-income units shall be
continued as such for at least a 20-year pe·r iod.

11.2-7 AFFiill1ATIVE MARKETING REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESS.
The developer shall in good faith market all the dwelling units
within the development in a manner which will maximize the
chances of the development being occupied on a racially-and
ethnically-integrated basis.
a.

Developer's Responsibilities. In conducting such
marketing, the developer shall:
(i) Establish a target population least likely to
apply because of the location of the develop- •
ment;
(ii) Establish a goal, equivalent to the percentage
of minority persons residing in the housing
market area, of the percentage of minority _
persons which the developer will affirmatively __
seek to live · in the development;
(iii) Formulate and implement an affirmative marketing .: :c :progra~ designed to adv~se the ·target population·
of and attract it to the housing opportunities~~ __
both market-rate and low- and moderate-income,_
in the development. Such program shalr include:

(1)

Advertising in both a newspaper of
general circulation and in the minority
media, including advertising in Spanish
where such appears necessary to acquaint
Latino persons with the housing
opportunities in the development;

(2)

Creating wo~king arrangements with fair
housing centers which service the area
and with minority and other interested
organizations and large employers in the
area through which such entities are:
given an opportunity to comment on and
assist in the formulation of the
affirmative marketing plan; advised of
the housing opportunitie~ in the development a reasonable time in advance of the
sale or rental of the dwelling units;
regularly informed of units available
during the sale and rental stage; and
given the opport11nity to refer potential
purchasers or renters to U1e develop~r;

1

(3)

Usin~ the U.S. Deparbnent of Housing and
Urban Developmertt-approved logo, slogan, ,,
or statement on all signs and in all
promotional literature; and
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{4)

Using minority models in all ph6tographs
and displays depiciting human models.

(iv)

Affirmatively recruit minority personnel for the
sales/rental staff of the development, with the
goal that the percentage of minority personnel on
the sales/rental staff be at least equivalent to
the percentage of minority persons in the labor
force within the labor market area;

(v)

Train the sales/rental staff in marketing dwelling
units to mi~ority persons, including training in ·
federal, state, and local fair housing laws.

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)
._

(ix)

Make a written affirmative marketing plan, submitted
as part of his Final Equal Housing Opportunity plan
and dritailing how he intends to comply with the
requirements of this §ll.2-7a (including samples
of advertising ~nd working agr~ements he. intends-to .·
use), such plan to ·be a~ail~ble for public inspection
at all - sales/rental off1ces;
·
Use all available Federal Housing Administr.ation
housing insurance programs, and other applicable
programs, when the Human Relations Commission
determines that use · of such programs will increase
the supply of minority purchasers and renters;
Report monthly to the Human Relations Commission
from the -point that the dwelling units are offered for sale or rental to completion of such period,
reviewing the implementation and results of the
affirmative marketing plan and attaching thereto
samples of all advertising, promotional literature
and working agreements and correspondence with
the entities set forth in §ll. · 2~7a(iii) (2);
Inform the Human Relations Commission forthwith if
it becomes apparent that the results of the affirmative marketing plan are substantially below the
goals of such plan, reserve a number of units
·available for sale or rental sufficient to insure
that the goals can still be met, and revise the plan, with the assistance and approval of the Human
Relations Cownission, so as to maximize the chances
that the goals will be met. Nothing in this
subsection shall be construed as requiring the
developer to permanently reserve units for minority
persons, provided that he has .made good faith efforts
to im~lernent an affirmative marketing plan, as
:·
determined by the Human Relations Commission in
subsection b(iv).

;.. .
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b.

Human Relations Commission's Responsibilities.
In supervising such marketing, the Human Relations
Conunission is hereby empowered to and shall, in
addition to all action undertaken pursuant to §11.3-4:

(i)

(ii)

Assist the developer in any needed modifidat·ion~
of the plan, as determined by either the
developer or the Conunission;

{iii)

Appoint a citizen advisory committee to assist
the Commission in all activities taken pursuant
to §ll.2-7b(i) and (ii).

(iv)

Order the Zoning Administrator to desist from ·
issuing qr to revoke all occupancy certificates
for · the ~ dwelling un~ts covered _by the
·.
affirmative marketing plan if the Commission : .
determines that . the developer is not in good · faith implementing the plan, until Lsuch plan
is implemented in good faith.
The Commission
may order that a sufficient number . of units be
reserved for minority persons to remedy
prior bad faith marketing by the developer;

(v)

Retain for public inspection the affirmative
marketing plan and all modifications thereof,
the monthly reports required by §11.2-7a(a)
(viii) , and all reviews and other documentation
of monitoring by the Commission; and

(vi)

c.

Monitor the affirmative marketing activity of
the developer, including review of the monthly
reports and on-site inspections;

Adopt such other rules and regulafions which
the Commission deems necessary to effect the
purposes and provisions of this subsection.

Nothing contained in this subsection shall be construei
as li1nitin~ the requirements of any applicable federal
pr state affirmative marketing requirements.

11.3

PROCEDURES

11.3-1

GENERAL

a.

lvherc ilot inconsistent with l:he provisions of this
Section, all provisions of §15 shall apply.

b.

No developer shall avoid the intent of this Section b~'
submitting piecemeal applications or approval requests
for any plans, sites plan~, plan descriptions, or ~ny
permits for less than 50 dwelling units at any one
tiThe.
·
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11.3-2

.

PROCEDURES FOR SUBDIVISIONS OF 50 OR MORE
DWELLING UNI1:S
1

a. .

Site Plan. All developers submitting site plans
pursuant to §15.2-1 (other than developers of planned
developments and planned district developments) for
50 or more dwelling units shall submit as part of
such site plan information sufficient to show that the
require~ents of §11.2 are being met.
No zoning
permit shall be issued unless such information is
contained i~ the site plan.

11.3-3

PROCEDURES FOR PLANNED

DEVELOP~ffiNTS

a. · Application. Any applicant for planned development
zoning pursuant to §15.6-7 of this Ordinance shall
submit with the application a plan indicating how
he . intends tn meet the- provisions of §11.2 . ..
The plan shall contain the following, including maps
_when appropriate: -_
•
(i) : : Designation of ~pecifiri sites within the ·
planned development upon which low- and moderate
income dwelling units shall be located.
(ii)
(iii)

(iJ)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)
b.

Designation of buildings which shall. include
low- and moderate-income dwelling units.
Designation of units within buildings whiGh
shall be low- and moderate-income dwelling
units, if known.
The percentage of total units within the·
_development which shall be low- and moderateincome units.
·
The percentage of elderly -low- and moderateincome units.
Documents indicating that the developer has
sought and received financial commitments, to
the extent feasible at that time, which will
enable the developer to fulfill the provisions
of this Section.
A preliminary affirmative marketing plan.

Review of Application.
The City Clerk shall refer the
plan --tobotl1-tJ1e-Plan Conunission and the Human Rights
Commission, which shall review it in joint and public cT
session for compliance with the provisions of §11.2
and recommend that the City Council approve or
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disapprove it. Each commission shall set forth in
writing the reasons for its recommendation and shall
specify particular changes and additions, if any, to
be made in the plan. Such reasons and specifications
shall be made available to the public. The
recommendations shall accompany any recommendation
pursuant to §15.6-5 by the Plan Commission to the
City Council for other aspects of the application for
planned development zoning.
c.

City Council Action on Plan. The City Council shall.
accept or reject any such recommendation by the Plan
Commission and Human Rights Commission at the same
time it grants or disapproves a request for planned
development zoning.
In no event may a special use
permit be approved without approval of the plan.
·
In no event shall the City Council grant a special
use _permit for a planned development, except by 3/4
vote of the members present, if either Commission
filed a report recommending disapproval of the plan.

d •.

Review and Approval of Su:eplemental Plan and Compli'a nce ·: _
Report; Sanctions. The developer shall submit to the
Plan Commission and the Human Relations Commi$sionprior to the issuance of any building permits, zoning _
permits, or certificates of occupancy (i) information
whi~h·supplements and finalizes the plan submitted
.pursuant to §ll.3-3a and (ii) a compliance report
showing how he has implemented any previously-approved
plan and suppJemental plan. Each Commission shall
review the submissions and shall recommend within 30
days that the City Council approve or disapprove the
supplemental plan and compliance report. Each Commission
shall set forth in writing the reasons for its
recommenoation and shall specify particular changes and
additions, if any, to be made in the submissions. Such
reasons and specifications shall be made available to
the public. The City Council shall accept or reject
the recommendations of the Commissions within 10 days
after its next regular meeting following the action
of the Cownissions; If the City Council fails to
approve a developer's compliance report, it shall
instruct the Zoning Administrator to desist from
issuing any approvals, permits, or certificates specifiec
in §§15.2 and 15.3 for any other unit or building in
the development until further instructed by the Council.
At such time, the Council, by a majority of those
present a.nd votin9, · may grant the developer the right
to resubrni t a co!npliancc report at any time after the
failures upon which the finding of non-compliance was
based have been corrected. The compliance report
shall be J.-cferrcd and acted upon in accordance with
the proc c:d ur:c s set forth in this subsection.
(r

5
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11.3-4

...

PROCEDURES FOR PLANNED DEVELOPHENT DISTRICTS

a.

Application for PDD Zoning Stage. Any applicant for
a zoning amendment establishing a Planned District
Development pursuant to §15.7 shall submit, as part
of the Plan Description required by $15.7-4, a written
description of the applicant's general plans to
fulfill the provisions of §11.2. The description shall
include an analysis of possible sources of housing
subsidies; the projected number, percentage, types,
and location of low- and moderate-income dwelling units
to be constructed;
estimated rental and/or sales
prices for such dwelling units; and the outlines of
an · affirmative marketing plan.

·b.

Prelimina~ Plan Stage.

Any Preliminary Pla.n submitted
pursuant to §15.7-8 ·of this Ordinance for any·
residential area or phase of . the planned District
Development shall contain a Preliminary Equal Housing· ~
Opportunity Plan which indicates how the dev-elopeJ;
intends . to fulfill the provisions of · §11. 2 as. i t -applies to the area covered by the Preliminary.Plan~ 
Such Equal Housing Opportunity Plan shall contain the
following, including maps when appropriate:
(i~

Designation of specific sites upon which the
low- and moderate-income dwelling units shall
be located.

(ii)

Designation of buildings which shall include
low- and moderate-income dwelling units • .

(iii)

Designation of units within buildings which .
shall be low- and moderate-income dwelling
units, if know.·

(iv)

{v)
{vi)

The percentage of total units within the
development which shall be low- and moderateincome units.
The percentage of eldeily low- and moderateincome units.
Documents indicating that the developer has
sought and received financial commitments to the
bxtcnt fcasiblG at that time, which will enable the developer applicant to fulfill the
provisions of this Section.
(r .

(vii)

A preliminary affirmative marketing plan.

?OI=i

c.

Final Plan Stage. Any Final Plan submitted pursuant
to §15.7-9 for any residential area of the Planned
District Development shall include a Final Equal
Housing Opportunity Plan for the area covered by the
final plan which finalizes and updates the proposals
contained in the Preliminary Equal Housing Opportunity
Plan submitted for the ·phase. In the Final Equal
Housing Opportunity Plan, the developer shall either:
(i) describe with particularity the financing that
(
has been secured for the low- and moderate-income
units; or state (ii) that he has determined that
financing is unavailable but that he intends to develop
the low- and moderate-income units once financing is
available, as provided in §11.4-2 or (iii) that he ·
does not wish to develop the low- and moderate-income
units but will reserve all sites containing such
units, as provided in §11.4-1.

d. -- Report on Equal Housing Opportunity Activity._::. .Each
Preliminary and Final plan submitted shall include a :
Report on Equal Housing Opportunity Activity [here~fter,
"Housing Report"] ,,,hich revie\vs in detail all· efforts
the developer has made to comply with all approved
Preliminary and Final Equal Housing Opportunity Plans
for ,the development and the results of those efforts.
If no Preliminary or Final plan for any phase of the
development is submitted within one year after the
last submitted Preliminary or Final plan has been
approved, then within that one year the developer shall
submit a Housing Report as described herein.
e.

Review of Plans or Report. The City Clerk shall refer
ali-PreiJ..minary and Final Equal Opportunity Plans, or
Housing Report if no plan is submitted, to both the
Plan Commission and Human Rights C-ommission, which
shall review the Plans in .joint and - public session for
compliance with the provisions of §11.2 and recommend
that the City Council approve or disapprove such Plans
or Report. 'rhe Cormnissions shall each set forth in
writing t.he reasons for their recominenda tion and may
specify particular changes or additions to be made
in the Plans or Report. Such reasons and specifications
shall be made available to the public. The recommen..:..
dations shall accompany any recom.rnendation by the
Plan Connnission to the City Council concerning the
Preliminary or Final ~lan itself.
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f.

City Council Action on Plans or Report; Sanctions.
The City Council shall accept ·or reject any recommendation by the Plan Commission and Human Rights
Commission concerning a Preliminary or Final Equal
Housing Opportunity Plan at the same time the entire
Preliminary or Final Plan for the area or phase is
accepted or rejected.
In no event may a Final or
Preliminary Plan be approved without approval of the
corresponding Equal Housing Opportunity Plan.
In no event shall the City Council approve an Equal
Housing Opportunity Plan, except by 3/4 vote of the
members present, if either Commission has disapproved
the Plan. If the City Council fails to approve the
Plan, or the Housing Report, because it determines
that the Housing Report is inadequate or that the Housi.
Report indicates that the developer has not made good
faith efforts to comply with previously approved Equal
Housing Opportunity Plans, the Council shall instruct ·
the ·zoning Administrator to .desis;t _from issuing any ·
approvals, permits, . or certificates specified in
§§15.2 and ·15.3 for any ·other unit or building in the
development until further instructe d by th~ Council.
At such time, the Council, by a majority of those
present and voting, may grant the developer the right
to resubmit a Housing Report at any time after the
failures upon which the finding of non-compliance was .
based have been rectified. The Report shall be
referred and acted upon in accord~nce with the procedur
set forth in §§ll.3-4e and · f.

11 ~ 4

DEVELOPERS 1 OPTIONS \~ITH RESPECT TO LOW- AND
MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING.

11.4-1

RESERVATION OF SITES DESIGNATED FOR LOlv- AND
NODERA'rE- INCOHE HOUSING.

a.

The ·developer may choose not to develop those sites
upon which low- and moderate-income or mixed-income
housing is to be constructed as designated in the ·
Preliminary and Final plans, by so stating in such
Preliminary and Final plans. The developer shall
thereafter, for a five-year period from the date of
City Council approval of the Final Plan, agree to
sell to the first person or entity,·public or
private, who offers to purchase any site at its fair
market· value and de monstrates that he has the ca."pacity
to and will develop such site or sites, as determined
by the Human Relations Commission, in conformance with
the approved Final Plan a nd that he has secured the
necessary financing for such development.

·.. ·.
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b.

In the event the developer and purchaser shall be
unable to agree upon the fair market value of the
land, each shall appoint an MAI or SREA appraiser,
each of whom shall have 60 days to appraise the
fair market value of the property. Following these
appraisals, if the developer and purchaser remain
unable to agree upon the fair market value, the two
appraisers shall within 30 days appoint a third MAI
or SREA appraiser to review both appraisals and,
taking each into consideration, together with such
additional appraisal activity as he deems necessary,
decide within 30 days after his appointment upon the
value of the land. The developer and purchaser shall
pay the costs of their .respective appraisers and
shall share equally the costs of any third apprai's er.
The restrictions imposed upon the use of the land by
the . approved final plan shall be considered in
determining the fair market value of such. land.
t

c. · If, - at the end of the five-year period, the developer has received no bona fide offer to purchase· the
designated sites, the develop shall, · by certified mail,
ret~rn receipt requested, so notify the . Mayor.
The
City shall have 90 days within which to offer to
purchase at their fair market value, as determined by
the.procedures and standards set forth in §11.4-lb,
any or all of the designated sites, for development
according to the approved Final Plan at such time as
i t sees fit.
If the City makes no offer within the
90 day period, the developer may proceed . to develop .
the designated sites in accordance with the approved
final plan, except that market-rate units may be
constructed ~here the final · plan called for low- and
·moderate-income units.
d.

The developer shall not be held responsible for the
failure of any purchaser _under this section to develop
land in accordance with the approved final plan.

11.4-2 · DErrERHINA'riON AS TO THE AVAILABILITY OF FINANCING
Fo~HE LO\v- AND HODERATE-INCOf.1E HOUSING UNI'rS.
/

a.

If the developer chooses to develop the sites upon
which the low- and moderate-income dwelling units are
to be developed but determines that financing for the
lo,v- and lLIOdera tc --·income d•vclling units is currently
unavailJble, he Gha.ll so st.ate in his Fina~ Plan.
(i) - If the City Council determines that financing

is available, it may approve the Final Plan
but shall co_n di tio"n such approval upon the
developer obtaining such financing or
exercising his option under §11.4-1.
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( ii)
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b.

th e C1t~
.
.
.
Counci~ determines that financing
1s not ava1lable, 1 t may approve the plari -.
but shall condition s~ch ~pproval upon the ·.
developer obtaining such financing or exercisinc
his option under §11.4-1 at such point that \
he determines financing is available or is ;
notified by the City that it has determined
financing is available. The . Council shall also
instruct the Mayor to notify the developer, .
by certified mail, return receipt requested;
that the City has determined financing is < •·
available when the Maybr so determines. If, ·
after 5 years from the date the Final Plan has
been approved, neither the City nor the develop1
has _determined that financing is available,
the developer shall offer the designated sites
to the City in the manner provided in §11.4-lc.
~

f

If the developer is notified by the procedures set · fort
in 11.4-2a (i) or (ii) that . the City has determined
that financing is available~·he shall within 60 days
(i) - Exercise his opt.i on under §ll. 4-1; !Jr
(ii)

~

Secure financial . commitments for tl~e lo1..;- and
moderate-income units and provide evidence
thereof to the Mayor.

Such 60 - day period may be extended by the City Council
if the developer demonstrates that he is making CJOOd
faith efforts to secure such financing.
If, at the
end of such period, the developer has not secured such
financing, he shall be deemed to have exercised his
option.under §11.4-1
11.5.
ENFORCEMENT. Any resident of the City of Aurora,
any developer to \~hom the provisions of -this Section applies, the
City, and the Human Relations Crnnrnission may seek, in the Circuit
Court having jurisdiction over the controversy, judicial revie\v of
this Section or any provision contained herein and mandatory rqli.c1
nc~essary lo imp1cmen t the provisions of this section. ·
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